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Speech synthesis is the process of generating speech for given text, hence is com-
monly referred to as text-to-speech (TTS). Speech synthesis has many useful applica-
tions such as; providing a means of interaction with dialog systems, automatic pro-
duction of audio books or for use as a voice for those who are unable to speak due to
surgery. There are two common approaches to TTS; using real examples of speech cut
up into ‘sections’ of speech, which are then stuck back together to generate new speech
(referred to as unit selection), or building models of speech using machine learning
methods to generate speech. Each of these methods has their respective advantages.
Unit selection produces extremely natural speech provided the required ‘sections’ of
speech are available (as these examples are natural recordings). Where this isn’t the
case synthesis quality drops dramatically due to large artefacts between these exam-
ples. Modelled speech, however, has lower overall quality yet is able to generate for
unseen speech much better, making it more flexible.
At the time of beginning this thesis, statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS)
using hidden Markov models (HMMs) was the dominant synthesis paradigm within the
research community. SPSS systems are effective at generalising across the linguistic
contexts present in training data to account for the inevitable unseen linguistic con-
texts at synthesis-time, making these systems flexible and their performance stable.
However HMM synthesis suffers from a ‘ceiling effect’ in the naturalness achieved
meaning that, despite great progress, the speech output is rarely confused for natural
speech. There are many hypotheses for the causes of reduced synthesis quality, and
subsequent required improvements, for HMM speech synthesis in literature. However,
until this thesis, these hypothesised causes were rarely tested.
This thesis makes two types of contributions to the field of speech synthesis; each
of these appears in a separate part of the thesis. Part I introduces a methodology for
testing hypothesised causes of limited quality within HMM speech synthesis systems.
This investigation aims to identify what causes these systems to fall short of natural
speech. Part II uses the findings from Part I of the thesis to make informed improve-
ments to speech synthesis.
The usual approach taken to improve synthesis systems is to attribute reduced syn-
thesis quality to a hypothesised cause. A new system is then constructed with the aim
of removing that hypothesised cause. However this is typically done without prior test-
ing to verify the hypothesised cause of reduced quality. As such, even if improvements
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in synthesis quality are observed, there is no knowledge of whether a real underlying
issue has been fixed or if a more minor issue has been fixed. In contrast, I perform a
wide range of perceptual tests in Part I of the thesis to discover what the real underlying
causes of reduced quality in HMM synthesis are and the level to which they contribute.
Using the knowledge gained in Part I of the thesis, Part II then looks to make im-
provements to synthesis quality. Two well-motivated improvements to standard HMM
synthesis are investigated. The first of these improvements follows on from averaging
across differing linguistic contexts being identified as a major contributing factor to
reduced synthesis quality. This is a practice typically performed during decision tree
regression in HMM synthesis. Therefore a system which removes averaging across
differing linguistic contexts and instead performs averaging only across matching lin-
guistic contexts (called rich-context synthesis) is investigated. The second of the mo-
tivated improvements follows the finding that the parametrisation (i.e., vocoding) of
speech, standard practice in SPSS, introduces a noticeable drop in quality before any
modelling is even performed. Therefore the hybrid synthesis paradigm is investigated.
These systems aim to remove the effect of vocoding by using SPSS to inform the se-
lection of units in a unit selection system.
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Abstract
At the time of beginning this thesis, statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS)
using hidden Markov models (HMMs) was the dominant synthesis paradigm within the
research community. SPSS systems are effective at generalising across the linguistic
contexts present in training data to account for inevitable unseen linguistic contexts at
synthesis-time, making these systems flexible and their performance stable. However
HMM synthesis suffers from a ‘ceiling effect’ in the naturalness achieved, meaning
that, despite great progress, the speech output is rarely confused for natural speech.
There are many hypotheses for the causes of reduced synthesis quality, and subsequent
required improvements, for HMM speech synthesis in literature. However, until this
thesis, these hypothesised causes were rarely tested.
This thesis makes two types of contributions to the field of speech synthesis; each
of these appears in a separate part of the thesis. Part I introduces a methodology for
testing hypothesised causes of limited quality within HMM speech synthesis systems.
This investigation aims to identify what causes these systems to fall short of natural
speech. Part II uses the findings from Part I of the thesis to make informed improve-
ments to speech synthesis.
The usual approach taken to improve synthesis systems is to attribute reduced syn-
thesis quality to a hypothesised cause. A new system is then constructed with the aim
of removing that hypothesised cause. However this is typically done without prior test-
ing to verify the hypothesised cause of reduced quality. As such, even if improvements
in synthesis quality are observed, there is no knowledge of whether a real underlying
issue has been fixed or if a more minor issue has been fixed. In contrast, I perform a
wide range of perceptual tests in Part I of the thesis to discover what the real underlying
causes of reduced quality in HMM synthesis are and the level to which they contribute.
Using the knowledge gained in Part I of the thesis, Part II then looks to make im-
provements to synthesis quality. Two well-motivated improvements to standard HMM
synthesis are investigated. The first of these improvements follows on from averaging
across differing linguistic contexts being identified as a major contributing factor to
reduced synthesis quality. This is a practice typically performed during decision tree
regression in HMM synthesis. Therefore a system which removes averaging across
differing linguistic contexts and instead performs averaging only across matching lin-
guistic contexts (called rich-context synthesis) is investigated. The second of the mo-
tivated improvements follows the finding that the parametrisation (i.e., vocoding) of
speech, standard practice in SPSS, introduces a noticeable drop in quality before any
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modelling is even performed. Therefore the hybrid synthesis paradigm is investigated.
These systems aim to remove the effect of vocoding by using SPSS to inform the se-
lection of units in a unit selection system. Both of the motivated improvements applied
in Part II are found to make significant gains in synthesis quality, demonstrating the
benefit of performing the style of perceptual testing conducted in the thesis.
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Speech synthesis, usually referred to as text-to-speech (TTS), is the process of gener-
ating speech from a given text. This is an important technology which has many useful
applications, such as providing a tool for interaction with dialogue systems, or for use
as a voice for those who are unable to speak (Veaux et al., 2012).
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) is the dominant synthesis paradigm
within the TTS research community. In SPSS speech sounds from training data are
modelled. At synthesis-time, the models are used to predict required speech sounds.
The main SPSS approach at the time of beginning work on this thesis was to use
hidden Markov models (HMMs). The HMM paradigm offers flexible synthesis, by
generalising well across the speech present in the training data in order to account for
the inevitable speech sounds which were unseen in the training data. HMM synthe-
sis systems are also able to produce very intelligible speech. However for maximum
effectiveness in engaging with the listener, the speech produced from a TTS system
should also sound natural, i.e., believable as a human speaker. This needs to be the
case across the vast number of possible different permutations of speech sounds which
could be required. Thus far, this is a criterion which current SPSS systems fall short on,
as consistently highlighted in successive results from the annual Blizzard Challenge
(King and Karaiskos, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). Causes of the loss in quality,
relative to synthesis using waveform concatenation, experienced in SPSS have been
hypothesised in the literature, however until work began on this thesis these hypothe-
sised causes were rarely formally tested. Therefore this thesis will focus on formally
testing hypothesised causes of reduced quality within SPSS. These findings will then
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provide insight into which areas of SPSS require improvements, allowing for informed
improvements to be made.
As the research approach taken in this thesis comprises of two different (but com-
plimentary) aims, these are reflected in the two different parts of the thesis. Part I
focuses on formally testing hypothesised causes of reduced quality in SPSS, investi-
gating not only which elements of current SPSS systems have a detrimental impact on
synthesis but also quantifying the effect of each of these. Part II of the thesis then uses
the findings from the investigations in Part I to make informed improvements to TTS
synthesis.
1.2 Chapter overview
This chapter provides an overview of the field of speech synthesis to a sufficient level
for understanding the work in Part I of the thesis. Part I of the thesis acts on the state
of the art speech synthesis research at the time of beginning this thesis, i.e., decision
tree-based HMM speech synthesis. Following the start of work on this thesis there was
a resurgence of research into using deep neural networks (DNNs) for speech synthesis.
Such updates in speech synthesis research, between beginning work on Part I of the
thesis and beginning work on Part II of the thesis, will be discussed in Chapter 8.
1.3 Text-To-Speech
The process of converting text to synthesised speech (TTS) is composed of two major
components, often referred to as the front-end and the back-end. The front-end of a
TTS system takes the text to be synthesised and converts this into its linguistic com-
ponents. The back-end of the TTS system then uses these linguistic components to
generate a speech waveform.
1.3.1 Front-End
The front-end of a TTS system takes the raw text as characters and converts these to a
linguistically-meaningful representation of the text. From such a linguistic representa-
tion it is then possible to classify elements of speech. Due to the nature of this element
of the synthesis pipeline, the front-end is heavily language-specific.
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First text normalisation is performed to convert non-standard words, such as nu-
merical items, into text. Part of speech (POS) tagging of the word sequence is per-
formed. The lexicon (also known as the dictionary) is used to convert the words into
sequences of phonemes. If a word is not present in the lexicon, letter-to-sound (LTS)
rules are used to predict the phoneme sequence. Phrase breaks in the utterance are
predicted. Finally post-lexical rules are applied. Linguistic context features from the
front-end processing are passed to the synthesis back-end to produce speech. The
front-end used in this thesis is Festival (Black et al., 2001) (the standard front-end for
HTS). A combination of the features extracted by the front-end are stored for use in the
synthesis back-end. The combination of these features are referred to as a linguistic
context. The features from the front-end, which are used in the synthesis back-end in
this thesis are listed on page 1043 of Zen et al. (2009).
1.3.2 Back-End
The back-end of the TTS system takes the language-specific output from the front-end
and uses this to produce a speech waveform. The back-end of the synthesis system
is much less language-dependant, because the language processing within the system
has already been performed in the front-end. The fundamental approaches taken by
the back-end of TTS systems can be split into two different methods: exemplar-based
synthesis and model-based synthesis (Taylor describes how these two approaches can
in fact be explained in one unified framework in Taylor (2006b)). These methods will
be explained in Sections 1.4 & 1.5.
The work in this thesis focuses on the back-end of the TTS pipeline, however it is
perfectly reasonable to assume that a similar style of investigative research is possible
focused instead on the front-end. Given that the front-end and back-end components
are independent but complimentary in the synthesis pipeline it is reasonable to predict
that improvements made to the front-end should also provide additional gains to the
naturalness of the speech output from the TTS synthesis system (Kay et al., 2015).














Figure 1.1: Illustration of the unit selection speech synthesis pipeline. Above the red
dotted line refers to the training phase and below the line refers to the synthesis phase.
1.4 Exemplar-based synthesis
Exemplar-based synthesis systems use real examples of speech to synthesise unseen
sentences. At training-time, exemplar-based synthesis systems store natural examples
of speech from the training data. These are stored alongside the linguistic contexts, as
output from the front-end of the synthesis system, which describe the content of each
speech example. These pairings of linguistic contexts and speech samples are stored
in the unit database. In many cases the waveform signal itself is stored, otherwise a
representation such as linear predictive coding (LPC) may be used. The unit selection
pipeline is shown in Figure 1.1.
At synthesis-time, the text to be synthesised is passed through the front-end to
provide the linguistic contexts which the utterance comprises. These linguistic con-
texts then provide the target from which to search for speech examples from the unit
database. There are two main exemplar-based synthesis systems: diphone synthesis
and unit selection synthesis. Diphone synthesis evolved into unit selection synthesis as
computational capacity increased (Taylor, 2009, pages 474–477). These two types of
systems handle synthesis in slightly different ways, reflecting the computational power
and storage available at the different times.
The domain of exemplar-based speech synthesis began with diphone synthesis
(Moulines and Charpentier, 1990). Diphone synthesis gets its name from the unit
size used for synthesis. The diphone unit size is a popular choice as the middle of a
phone is relatively stable making it suitable for smooth joining of units (Taylor, 2009,
page 401). The middle of a phone is more stable than a phone boundary due to co-
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articulation. Also, if there is an error in the annotation of a phone boundary this is
more likely to result in artefacts being present in the synthesised speech for phone-
sized units than for diphone-sized units. In diphone synthesis there is generally one
example of each diphone in the unit database. The chances of a smooth transition
between speech units without performing modifications are therefore very slim. As a
result, when the candidate matching the diphone identity of the target diphone is se-
lected, modifications are made to the candidate in order to better suit the desired target
f0 and duration. Due to the modifications performed, the resulting synthesised speech
is of low quality. Diphone synthesis was in mainstream use when far less computa-
tional power and storage was available. As such this method of synthesis was at the
cutting edge of what was possible at the time. Diphone synthesis is still used in em-
bedded systems where larger amounts of storage are not feasible (Sündermann et al.,
2005).
Exemplar-based speech synthesis then developed from diphone synthesis to unit
selection synthesis as larger amounts of storage space and quicker search times be-
came possible. Unit selection is an extension of diphone synthesis in which multiple
examples of each unit type are used. The increased examples of linguistic contexts
allows for the selection of units which are much closer to the target linguistic contexts
and therefore little or no modification of units is required. Festival’s (Taylor et al.,
1998, Black et al., 2001) Multisyn (Clark et al., 2004, 2007) is used in this thesis as
the standard unit selection system. This system is used as the baseline unit selection
synthesis system in the annual Blizzard Challenge (King and Karaiskos, 2011, 2012,
2013). The standard unit size is the diphone, however unit selection synthesis research
has investigated many different unit sizes, such as phoneme-sized, half-phoneme-sized
and frame-sized units (Conkie, 1999). It is worth noting that although diphone synthe-
sis and unit selection synthesis may both use the diphone unit size, the differences in
storage space and modifications performed mean these should not be confused with
one another. Due to the numerous candidates from which to search for the best unit,
unit selection requires a search to be performed. Viterbi search balances how well a
candidate matches the target linguistic context, the target cost, with how well the se-
lected units will join together, the join cost. The target cost typically relates to match-
ing linguistic classifications between the candidate unit and the target unit, whereas
the join cost typically relates to the acoustic properties of the units, reflecting how well
two units will join together. The ratio of the target cost values relative to the join cost
is usually trained by ear by experts in order to get the optimal unit selection synthesis
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quality. Unit selection is able to exploit knowledge about neighbouring units from the
unit database. Neighbouring units are given a join cost of zero, effectively meaning
that variable unit sizes are present in synthesis. Once the unit sequence is selected for
synthesis, overlap-and-add is performed to concatenate the units to create the synthetic
waveform. In Multisyn no signal manipulation is performed, instead the system relies
on the join cost to ensure there are no discontinuities. Other unit selection systems do
perform signal manipulation at this point to ensure smoother speech, however such sig-
nal modifications risk introducing their own artefacts into the synthesised speech. Unit
selection is still the cutting edge exemplar-based synthesis method, producing very
high quality, natural-sounding speech, which is highly intelligible, when the required
linguistic contexts are present in the training data and able to join together smoothly
(Kaszczuk and Osowski, 2006, 2007, 2009, Chalamandaris et al., 2013, 2014). How-
ever there is a very wide range of possible linguistic contexts due to factors such as
prosody and co-articulation with surrounding phonemes (Zen et al., 2009), meaning
that it is extremely unlikely that the training data will cover the full range of sounds
for the speech required to be output (i.e., zero target cost). Also, poor unit joins are
extremely noticeable to the listener and drastically lower the quality and intelligibil-
ity of the speech. Exemplar-based speech synthesis systems benefit from ever-larger
amounts of training data (Suendermann et al., 2010), as this is more likely to result in
fewer joins in the synthesised speech being required. However the data must be from a
single speaker, under similar recording conditions. Previous investigations have been
made into bilingual unit selection synthesis (Esquerra et al., 1998).
1.5 Model-based synthesis
Model-based synthesis systems, referred to as statistical parametric speech synthesis
(SPSS), produce the target speech at synthesis-time by learning models of speech from
the training data, instead of storing the speech data directly (King, 2011). At the time
work on this thesis began, the most common choice of method for constructing models
of speech was to use decision tree-clustered Hidden Markov models (HMMs). In order
to construct good models of speech, a parametrisation suitable for modelling speech is
required. To do this, the speech waveform is typically passed through a vocoder. At
synthesis-time, the decision tree is traversed by answering questions about the target
linguistic context; at the leaf node of the decision tree is an HMM state which describes
the distribution of vocoder parameters of the frames of speech whose linguistic con-
















Figure 1.2: Illustration of the statistical parametric speech synthesis pipeline. Above
the red dotted line refers to the training phase and below the line refers to the synthesis
phase.
texts satisfy the decision tree traversal questions (Donovan and Woodland, 1995). Fol-
lowing the generation of speech parameters, these parameters are passed back through
the vocoder to produce the speech waveform. The SPSS pipeline is shown in Figure
1.2.
SPSS systems are able to drastically reduce the footprint of required system re-
sources from that of exemplar-based synthesis systems (Zen et al., 2009, Suendermann
et al., 2010). This is due to only requiring storage space for the models of speech, in-
stead of the waveforms of the entire training data. SPSS has been found to be able to
function effectively with much less training data than exemplar-based systems (Yam-
agishi et al., 2008). This is because the models of speech are able to generalise across
the speech examples observed in the training data in order to provide estimations of in-
evitable unseen linguistic contexts at synthesis-time (i.e., due to sparsity in the training
data).
This method has been found to produce a consistent level of synthesis quality,
over a wide variety of contexts and avoids the concatenation glitches produced by unit
selection synthesis (Qian et al., 2010). However the quality level is below the best-case
of the exemplar-based synthesis systems, i.e., the speech produced is not confusable
for natural speech (King, 2011, Zen et al., 2009).
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1.5.1 Vocoding
Vocoders fall into two categories: source-filter based and sinusoidal approaches. Source-
filter vocoders represent the speech production process as a source excitation signal
(vibrations from the glottis or frication) which is passed through a filter (the vocal
tract). These vocoders therefore require good separation of source and filter contribu-
tions to speech (Valentini-Botinhao, 2013, page 17). Parametrisations of source and
filter components of speech can be derived from source-filter vocoder output, which
have been found to be modelled well (Tokuda et al., 1994, Koishida, 1998). Source-
filter vocoders are the most common type of vocoders used for SPSS. These vocoders
will be discussed in the remainder of this section. Sinusoidal vocoders represent speech
as a combination of a periodic element (i.e., voiced component) and noise (Stylianou,
1996, Erro et al., 2007). Sinusoidal vocoders have been shown to provide very good
quality speech coding, which is able to outperform source-filter models. However due
to the large number of parameters, which may vary from frame-to-frame, they are more
complex to model (Hu et al., 2014b), although significant research effort is being con-
ducted to integrate these into SPSS (Banos et al., 2008, Erro et al., 2010, Hu et al.,
2014a).
For source-filter vocoding, the complex task of separating source from filter – given
only the speech waveform – is performed. The preferred method of separating these
two components is to first calculate the spectral envelope (i.e., the vocal tract contri-
bution). From this we can calculate the contribution of the source (i.e., the glottis)
as the residual signal following inverse filtering (the remaining signal once the cal-
culated spectral envelope has been removed). Rather than parametrising the residual
signal, most vocoders used for SPSS, parametrise a representation of the excitation
signal. Initially, simple vocoders were used which made a hard decision of using ei-
ther a simple periodic pulse-train at the f0 frequency or white-noise, to represent the
excitation signal, for voiced and unvoiced sounds respectively (Yoshimura et al., 1999,
Fukada et al., 1992, Imai, 1983). However this resulted in very low quality speech
because this is an oversimplified representation of speech sounds, which are a mix of
periodic and noise components. At the time work began on this thesis, STRAIGHT
(Kawahara et al., 1999, 2001) was the standard vocoder in use for speech synthesis.
STRAIGHT is a source-filter vocoder which uses mixed excitation, a mix of periodic
pulse train and white noise for voiced sounds. The noise component is calculated
by an aperiodicity spectrum. STRAIGHT applies smoothing of the spectrum in time
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and frequency, during analysis, in order to provide a more stable calculation of the
vocal filter and remove noise from harmonics of f0. The smoothed spectrum, aperi-
odicity and f0 are output by STRAIGHT, however these features are of a very high
dimensionality and are highly correlated, therefore they require further processing in
order to produce parameters which are more suitable for modelling. The vocal filter
representation is further transformed to parameters suitable for modelling using the
discrete cosine transform (DCT), the parameters are usually either Mel-cepstrum or
line spectral frequencies (LSFs). The aperiodicity component is grouped into bands,
band-aperiodicities (BAPs), to reduce the dimensionality, making the parametrisation
more suitable for modelling. The f0 component is transformed to log- f0, this is be-
cause the log-scale is more perceptually meaningful. At synthesis-time, the generated
parameters are transformed back to the vocoder parameters (spectrum, aperiodicity
and f0). From the vocoder parameters, a source is constructed, using mixed excitation,
and passed through the vocal tract filter to produce the speech waveform.
In this thesis, the condition referred to as ‘vocoded’ speech is natural speech that
has been passed through the vocoder and transformed to the speech parameters used
for modelling before being transformed back to the time-domain waveform, rather than
speech passed through the vocoder and transformed back to the time-domain waveform
without any further parametrisation. This is an important distinction: the process of
transforming speech to the parameters used for modelling results in further loss of
quality, on top of the initial vocoding, due to this being a lossy process. This vocoded
condition is included to provide a reasonable reference point in the investigations con-
ducted in this thesis.
1.5.2 Hidden Markov model synthesis
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are a popular method of modelling speech, being
widely used in both speech recognition and speech synthesis. HTS (Zen et al., 2007a)
is used in this thesis as the standard implementation of HMM synthesis. This sys-
tem forms the baseline HMM condition for the annual Blizzard Challenge (King and
Karaiskos, 2011, 2012, 2013). The description of HMMs in this thesis is based on that
in Odell (1995).
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the standard 5 state left-to-right hidden Markov model topol-
ogy. Blue indicates dummy state, red indicates emitting state. HTK-style state number-
ing is used.
Training-time
HMMs are used to model speech parameters. As described in Section 1.5.1, for speech
synthesis these speech parameters are derived from the spectrum output by the vocoder.
For example an observed signal O, consists of T frame-level speech parameters (obser-
vations), O = o1,o2, ...,oT . For simplicity let us say this is a recording of a phoneme.
The HMMs generate the speech parameters in O with a sequence of states in our speech
model, X = x(1), ...,x(T ). The exact sequence of states is unknown, hence ‘hidden’
Markov models. There is no memory of previous models at each point of time (the
Markov assumption of conditional independence between observations) allowing for
simpler computation. Although there are many possible model topologies (i.e., many
ways in which we could transition between states) the standard for speech synthesis
is to use models with five emitting states, with these states being in a left-to-right
topology. This standard topology is shown in Figure 1.3: there are two dummy non-
emitting states which are present to allow for models to be easily joined together, and
HTK-style state numbering is used. The motivation for this topology is to capture the
changes across time of the phoneme being modelled, as in speech this progression is
very important, hence we force the model to progress from the first to the last state,
through each emitting state.
Between each state is a transition probability ai, j, which denotes the probability
that the model in the current state i, will change to state j (for synthesis, an explicit
duration model is used instead of the transition probability, this will be described later).
Each emitting state has an associated function bi(·), this is the probability that the
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observation at time t was produced by the current state (i). In speech synthesis this
is usually a single component Gaussian distribution. In practice, the speech signal
relating to an utterance contains a sequence of phonemes. In order to model this, the
phoneme models corresponding to the phoneme state sequence in the utterance are
concatenated together to produce a model for the utterance.
At training-time, models are created by first calculating a global mean and covari-
ance estimation (assuming diagonal covariance) of the speech parameters, across the
training data. The global mean and covariance estimation is then used to initialise
context-independent monophone models. The model of the utterance is constructed
by joining the monophone models corresponding to the phone sequence in the training
utterance: the dummy start and end states of the HMMs make this a simple process.
The state-wise monophone models are then updated to maximise the likelihood of the
observations which are generated by each state, using Baum-Welch re-estimation. The
Baum-Welch algorithm, also known as the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm,
calculates γ j(t), the probability that observation ot was generated by state j. Baum-
Welch makes use of two recursive procedures, the forward pass and the backward pass.
The forward pass calculates, α j(t), the probability that the observations from time 1 to
time t, result in being in state j at time t. The backward pass then calculates, βi(T ),
the probability of the remaining observations in the signal1. The HMMs are then up-
dated as described in equations 2.25 and 2.26 in Odell (1995), page 18. The resulting
monophone models are then cloned to produce context-dependant HMMs.
The context-dependant HMMs are then clustered using decision tree regression.
Separate decision trees are built for each individual parameter stream (Mel-cepstra,
log- f0 and BAP) and for each of the states within these parameter streams. Decision
tree regression can be seen as dividing up the ‘space of all speech sounds’. The aim is
to divide the ‘space’ up such that each of the clusters of speech sounds created follow-
ing this step is sufficiently large to generalise for linguistic contexts which are unseen
in the training data. At the same time the division of the ‘speech space’ is sufficient
such that the subsequent models of speech at each of these clusters is pure enough, i.e.,
the models will not be distorted by mismatching linguistic contexts. At the root node,
the HMMs are all combined to provide a maximally-likely representation of the data
given one model. Estimates are then made as to what the gain in likelihood would be
from switching from having the current one HMM to represent the data, to splitting to
two HMMs according to the answer to a question about linguistic context. The answers
1Calculations of probabilities use logarithms to avoid numerical underflow.
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to these question are binary (yes/no). The aim is to maximise the likelihood of the pa-
rameter sequence, given the model. As we have computed context-dependant HMMs
we are able to estimate what the new likelihood would be given these different hypo-
thetical splits in the decision tree without actually having to keep retraining the models.
The split in the linguistic contexts that maximises the likelihood is selected as the split
in the decision tree. Splitting of the nodes is performed until a stopping condition is
met, this stopping criterion is typically minimum description length (MDL) (Shinoda
and Watanabe, 2000) or when the number of linguistic contexts within the node in the
decision tree, is below a minimum threshold. Splitting the linguistic contexts will al-
ways result in an increase in likelihood, however splitting data too much means that
the models won’t be able to sufficiently generalise for unseen linguistic contexts. MDL
balances the gain in likelihood from performing a split in a node in the decision tree
against how many parameters (i.e., questions in the decision tree) are used, if the split
does not sufficiently increase the likelihood then it is decided that the split shouldn’t
be made and the node is sufficiently clustered. This method of performing splits in the
decision tree assumes that the alignment of the models to the training data does not
change as a result of the different possible splits in linguistic contexts. As this is not
strictly true, following the construction of the decision tree, the whole decision tree
process can be repeated to further improve the models. Each state, within each of the
parameter streams, is clustered using a separate decision tree. An example of decision
tree regression is shown in Figure 1.4. Multi-space probability distribution (MSD)
HMMs (Tokuda et al., 2002) are used to model log- f0, as this parameter stream is not
strictly continuous due to f0 being undefined for unvoiced regions of speech. Log- f0
is therefore modelled in two spaces: voiced and unvoiced speech.
In speech recognition, and therefore at training-time for speech synthesis, using
transition probabilities to judge appropriate phoneme duration performs adequately
(Odell, 1995, pages 12–13). However at synthesis-time, using the HMM transition
probabilities to predict durations has been found to dramatically reduce synthesis per-
formance. As a result, state duration is modelled by a separate decision-tree clustered
Gaussian distribution, which is used to predict durations at synthesis-time (Yoshimura
et al., 1998). As the duration of each state is determined by the duration Gaussian
and not by the current HMM state, the synthesis configuration is not strictly a HMM,
therefore the configuration is referred to as hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs)
(Zen et al., 2004, 2007b).
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of decision tree regression of HMMs. Based on Figure 2.14 in
Yamagishi (2006).
Synthesis-time
At synthesis-time, the decision trees are traversed by answering the questions about
linguistic context used to split the parameter space. Once a leaf node is reached, the
Gaussian distribution associated with it is used for synthesis. Once the HMMs are
selected there is the problem of how to use the associated parameter distributions to
synthesise speech. This is a problem because if we were to take the most likely pa-
rameter for each frame (i.e., the mean of the current model), this would result in a flat
trajectory which steps suddenly at every state boundary (as shown in Figure 1.5). This
parameter trajectory results in poor quality synthesised speech. What is required is
to generate parameter trajectories which smoothly vary across time, as is the case for
natural vocoded parameters. In order to achieve this, delta and delta-delta parameter
attributes are added to the speech parameters which are used for training. Following
the addition of these attributes, it is possible to factor in more information about how
the parameter trajectory should vary across time. Generation of parameters, consider-
ing such variance across time, is done using maximum likelihood parameter generation
(MLPG) (Tokuda et al., 2000, Gales and Young, 2008, Watts, 2012). The description
of MLPG provided here is based on that of Gales and Young (2008) and Watts (2012).
In MLPG, the generated frame-level static parameter values are calculated using;
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µsQ = (W
T Σ−1Q W )
−1W T Σ−1Q µQ
(1.1)
Where W contains the relationship between frame-level static parameters which are
to be factored into the generated parameter trajectory (i.e., static, delta and delta-delta
relations (Yamagishi, 2006)). For example the delta relationship between neighbouring
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Figure 1.5: Demonstration of MLPG. The dashed blue line shows the natural trajec-
tory, the dashed green line shows the naı̈ve step-wise realisation of the state-wise mean,
the solid red line shows the trajectory generated by MLPG, using delta and delta-delta
features. Illustration based on the example in Watts (2012), page 23.
By repeating the W s matrix, with a shift for each frame and padded with zeros, the
utterance-level W can be derived. W is an RT by T matrix, where R is equal to the
number of acceleration features (static, delta and delta-delta) and T is the number of
frames in the utterance. See Watts (2012), page 22 for an example W matrix. The
frame-level distributions returned by the HMM for the utterance to be synthesised (µQ
and ΣQ, represent the means and covariances respectively) can be used alongside the
relation matrix W , to generate the parameter trajectory (µsQ) which considers how the
parameters should vary over time, by using equation 1.1. Figure 1.5 shows a com-
parison between using a naı̈ve step-wise realisation of the state-wise mean and using
MLPG to generate a hypothetical parameter trajectory.
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1.6 Evaluation of speech synthesis
Synthesis evaluation is in itself a subject of research. Here I will discuss the methods
of evaluation used in this thesis, however there exist many other possible approaches
to evaluation. For example, intelligibility testing was not performed in this thesis. This
is because the primary focus of the thesis is on improving the quality of SPSS, given
that SPSS is typically highly intelligible but the quality of speech is what is currently
holding this synthesis domain back, as it is not confusable for natural speech.
The aim of speech, and therefore also speech synthesis, is to convey information to
the listener and do so in a way which is pleasant and engaging for the listener. Because
of this, subjective evaluation of synthesis systems will always be of paramount impor-
tance, as human listeners are the target audience of such systems. As such, subjective
testing is the primary form of testing performed throughout this thesis.
1.6.1 Mean opinion score
One of the most common ways to evaluate speech synthesis is via a mean opinion score
(MOS) test. MOS testing is an example of an opinion score task, where listeners are
asked to rate a given sample of speech. This is an established standard method of sub-
jective testing within speech synthesis and is performed within the Blizzard Challenge
(King and Karaiskos, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). MOS tests usually present one
speech example at a time to the listener, i.e., the listener judges one utterance under
one of the conditions to be tested in isolation. Listeners are then required to rate the
quality or naturalness of the speech on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 referring to ‘bad’
and 5 referring to ‘excellent’. It is common practice to perform careful balancing of
speech samples used for MOS testing to remove potential effects of repeated listening
of the same utterances by the participant. Listening tests need to be balanced by de-
sign in order to ensure that ratings of different conditions on the same sentences are
present, to remove sentence-specific judgements from listener responses, whilst also
removing effects of listening to the same sentence multiple times. A typical approach
to removing this issue is to use a balancing method such as a latin square test design
(MacKenzie, 2013, pages 177–181).
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1.6.2 MUSHRA
MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor) (ITU Recommenda-
tion ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003) is an established testing paradigm in the field of speech
coding and is just beginning to be used within speech synthesis (Henter et al., 2014a).
MUSHRA presents a single sentence to the listener under all conditions on a single
screen, thus allowing the listeners to make their judgements with knowledge of the
full range of conditions. In the MUSHRA tests performed in this thesis, listeners were
asked to rate the speech on a scale from 0 (completely unnatural) to 100 (completely
natural). The test includes a hidden reference (this is usually natural speech) which
acts as an upper-bound from which listeners can make their judgements. Listeners
are informed that the upper anchor condition is hidden among the range of conditions
included in the test and are asked to rate this as 100, with the other conditions rated
accordingly. When MUSHRA is used within the field of speech coding, it usually
also includes a lower anchor (e.g., low-pass filtered speech) so as to stabilise listeners
responses. However, within the field of speech synthesis, the task of identifying a suit-
able lower anchor is an extremely complex one. Therefore there is no lower anchor
used in the MUSHRA testing within this thesis.
This paradigm is primarily an opinion score test. However, as the listener is making
judgements across all conditions at once, MUSHRA also allows for interpretation of
listener responses based on the rank order assigned to conditions, ignoring the absolute
values of their scores. The ability to perform multiple analysis from one listening test
makes MUSHRA testing quite powerful. However MUSHRA testing is more time-
consuming than MOS testing, with listeners being required to cross-verify their ratings
for each set of ratings (one screen of the same sentence under the full range of condi-
tions included in testing). This must therefore be considered when deciding on which
form of subjective testing to use. Ribeiro et al. (2015) ran the same listening test using
a MUSHRA and a MOS test and noted the added benefit of side-by-side rating in the
MUSHRA paradigm. However Ribeiro et al. also noted, informally, that there was a
noticeable difference in the time taken by participants for these two different listening
tests.
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1.6.3 ‘Same or different’ task
A ‘same or different’ task is where two samples of speech are played to the listener,
and the listener is simply asked if the two samples are the same or different in terms of
the criterion used for testing. For example if the test is being conducted with respect
to synthesis quality, listeners are asked to judge whether the two samples of speech are
the same or different in terms of the synthesis quality. This approach of testing is used
extensively in Part I of the thesis because it doesn’t require guidance of the listener
to attend to a particular aspect of the speech and instead the listener is left to make
this binary choice without bias from the experimenter. The listener responses to the
“same or different quality” task can then be pooled together to provide a perceptual
distance matrix between the conditions tested. This matrix can then be processed to
better understand the properties of speech attended to by the listeners. In this thesis,
the perceptual distance matrix is processed using multidimensional scaling (MDS), in
order to project the perceptual distances into a space with a number of dimensions
defined by the user. The MDS space can then be visualised for interpretation.
1.6.3.1 Multidimensional scaling
MDS is an effective tool for interpreting listener responses as it allows us to visualise
the complex inter-condition relations (i.e., how close each of the conditions are to each
other) in a manner which is more simple to interpret than a box-plot or bar chart. This
method of testing and analysis of results is used in this thesis as it has been found to be
very illuminating when teasing apart the perceptual differences between speech stimuli
(Mayo et al., 2005, 2011). MDS analysis is especially effective when it is suspected
that listeners are using more than one perceptual dimension to make their judgements
(something that a perceptual test such as MOS cannot discover).
Ordinal (or non-metric) MDS using Kruskal’s Stress-1 criterion is used in this the-
sis (Borg et al., 2013). The stress value (i.e., the value returned by the Stress-1 cri-
terion) is an indication of the degree to which the current projection is an accurate
representation of the data. Ordinal MDS means that data points (i.e., different condi-
tions included in the perceptual test) are viewed in terms of rank order instead of using
absolute distance values. The description of MDS in this thesis is based on that in Borg
et al. (2013).
Points are initialised in the MDS space using classical MDS, which performs the
transformation of the data assuming the dissimilarity measure in the matrix input to
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the MDS procedure represent Euclidean distances. The perceptual matrix which we
are performing MDS on is not a matrix of Euclidean distances; this step is only per-
formed to provide a starting point from which iterative updates to the MDS space can
be performed. Ordinal MDS uses an iterative procedure to update the placement of
the conditions within the MDS space in order to optimise the Stress-1 criterion. The









Where X denotes a configuration of points in the MDS space, di j(·) is the distance
between conditions i and j in the MDS space and d̂i j is defined as:
d̂i j = f (pi j) (1.7)
Where pi j is the proximity between conditions i and j from the data. Disparities (d̂i j)
are computed using a monotone step function regression ( f ) of the proximities onto
the distances. Iterative updating of the points in the MDS space is performed by taking
turns to; move points in the MDS space, and update the disparities. This is done as
follows:
1. The disparities are frozen; the points in the MDS space (X) are moved so that
the distances minimise the Stress-1 criterion.
2. The points in MDS space are frozen; the disparities are re-scaled so that the
Stress-1 criterion is minimised.
This iterative updating of the MDS space is repeated 200 times or until the stress value
is not reduced by more than 0.0001. The Matlab implementation of MDS based on
Kruskal’s normalised Stress-1 criterion2 was used to provide the MDS visualisations
generated in this thesis (Kruskal and Wish, 1978). One point worth noting is that the
iterative procedure used for MDS does not guarantee the globally optimal solution will
be found.
MDS requires a trade-off between representing the data accurately and represent-
ing the data in a dimensionality which is low enough to allow it to be visualised and
2Function ‘mdscale’ from the Matlab statistics toolbox.
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interpreted. Obviously the stress level will always continue to decrease as the number
of dimensions used is increased, however the practicality of visualising and interpret-
ing the data must also be considered. The preference would be to always plot the data
in two dimensions, as this allows for the simplest visualisation of the data. However,
this obviously depends on the suitability of the data to being represented in two dimen-
sions. In this thesis, two dimensions are used for MDS plots where there’s an obvious
‘elbow’ in the stress values at the point of fitting the data to two dimensions (i.e., the
gradient of the decline in the stress at differing numbers of dimensions dramatically
drops off after two dimensions). Where there is no obvious elbow in the stress values,
three dimensions are used to represent the data. This is because three dimensions is
the largest number of dimensions which is still feasible for interpretation.
1.7 Improvements to basic systems
So far in this chapter we have discussed the standard HMM synthesis system configu-
ration. However, this standard configuration produces speech which is not confusable
for natural speech. In response to the observed ‘ceiling’ effect of achievable natural-
ness from SPSS systems, a number of improvements to the standard HMM synthesis
system have been proposed in the literature. A number of these will now be discussed.
1.7.1 Effect of vocoding
Vocoding has long been identified as a cause of reduced quality of speech (Zen et al.,
2009). Despite the increase in the performance of vocoding, following the introduc-
tion of the STRAIGHT vocoder, there are still many claims in the literature citing the
vocoder as a limiting factor in speech synthesis quality (Zen et al., 2009) and many
researchers trying to overcome these issues.
1.7.1.1 Alternative vocoders
In order to improve the quality of vocoding, alternative source-filter-based vocoders
have been developed. As discussed in Section 1.5.1, the benefit of source-filter vocoders
is that parametrisations are available which are established as being easily modelled
(e.g., Mel-cepstra). Some researchers have suggested that the parametrisation of the
voice source (i.e., the glottis) by existing vocoders, such as STRAIGHT, reduces the
quality of the resulting speech. A number of vocoders overcome this by using a glottal
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pulse (i.e., the residual) from the speech waveform to represent the source compo-
nent, instead of using a more simple pulse train mixed with noise. The GlottHMM
vocoder (Raitio et al., 2011b) constructs a library of glottal pulses at training-time.
At synthesis-time glottal pulses are selected from the library of pulses. Alternatively,
in Cabral (2011) there is an explicit model to produce the glottal flow which is to be
used for synthesis. Another alternative is suggested by Drugman and Dutoit (2012),
where principal component analysis (PCA) is performed on the residual signal. For the
vocoders discussed in this section, the glottal pulse is represented up to a maximum
voiced frequency, above this frequency noise is used.
1.7.1.2 Hybrid approaches
An alternative to improving the vocoder is to remove the use of vocoding from syn-
thesis altogether and instead use SPSS to guide the selection of units for unit selec-
tion synthesis. Hybrid approaches to speech synthesis aim to combine the benefits of
exemplar-based synthesis and model-based synthesis. The aim is therefore to produce
synthesised speech which has the extremely high quality of unit selection whilst also
having the flexibility and consistency in the quality of synthesised speech of SPSS.
This synthesis domain will be investigated in Part II of the thesis.
Hybrid synthesis can take a number of forms. For example, in Black and Taylor
(1997), automatic clustering of units (i.e., preselection) is performed in order to im-
prove the selection of units in unit selection synthesis. Commonly, hybrid systems
use either SPSS-generated parameters (Qian et al., 2010, 2013) or the Gaussian distri-
butions associated with SPSS models (Yan et al., 2010) to guide unit selection. These
systems have been investigated in Ling and Wang (2006, 2007, 2008), Xia et al. (2014),
Hirai et al. (2007), and have been used for both target and join cost calculations in unit
selection synthesis. Many of the system variants investigated are similar to the sys-
tem variances performed in unit selection synthesis systems in general, for example
changes in the unit size to be used. In Ling and Wang (2008), the training criterion of
the SPSS system was adapted to make it more suitable for performing unit selection.
Hybrid synthesis can be extended further by combining waveforms and gener-
ated parameters, referred to as multi-form synthesis (Pollet and Breen, 2008, Sorin
et al., 2011, 2012, 2014, Fernandez et al., 2015). In multi-form synthesis, the deci-
sion whether to use modelled or real speech examples can be made using a measure of
which linguistic contexts will be generated well by SPSS. For example, highly station-
ary sounds are predicted well by SPSS (Sorin et al., 2012) therefore for such linguistic
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contexts the speech parameters predicted by the SPSS system can be used in the output
synthesis. By using such a metric, the number of units which are required to be stored
can be reduced allowing the footprint of the synthesis system (a shortcoming of unit
selection synthesis) to be reduced. Multi-form synthesis can be exploited by using real
examples of speech where there is a large enough number of contiguous units suitable
for selection, resulting in best-case unit selection synthesis, due to a low number of
joins being present. However where this isn’t possible the parameters generated by the
SPSS system can be used instead to eliminate the presence of numerous joins in the
synthesis (Fernandez et al., 2015).
Hybrid speech synthesis systems have been found to be effective at combining the
benefits of both the underlying unit selection synthesis system and the SPSS system
used to drive the selection of units. For example hybrid synthesis systems have per-
formed very well in Blizzard Challenges (Chen et al., 2011, Ling et al., 2012, Chen
et al., 2013).
1.7.2 Quality of training criteria
Black identified the state-wise predictions of standard HMM synthesis as a possible
limiting factor and constructed the decision tree in a frame-wise manner, instead of
being strictly state-wise, in the clustergen system (Black, 2006). The system uses
identifiers for each frame within a state and includes questions about progress through
the state for decision tree clustering. This therefore means that the decision tree may
produce splits in the linguistic contexts relating to the current frame. At synthesis time,
each frame-level distribution is selected by traversing the decision tree.
Yan et al. identified decision tree clustering of differing linguistic contexts as hav-
ing a detrimental effect on quality. Yan et al. (2009) introduces rich-context HMM
synthesis, where distributions from a standard decision tree clustered HMM system
are used as a target from which to select rich-context HMMs. The means of the dis-
tributions associated with rich-context HMMs are trained only on frames of speech
where the linguistic contexts match exactly and therefore no averaging across differing
linguistic contexts is present. Rich-context HMM synthesis is investigated in Part II of
the thesis.
At the time work began on this thesis, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) had not yet
re-emerged as a method for speech synthesis, therefore the focus of the thesis is on
HMM speech synthesis. The use of DNNs for speech synthesis will be discussed in
Chapter 8.
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1.7.3 Post-generation approaches
Another approach to overcoming the shortcomings of SPSS is to generate speech pa-
rameters using SPSS, as normal, and then apply fixes to the parameters after genera-
tion. These post-generation fixes aim to undo the effects of modelling by exploiting
knowledge of shortcomings of generated trajectories from SPSS and altering the pa-
rameters accordingly so they more closely resemble natural speech.
1.7.3.1 Postfiltering
Although MLPG generates parameter trajectories which vary smoothly across time,
these trajectories often have a reduced variance, i.e., peaks and valleys in the trajec-
tory are less pronounced. This is due to the generation procedure aiming to produce
the most likely trajectory, resulting in the generated parameters sitting very close to
the mean of the state-level distributions used across the utterance. Given the reduced
utterance-level (i.e., global) variance in SPSS-generated parameter trajectories, differ-
ent techniques have been devised to restore more natural variance. Postfiltering was
a very early post-generation technique to improve the global variance of a generated
trajectory (Zen et al., 2009). Postfiltering, as described in Koishida et al. (1995), scales
the parameters above the first Mel-cepstrum coefficient by β. This is effectively:
c̄t(m) =
(1+β)ct(m), if m > 1ct(m), otherwise
(1.8)
Where m is the Mel-cepstra coefficient number, ct(m) is the generated Mel-cepstra
parameter at time t and c̄t(m) is the parameter after postfiltering.
1.7.3.2 Global variance
In order to better reinstate natural global variance into the SPSS-generated trajectory,
than was the case with postfiltering, the idea of constructing a global variance (GV)
model was devised. To do this, the average variance across each utterance in the train-
ing data, per parameter, is calculated. A Gaussian distribution is then fitted to these
variance values.
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At synthesis-time, the parameter trajectory generated by MLPG is then weighted
against satisfying the GV distribution. The derivation of the trade-off between pro-
ducing parameters which satisfy the maximum likelihood and which satisfy the GV
distribution, can be found in Toda and Tokuda (2007). Context-dependent GV models
can be used to model GV more precisely.
Alternatively, Silén and Helander found that variance scaling can perform almost
as well as GV, whilst being computationally much cheaper. In Silén and Helander
(2012) the average global variance of each natural vocoded parameter coefficient is
calculated across the training data, (σgvm )2 where m denotes the coefficient number. At











where t denotes the current frame, µm and (σm)2 denote the utterance-level mean and
variance of the coefficient m. This form of variance scaling is used in Part I of the
thesis.
1.7.3.3 Modulation spectrum
Modulation spectrum postfiltering aims to restore temporal detail lost during the pro-
cess of modelling and generating parameters from the models. The modulation spec-
trum is a measure of the parameter trajectory as a power spectrum, i.e., how the tra-
jectory varies across time, calculated using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The
modulation spectrum across the natural vocoded parameters of the training data is cal-
culated and to each modulation frequency and parameter coefficient pairing a Gaussian
distribution with diagonal covariance is fitted. The utterances in the training data are
then generated by SPSS (using MLPG only or considering GV as described in Section
1.7.3.2) and the parameter trajectories are transferred into the modulation spectrum
domain. Again a Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance is fitted to each mod-
ulation frequency and parameter coefficient pairing. The natural and SPSS modulation
spectrum Gaussian distributions are then stored for use at synthesis-time.
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At synthesis-time, generated parameter trajectories are transferred into the modula-
tion spectrum and scaled from the SPSS modulation spectrum distribution towards the
distribution of natural vocoded speech. The strength of the filter, i.e., how far parame-
ters are scaled from SPSS towards natural speech is controlled by a postfilter emphasis
coefficient (Takamichi et al., 2014b). This form of postfiltering has been found to im-
prove the quality of synthesised speech (Takamichi et al., 2014a, 2015). Modulation
spectrum postfiltering is investigated in Part I of the thesis.
1.7.4 Summary
Despite several years of improvements, the quality of synthesised speech from SPSS
remains significantly less natural than speech output from unit selection synthesis sys-
tems under ‘best-case’ conditions (King, 2011, Zen et al., 2009) and natural speech.
This is consistently reflected in the results from the Blizzard Challenge (King and
Karaiskos, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013), even though much progress has been made
(King, 2014, Tao et al., 2014).
The cause of this reduced quality is commonly attributed in the literature to “over-
smoothing” (Takamichi et al., 2013, Hojo et al., 2013), and that this is the fault of
the statistical model. However, to the best of my knowledge, there are no formal,
published studies supporting this claim. The idea of “over-smoothing” is at first glance
seemingly a simple one, but may in fact combine a number of different effects from the
signal representation and statistical modelling in use, both in the spectral and temporal
domains. Smoothing is inherent in the statistical modelling framework, of course. The
spectral envelope is smoothed first by the low-dimensional representation, then again
by averaging over consecutive frames and over multiple tokens. The temporal structure
of the speech parameters is smoothed because the model represents the trajectory with
limited resolution (e.g., 5 states per phone-sized-unit). In this thesis the term ‘smooth’
will refer to temporal smoothness, i.e., the absence of noise in the parameter trajectory.
This thesis will use the term ‘reduced variance’ to refer to parameter trajectories with
less accentuated peaks and valleys. These two properties have been clearly defined in
order for their respective contributions to the quality of synthesised speech to be better
understood.
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1.8 The problem of the current research methodology
in the pursuit of synthesis improvements
Typically, in the literature the reduced quality of speech synthesised from SPSS sys-
tems is attributed to a hypothesised cause, seemingly without confirmation from formal
studies, and improvements are made to the SPSS system to overcome this. However,
due to the lack of formal investigation before trying to address the cause of reduced
quality, there is every chance that the proposed improvement may not result in sig-
nificant improvements. Even if improvements are found, it is unknown whether a
large underlying issue has been fixed rather than a more minor one. This method of
research is inefficient and may result in wasted effort in finding large-scale improve-
ments. Therefore, in this thesis, I formally investigate the effect of hypothesised causes
of reduced quality in SPSS. This investigation is similar to the investigation undertaken
in Morgan et al. (2013), which investigated shortcomings in HMM speech recognition.
The investigations in this thesis are conducted to provide a check list of elements which
degrade the quality of SPSS systems, alongside an understanding of how much each
element degrades the quality. The findings from the investigations will then be used to
motivate improvements to SPSS.
In order to more effectively improve the quality of SPSS, a framework which can
separate out the different contributions of the various processes of modelling is re-
quired. This is the contribution of Part I of this thesis. The findings of this investiga-
tion will then be used to apply informed improvements to SPSS in Part II of the thesis,
which fixes the highlighted issues.
Part I





A methodology for investigating the
shortcomings of HMM synthesis
2.1 ‘Continuum’ of speech between natural and
modelled speech
Section 1.8 highlighted a problem with the current research approach in speech synthe-
sis. Hypothesised causes of reduced quality within HMM synthesis systems are used
to inform the future research direction without formal testing to confirm the hypothe-
sis. This approach to conducting research results in a lack of knowledge as to whether
proposed solutions will really fix speech synthesis problems. Also if improvements
are found, it is unknown whether a large underlying issue has been fixed rather than
a more minor issue. Such an approach to research is obviously sub-optimal and may
lead to research effort either being focused in resolving a minor issue with synthesis
rather than a much more major underlying issue or in attempting to fix incorrectly
hypothesised causes.
Instead this thesis aims to formally test a large range of hypothesised causes of re-
duced synthesis quality over a collection of investigations in order to determine where
attention in future research should be focused. The perceptual findings from these in-
vestigations will provide insight into the underlying causes of reduced quality from
which informed improvements to HMM speech synthesis will be implemented.
In order to separate out hypothesised causes of reduced synthesis quality, we will
view each hypothesised cause as an element within a ‘continuum’ of speech. This
continuum goes from natural speech at one end through to modelled speech at the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of concept of modelled speech being the result of a series of
effects applied to natural speech. Here a few example points along this continuum are
given.
other, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Any or all of the elements within the continuum may
introduce their own artefacts which have a detrimental effect on the quality of speech
that is achievable at synthesis-time. The various effects and assumptions hypothesised
to be causes of reduced synthesis quality co-occur in a full HMM speech synthesis
system making it difficult to know their contribution to subsequent synthesis quality.
However by investigating these as individual elements along a continuum we can piece
apart different hypothesised causes and measure their effect independently.
Using this continuum concept we can perceptually test speech following each of
the hypothesised causes of reduced naturalness. These perceptual test findings will be
able to confirm or reject hypothesised causes of reduced quality of synthesis from the
literature. Each cause can also be quantified in order to determine where large gains in
the quality of speech synthesis can be made.
2.2 Methodology of HMM simulation framework
We can investigate a range of different effects and assumptions present within statis-
tical parametric speech synthesis systems by adopting a continuum of hypothesised
causes of reduced naturalness. This allows us to test hypothesised causes which are
commonly attributed with reducing quality of output speech but have not until now
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been formally tested. In no particular order, these include:
• The effect of temporal smoothing (investigated in Chapters 3, 4 & 5).
• The effect of global variance (investigated in Chapters 3, 4 & 5).
• The effect of averaging across differing linguistic contexts (investigated in Chap-
ter 4).
• The effect of independent modelling of parameter streams (investigated in Chap-
ters 5 & 6).
• The effectiveness of covariance modelling (investigated in Chapter 6).
• The effectiveness of current enhancement methods on modelled speech (investi-
gated in Chapter 5).
• The effect of vocoding (investigated in Chapters 4, 5 & 6).
• The effect on different parametrisations of speech (investigated in Chapter 4).
This investigation of the causes of reduced quality in HMM synthesis can be con-
ducted in a variety of ways. In this thesis, two different approaches are presented.
The first of these is to ‘simulate’ different effects of modelling (i.e., manipulate speech
parameters to follow documented characteristics of modelled speech which is hypoth-
esised in literature as reducing synthesis quality) and also apply oracle knowledge to
the models of speech parameters used. By simulating hypothesised causes as elements
in the continuum between natural and standard HMM modelled speech, perceptual
testing of the various elements gives an insight into the detrimental effect introduced
by each of these. These results will therefore indicate which hypothesised causes are
genuine, and will identify which have the largest delimiting effect on the quality of
HMM synthesis. This framework of investigation is conducted in Chapters 3, 4 & 5.
Secondly, we can also investigate the detrimental consequences of different assump-
tions which are applied in the HMM synthesis paradigm. To do this however requires a
specially crafted corpus of repeated speech. With such a corpus, independence assump-
tions which are standard within statistical parametric speech synthesis systems can be
applied using ‘perfectly natural’ trajectories from recordings of the same sentence.
The resulting speech will therefore observe the upper-bound performance with certain
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modelling assumptions in place given that ‘perfectly natural’ generation of the subse-
quent speech parameters is possible. This investigation will be explained in Chapter
6.
Chapter 3
Initial implementation of investigation
methodology
This chapter is an expanded version of the work in Merritt and King (2013) and there-
fore the text is closely related to that.
3.1 Implementing the framework
The framework for simulating and perceptually testing separate effects of modelling,
as described in Chapter 2, will now be introduced. To demonstrate its use a couple of
the potential causes of the degradation in naturalness introduced by the use of statis-
tical models will be tested. The framework is general and could be applied to many
different aspects of the problem. Chapters 4 & 5 extend this methodology further. The
idea is to simulate the effects of modelling vocoded speech parameters, in a carefully
controlled manner. Following this, perceptual tests are then conducted in order to ob-
serve how these conditions individually affect the naturalness of the generated speech.
Knowledge obtained by such experiments can then be used to identify aspects of statis-
tical parametric speech synthesis systems which are causing the largest degradations.
From such findings, improvements to the synthesis system can then be developed.
Current HMM-based synthesisers are large, complex systems. There are interac-
tions between the signal processing (e.g., how the spectral envelope is extracted and
how it is represented for the purposes of modelling) and the modelling (e.g., the pa-
rameter sharing structure of the model and how much data is available to estimate each
free parameter) which need to be investigated. In the work presented in this chapter,
this will be done by removing the modelling part completely and replacing it with
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a series of operations which are designed to simulate some modelling effects. The
proposed approach allows us to vary the strength of these effects, and to examine the
interactions between them. Thus, by using simulations, it is possible to continuously
vary the system from being a simple vocoder at one end of the scale, to a simulated
HMM synthesiser at the other. In this chapter, the effects used are temporal smoothing
and variance scaling of the speech parameters representing the spectral envelope.
3.2 Measuring the effects
The second component of the proposed framework is perceptual testing of the result-
ing quality of speech following the simulated effects of statistical modelling. Ask-
ing listeners to attend to specific aspects of the speech is problematic (Mayo et al.,
2011, 2005) and also risks biasing them towards certain phenomena. Since it is not
known what perceptual dimensions listeners use when rating the naturalness of syn-
thetic speech, it is not clear what aspects of the signal it is possible to ask them to
attend to. Therefore, a less direct methodology is adopted, where listeners are asked
to perform a very simple task with the instructions containing no bias towards any
particular acoustic property or perceptual dimension. This task is a simple “same or
different” judgement on pairs of stimuli, from which we can derive a matrix of pair-
wise perceptual distances (based on the percentage of responses marked ‘different’).
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) allows such data to be visualised in a fixed number
of dimensions. As discussed in Chapter 1, the MDS visualisation is a trade-off be-
tween using a large number of dimensions, which describe these distances between
conditions in a high level of detail, and using a lower number of dimensions such
that visualising these distances is practical. From this visualisation we can identify
the perceptual dimensions which listeners are attending to. Tracing these back to the
simulated effects involves interpreting the MDS visualisation.
3.3 Methodology
The aim is to tease apart the complex effects of statistical modelling on synthetic
speech. In order for contributing factors to the shortcomings in quality of the speech
output by HMM synthesis to be investigated, we need a framework in which these
effects can be individually manipulated – a kind of ‘oracle’ HMM synthesiser which
allows for complete control over each aspect of the system, varying it between some
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form of ‘ideal’, or ‘perfect’ component and the real component used in a full HMM
synthesiser. An obvious example of the ‘ideal’ is a vocoder, which has access to natu-
ral speech parameters and as such is unaffected by any flaws in the way the statistical
modelling part reconstructs these. As such, this condition is used as the upper bound
in the perceptual testing carried out in this chapter; however it should be noted that
vocoding may introduce its own degradations on the quality of speech. Testing of the
effect of vocoding is carried out in Chapters 4, 5 & 6.
3.3.1 Simulating “over-smoothing”
There are several ways in which the output speech parameters of an HMM synthe-
siser are “too smooth”. Here, the concentration is on temporal effects, leaving spectral
smoothness as work covered in Chapters 4 & 5. Looking at the output of typical HMM
systems (Zen et al., 2009, Tokuda et al., 2013), there is generally far less temporal
detail present than is observed in the speech parameters for natural speech. Some of
this detail may simply be noise introduced by the spectral envelope estimation process,
but some of it may be perceptually important. A simulation of the observed temporal
smoothness from HMM synthesis is included in order to investigate the importance
of temporal detail for speech parameters. This simulation is performed by tempo-
rally smoothing natural vocoded speech parameters. Temporal smoothing is present
in HMM synthesis due to limited temporal resolution of 5-state-per-phone models and
the subsequent MLPG trajectory generation algorithm (Tokuda et al., 2000, Yoshimura,
2002, King, 2011).
Another consequence of statistical modelling is that the variance of the generated
speech parameters is lower than those from natural speech. This has long been known
to significantly reduce the quality of the generated speech and is why mitigating this
by considering Global Variance (GV) (Toda and Tokuda, 2007, Zen et al., 2009) has
such a dramatic positive effect on quality. However, GV cannot guarantee to perfectly
restore the correct variance of the parameters. The effect of modelling and of GV is
simulated by scaling the standard deviation of the speech parameters by a value greater
or less than 1.0.
Removing temporal detail via smoothing will also slightly reduce the variance of
the speech parameters. The interaction between temporal smoothness and variance
can be examined by applying both effects, with varying strengths. It is worth repeating
at this point that temporal smoothing and variance scaling are certainly not a com-
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Figure 3.1: Example of applying temporal smoothing to LSF parameteris using a slid-
ing Hanning window.
prehensive simulation of HMM synthesis, but they are used here as a starting point
of the investigation and more complex effects will be investigated in Chapters 4, 5 &
6. The effects simulated in this investigation are all applied to each speech parameter
coefficient independently and are implemented utterance-by-utterance.
3.3.1.1 Temporal smoothing
The smoothing effect was implemented as a weighted moving average, sliding a Han-
ning window over the signal (i.e., each LSF coefficient in turn), to simulate the limited
temporal resolution of HMM modelling. The width of the window was varied, to im-
pose varying amounts of smoothing. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this process. It
should be noted that a side-effect of performing temporal smoothing is that the vari-
ance of the signal is also reduced. The impact of this side-effect will be investigated in
Chapter 4.
3.3.1.2 Variance scaling
Variance adjustment was implemented as a simple scaling of the standard deviation
by a fixed factor. For each parameter (i.e., each LSF) in turn, the mean value over
the utterance was found and subtracted before multiplying the parameter by a scalar
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Figure 3.2: Example of applying variance scaling to LSF parameters. In this example
the variance is being scaled down.
value, and finally adding the mean back in. By altering the scalar value, the standard
deviation is correspondingly adjusted, to simulate both reduced variance (which is
commonly observed in HMM synthesis) and increased variance (e.g., as may happen
if a Gaussian p.d.f. is poorly estimated during training, or when GV fails to re-instate
the appropriate amount of variance). This approach of variance scaling is similar to
the postfiltering method investigated by Silén and Helander (2012). Figure 3.2 shows
an example of this process.
3.3.2 Implementation
In this chapter, the concentration is on global simulations of the statistical modelling
part of the system. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where we can see that the speech
parameter extraction and waveform generation (reconstruction) parts are the same as
in a full HMM synthesiser. Extraction of the spectral, f0, and aperiodic energy speech
parameters is performed as usual, with the use of the STRAIGHT vocoder (Matlab
implementation)1 (Kawahara et al., 1999, Liu and Kewley-Port, 2004). The extracted
vocoder parameters were then processed using SPTK (Imai et al., 2012) to convert the
spectral envelope to line spectral frequencies (LSFs), f0 to log- f0 and aperiodic en-
1STRAIGHT V40 007 methods were used. These were written by Hideki Kawahara.
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ergy to band aperiodic energy. LSF’s were chosen because they are more convenient
for visualisation than, for example, Mel-generalised cepstra, and this should ease the
interpretation of the results later. However verification of findings using LSF and Mel-
generalised cepstra parametrisations of the spectral envelope is conducted in Chapter 4
in order to observe any specific effects due to the parametrisation used. The conversion
of f0 to log- f0 and aperiodic to band aperiodic was also performed to simulate com-
mon modelling conditions of all speech parameters. These conversions result in better
tracking of the effect that modelling has on the spectral envelope parameters by imple-
menting a system which is more realistic. We also focus only on the spectral envelope
speech parameters here. Simulations on aspects of statistical parametric speech syn-
thesis systems linked to prosody, such as duration and f0 modelling, throw open the
investigation to a huge number of additional experimental variations being required.
This is because research into prosody and the underlying semantics of speech is a huge
field of research in itself. Therefore these parameters are predominantly tested under
best-case conditions and the focus is largely on the quality of modelling of spectral
features.
Following the application of the modelling simulations (having resolved any issues
with impossible LSF parameter values resulting from the strengths of the simulations
applied – to be discussed in Section 4.4.1), the LSFs, log- f0 and band aperiodic energy
parameters were converted back into spectral, f0 and aperiodic energy speech param-
eters using SPTK (Imai et al., 2012) before performing the ‘reconstruction’ phase of
HMM speech synthesis, by inputting the speech parameters into STRAIGHT (Matlab
implementation) to obtain the synthesised speech waveform as output.
3.4 Experiments
A range of simulated effects were selected to be tested, with the strengths of modi-
fications being selected by informal listening to reflect the sorts of imperfections en-
countered in many HMM synthesis systems. For the temporal smoothing, Hanning
window sizes of 81 and 111 frames (at a frame rate of 5 msec) were selected, along
with a ‘no smoothing’ condition. Smaller window widths (i.e., less smoothing) were
found to produce negligible perceptual effects. Variance adjustment involved scaling
the standard deviation by scalar values of 0.6, 0.8, 1.2 and 1.4 as well as a ‘no vari-
ance adjustment’ condition equivalent to scaling by 1.0. These particular values for


















Figure 3.3: Training and using an HMM speech synthesiser, illustrating the part of the
process that is simulated here.
quality, whilst staying within the range of qualities that are observed from real HMM
synthesisers. As the investigation in this chapter has been performed to assess the
inherent effects of temporal smoothing and incorrect global variance estimation, the
strengths of the effect simulations selected are not necessarily indicative of the exact
levels found in SPSS and should be considered more as a proof of concept. For exam-
ple the temporal smoothing windows of 81 and 111 frames, correspond to a smoothing
across time which is much larger than the state-level approximations commonly used
in SPSS.
3.4.1 Materials
The speech corpus used for testing was a set of 40 Harvard Sentences (IEEE, 1969)
read by a male professional speaker of British English (known as ‘Nick’ and whose
speech has been used in the Hurricane Challenge (Cooke et al., 2013b,a) and who also
features in the ‘mngu0’ acoustic-articulatory corpus2 (Richmond et al., 2011)). The
corpus was sampled at 16 KHz. It is worth noting that at the time work began on this
thesis a sampling rate of 16 KHz for speech data was commonplace. Since then, higher
sampling rates (48 KHz) have became commonplace, however it is believed that the
findings from perceptual testing on 16 KHz speech still reflect the effects of the as-
sumptions tested. Instead the overall quality of the speech is tracked to the sampling
frequency used, with the quality across examples of fixed sampling frequency being
2http://www.mngu0.org
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relative. The methodology for preparing the stimuli was, as described above, to extract
speech parameters using STRAIGHT and SPTK, to apply the two simulated effects of
smoothing and variance adjustment with all possible combinations of strengths includ-
ing the ‘no modification’ conditions, then to reconstruct the waveform. Order 30 LSF
coefficients were used as this offers a good representation of the spectral information
for the speech at the sampling rate used. Given that there are 3 temporal smoothing
conditions and 5 variance scaling conditions included in the listening test (as men-
tioned above), there are 15 possible combinations of these conditions.
The variance adjustment method was applied per speech parameter coefficient per
utterance independently, so the mean speech parameter value subtracted before scaling
is influenced by the amount of silence present; therefore, the material was manually
edited to leave only just a few 100 msec of leading and trailing silence. Care was
also taken to remove any background noise present during the non-speech3, because in
preliminary experiments this became perceptually much more apparent after applying
some of the modifications. Although this investigation is done using a single speaker,
a number of different speakers will be tested throughout Part 1 of the thesis, allowing
for speaker-independent conclusions to be drawn.
3.4.2 Listening test
In the listening test, listeners had to make forced choice ‘same or different quality’
judgements about pairs of stimuli. The stimuli for testing was created by applying
each of the 15 simulation conditions (called A to O) as defined in Table 3.1, which
combine smoothing and/or variance adjustment to each of the 40 sentences. The 40
sentences were divided into 20 pairs (sentences 1 & 2, sentences 3 & 4, and so on),
and for each of these pairs of sentences, all possible combinations of conditions (e.g.,
sentence 1 in condition A + sentence 2 in condition F) were created, except for pairs
of identical conditions (e.g., sentence 1 in condition A + sentence 2 in condition A),
as shown in Figure 3.4. These same condition comparisons were omitted as they pro-
vided little insight while adding a substantial number of additional responses required
to be gathered from test subjects. Sentence-wise subjective testing is commonplace
in speech synthesis, in order to assess the quality of synthesised speech (King and
Karaiskos, 2012, 2013, Black and Muthukumar, 2015, Wester et al., 2015). As such
sentence-wise subjective testing is conducted throughout the thesis.
3These edited waveforms were kindly provided by Catherine Mayo.
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As stated above, all of the pairs of sentences presented to listeners are slightly dif-
ferent from each other, due to the removal of matching condition pair comparisons in
order to reduce the required number of comparisons to be made. Therefore conducting
pair-wise comparisons between conditions using the same sentence (as is more com-
monplace in speech synthesis perceptual testing) runs the risk that listeners will simply
listen out for extremely fine local differences between conditions rather than rating the
overall quality of the two sentences. This has two problems; firstly- if listeners re-
spond different with every comparison this will not give us any overall information
about which conditions are perceptually similar as this will place all conditions maxi-
mally far from each other, secondly- in this perceptual test we want listeners to inform
us of the overall quality levels of the conditions rather than tiny local artefacts which
may vary ever so slightly but not affect the overall quality. In order to stop these
two points from occurring during perceptual testing, differing sentences were selected
for the pair-wise comparison, requiring listeners to listen to the overall quality of the
speech.
This resulted in 20× ((15×15)−15) = 4200 pairs of sentences, which were then
randomised in order and divided amongst 30 listeners, resulting in each listener lis-
tening to 140 pairs of sentences and thus making 140 ‘same or different’ judgements.
These listeners were selected at random from applicants to an online advert placed in
the University of Edinburgh’s Student And Graduate Employment service; all were na-
tive English speakers with no self-reported hearing problems. The stimuli pairs were
presented in a randomised order per listener over high quality headphones in quiet
sound-proofed booths with no distractions.
3.4.3 Multidimensional scaling
The raw listener responses were pooled across all listeners and all sentences for each
individual combination of modifications. The result is a dissimilarity matrix, in which
each cell contains a number indicating the perceived dissimilarity between two con-
ditions. Figure 3.5 shows this matrix graphically: each cell contains the fraction of
comparisons between a pair of conditions marked as ‘different’ by listeners. Multi-
dimensional scaling was used to analyse this matrix, and create a plot in which each
condition appears as a point. Short distances between points on the plot indicate per-
ceptual similarity and large distances indicate dissimilarity (Borg and Groenen, 2005).
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Table 3.1: The 15 conditions combining each level of smoothing (including no smooth-
ing) and each amount of standard deviation scaling (including no modification)
Condition Hanning smoothing Standard deviation


















A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
A × X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
B X × X X X X X X X X X X X X X
C X X × X X X X X X X X X X X X
S D X X X × X X X X X X X X X X X
e E X X X X × X X X X X X X X X X
n F X X X X X × X X X X X X X X X
t G X X X X X X × X X X X X X X X
e H X X X X X X X × X X X X X X X
n I X X X X X X X X × X X X X X X
c J X X X X X X X X X × X X X X X
e K X X X X X X X X X X × X X X X
L X X X X X X X X X X X × X X X
2 M X X X X X X X X X X X X × X X
N X X X X X X X X X X X X X × X
O X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ×
Figure 3.4: One set of pairings of sentences and conditions in the listening test. Figure
appeared in Merritt and King (2013).
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Figure 3.5: Listeners’ responses between conditions presented in Table 3.1, pooled
across all sentences and listeners. Darker shades indicate greater perceived dissimi-
larity between conditions. Figure appeared in Merritt and King (2013).
3.5 Results
MDS projects the dissimilarity matrix into a multi-dimensional space. As mentioned
earlier, in order to find an appropriate dimensionality of this space, one must compro-
mise accuracy of representation (in higher dimensions, the correspondence between
dissimilarity and distance in the space will be more precise) against the need for a
modest number of dimensions to allow for the data to be visualised and for the axes
to be interpreted. The so-called stress value computed as part of the multidimensional
scaling algorithm reflects this tradeoff; Figure 3.7 plots the stress value for various
dimensionalities. Based on the principles for selecting an appropriate number of di-
mensions to visualise listener responses, described in Chapter 1, three dimensions were
selected as a reasonable operating point.
The first two dimensions of the MDS are shown in Figure 3.6. Distance in this
space indicates perceived dissimilarity: the closer a point is to the natural unmodified
(vocoded) speech, the “more natural” it sounds. It is immediately apparent that the lis-
teners judgements cannot be explained by a single dimension and that they are making




No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 0.6
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 0.8
No smoothing & no standard deviation adjustment
Hanning window 80 & no standard deviation adjustment
Hanning window 110 & no standard deviation adjustment
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 1.2
No smoothing & standard deviation adjustment 1.4
Hanning window 80 & standard deviation adjustment 1.4
Hanning window 110 & standard deviation adjustment 1.4
Figure 3.6: Plot of the first two dimensions of the MDS. Lines have been added, con-
necting points with the same amount of variance modification but differing amounts of
smoothing.
• The horizontal axis seems to relate to the amount of LSF variance, with the
reduced variance speech clearly different from the increased variance speech.
• The vertical axis seems to relate to overall quality of synthesis, regardless of
the LSF variance, with both reduced and increase variance speech being placed
towards the top of the space, whereas natural speech is at the bottom.
This plot also shows that the smoothing has only a secondary effect, probably sim-
ply because it has the side effect of slightly reducing variance. When the variance is
too high (right hand side of Figure 3.6), then the smoothing has a beneficial effect,
moving the points lower and therefore closer to natural speech.
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Figure 3.7: Stress levels returned by MDS at different dimensions. Figure appeared in
Merritt and King (2013).
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a simple-to-use, extensible methodology that can tease apart the con-
tributions to synthesis quality of the various components of an HMM-based text-to-
speech system has been introduced. The fundamental idea is to simulate all or part of
the system, and thus to gain explicit control over the system’s behaviour. This chapter
has demonstrated the use of this framework in a straightforward way, by simulating
a complete HMM-based synthesiser as simply a combination of smoothed parameter
trajectories and incorrect variance.
Even from this very simple simulation, we can conclude that listeners are able to
perceive different types of quality reduction: the MDS analysis reveals that they can
make overall quality judgements (vertical axis of Figure 3.6) and at the same time
clearly distinguish whether this is due to too high or too low variance. It also seems
fairly safe to conclude that temporal smoothness in LSF trajectories is not really a
problem and leads to only very small perceptual effects.
The methodology presented in this chapter will be further expanded in Chapters 4
& 5. These chapters will investigate additional hypothesised causes of reduced quality
in statistical parametric speech synthesis along the continuum between natural speech
and full synthesised speech.
Chapter 4
Attributing modelling errors in HMM
synthesis by stepping gradually from
natural to modelled speech
This chapter is an expanded version of the work in Merritt et al. (2015a) and therefore
the text is closely related to that.
The work carried out in this chapter was part of a collaboration. The variance
scaling and temporal smoothing simulation effects were implemented by myself, these
were sent to Javier Latorre where they were recoded in order to be compatible with
the system used at Toshiba Research and double checked by myself. Discussions of
the systems to use in this investigation were carried out between myself, Simon King
and Javier Latorre. The final selection of methods to be used for testing was made
by myself. The code for running the listening tests described in Section 4.5 was my
own as was the analysis of the responses. The code for running and analysing the
MUSHRA listening test described in Section 4.4.1 was kindly provided by Gustav
Eje Henter. The correction method for fixing problematic Mel-LSF coefficient values
described in Section 4.4.1 was designed by myself and implemented into the Toshiba
Research code by Javier Latorre.
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, hidden Markov model (HMM) synthesis remains signifi-
cantly behind the quality of natural speech and speech output from concatenative (unit
selection) synthesis systems under ‘best-case’ conditions. Whilst the HMM approach
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is relatively robust when it comes to handling training data with poor phonetic cover-
age or low recording quality (Zen and Toda, 2005), it fails to produce natural-sounding
speech even when plentiful high-quality data is available (Tokuda et al., 2013).
Various explanations have been postulated regarding the cause of this apparent
‘ceiling effect’ in the level of quality achievable. The most common of these are: re-
duced variance of the spectral envelope as a consequence of averaging over multiple
speech samples (Toda and Tokuda, 2007, King, 2011); over-smoothing of the parame-
ter trajectories due to the MLPG algorithm (Tokuda et al., 2000); poor performance of
vocoders (Zen et al., 2009), particularly regarding source-filter separation. However,
before this thesis, these theories were rarely tested in formal studies.
The study in Chapter 3 introduced a methodology for testing hypothesised causes
of degraded speech in HMM speech synthesis. This methodology involves viewing
different hypothesised causes of reduced quality as individual elements within a con-
tinuum ranging from natural speech to standard HMM synthesised speech. The in-
vestigation in Chapter 3, however, was limited to adjusting temporal smoothness and
variance of the speech parameters in vocoded speech. This chapter extends the method-
ology to add a number of novel contributions. The first of these contributions is the use
of an idealised ‘pseudo-HMM’ condition. This condition involves averaging across the
(few) contiguous frames from a single training example aligned with one HMM state.
In doing so, the pseudo-HMM condition removes the effect of averaging across dif-
fering linguistic contexts and instead calculates an “ideal” model mean value across
frames of matching linguistic contexts. The second of the contributions in this chapter
is the repetition of perceptual testing on two different popular speech parametrisations
under the range of conditions tested. This identifies potential parametrisation-specific
findings from the investigation. The third of the contributions in this chapter is the use
of a different vocoder; Toshiba’s pitch-synchronous Fourier transform (PSFT) vocoder.
Comparison with the findings of the STRAIGHT vocoder used in Chapter 3 allows for
vocoder-specific findings to be identified. The fourth of the contributions in this chap-
ter is the use of a commercial-quality speech database. The fifth of the contributions
made in this chapter is the inclusion of natural (not vocoded) waveforms. The in-
clusion of natural speech allows for monitoring of the effect of vocoding on speech
quality and allows perceptual findings within multidimensional scaling (MDS) space
to be anchored. The sixth contribution of this chapter is the inclusion of a complete
text-to-speech system. The inclusion of this full system allows for perceptual testing
to place the conditions tested in relation to HMM synthesised speech.
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As in Chapter 3, the focus is on spectral parameters, removing the much more con-
voluted question of prosody from the investigation. In all stimuli presented to listeners
in this chapter, the natural phone durations (found using forced alignment) and f0 were
used.
4.2 Methodology
The speech continuum methodology introduced in Chapter 3 simulates various hy-
pothesised causes of reduced quality as a result of modelling speech parameters in an
HMM framework. Whilst the approach is general and extensible in principal, it was
only used to investigate the perceptual effects of temporal smoothing and incorrect (too
large or too small) variance in the trajectories of speech spectral envelope (i.e., filter)
parameters. In this chapter the methodology is extended in terms of the modelling
effects that are investigated. In brief, the methodology involves creation of various
stimuli through simulations of HMM modelling effects. This is followed by a pairwise
“same or different quality” listening test, and analysis of the responses is performed
using MDS.
4.3 Creating the speech stimuli
All natural and vocoded speech samples were based on speech from a male speaker
(mgt) from the Toshiba Studio-HQ database (Wan et al., 2014). This is a professional
speaker recorded in a high quality studio, speaking in a neutral style. 1456 sentences
from the same speaker were used to train the models. Details of the speech data from
the mgt speaker, along with statistics of the models produced from this are detailed in
Table 4.11.
From this table we can make interesting comparisons between the Mel-cepstra and
Mel-LSF systems built. Firstly, performing decision tree regression to produce mod-
els using Mel-LSF parametrisation results in much larger decision trees being built
than when decision trees are constructed using the Mel-cepstra parametrisation (i.e.,
the decision trees have a larger number of leaves). As a result of this, the number
of linguistic contexts from the training data present in each of the leaves in the de-
cision tree under the Mel-LSF parametrisation is much fewer than is the case under
Mel-cepstra parametrisation. The reason exactly why this is the case is not obvious.
1Statistics were collected by Javier Latorre.
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Further investigation into this is left as future work. Additionally, it is interesting that
the number of linguistic contexts present in the models selected for use in the test ut-
terances is much higher than the median number of linguistic contexts in the leaves of
the overall decision tree. This indicates that there is a large imbalance in the number of
linguistic contexts present in different leaves in the decision tree, presumably resulting
in some leaves being sparsely populated with more rare linguistic contexts as a result
of the recording script used to record the corpus (i.e., as a result of using phonetically
balanced utterances).
4.3.1 Speech parameters
Spectral parameters were extracted with a Fourier transform using pitch synchronous
windowing. The parameters are however estimated at fixed-frame. This output was
then transformed into either Mel-Cepstral or Mel-line spectral frequency (LSF) coef-
ficients (Tokuda et al., 1994) using SPTK (Imai et al., 2012). The aperiodic energy
was estimated using a pitch-scaled harmonic filter (Jackson and Shadle, 2001) and
parametrised into 23 bark-scaled aperiodicity bands.
The experiments in this chapter are run once using Mel-Cepstral coefficients and
again separately using LSF coefficients as these are two popular parametrisations of
filter coefficients within statistical parametric speech synthesis. By re-running the ex-
periments on each of these parametrisations, any parameter-specific effects under each
of the conditions tested can be observed.
4.3.2 Simulating the effects of modelling
The standard approach to statistical parametric speech synthesis uses HMMs with a
fixed number of emitting states (Zen and Toda, 2005), each containing a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. When generating from such a model using the MLPG algo-
rithm (Tokuda et al., 2000), a sequence of frames is emitted from each state: the mean
of those frames is constant over the duration of the state. This introduces an effect
of temporal smoothing over the generated parameters, and the amount of smoothing
varies with the state duration.
The mean values associated with each state are estimated from data by averaging
(typically via Expectation-Maximisation) the speech parameters from the contiguous
sequence of frames associated with that state. This introduces averaging across ex-
amples of matching linguistic context. Furthermore, since no training database can
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Table 4.1: Statistics of the models produced on speaker mgt from Toshiba Studio-HQ
database used for testing.
# contexts in training
All 80958
excluding silence 78905
# contexts in evaluation
All 1684
excluding silence 1650
Frames (including silence) 1,590,000
Parametrisation Mel-Cep Mel-LSF
# leaves
state 1 302 593
state 2 392 726
state 3 354 726
state 4 302 573
state 5 331 543
total 1681 3261
Median # context/leaf in training
state 1 210 96
state 2 127 70
state 3 141 69
state 4 179 89
state 5 169 86
Median deviation in training
state 1 112 56
state 2 78 46
state 3 89 45
state 4 113 59
state 5 110 52
Mean # training context/leaf
for evaluation context
state 1 283.4 162.4
state 2 239.0 143.3
state 3 257.0 145.4
state 4 296.9 175.3




state 1 222.5 120
state 2 160 101
state 3 176.0 106
state 4 199 123
state 5 186.5 109
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include sufficient examples of every class (i.e., every unique linguistic context string),
examples drawn from differing contexts must be pooled and averaged together in or-
der to robustly estimate the state mean and variance. This introduces averaging across
differing linguistic contexts.
In addition to this, the variance of the trajectories generated from model outputs in
HMM synthesis may not match that of natural speech. This could be due to the esti-
mation of the model parameters from limited data, and/or inadequate models, and/or
the parameter generation method.
4.3.2.1 Temporal smoothing
The temporal smoothing effect was implemented in the same way as in Chapter 3,
to simulate the temporal smoothness of speech parameters generated by MLPG. This
effect is simulated by calculating a weighted moving average across the signal (imple-
mented by sliding a Hanning window over the signal, each coefficient in turn).
4.3.2.2 Variance adjustment
The variance adjustment effect was implemented in the same way as in Chapter 3, to
simulate the potentially-incorrect variance of generated trajectories (which can occur
even when the GV technique (Toda and Tokuda, 2007) is employed). This is imple-
mented by subtracting the utterance-level mean for each coefficient from its respective
coefficient trajectory. The resulting trajectory is then multiplied by a scalar value to
increase or decrease the signal variance. The mean value is then added back to the sig-
nal. Previous investigations (Silén and Helander, 2012) have found that this variance-
scaling method can enhance the speech as much as GV.
A new condition for observing the effect of variance adjustment has been added
to the investigation in this chapter. This is to restore the level of variance across the
utterance per-coefficient to the original variance level following the use of the temporal
smoothing effect (this may result in a different scalar factor being used to adjust the
variance for each coefficient). The addition of this condition aims to piece apart the
effect of temporal smoothing from the effect of a loss of signal variance, which is a
side-effect of the temporal smoothing step.
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4.3.2.3 Parameter averaging
It was hypothesised that the effect of averaging over short sequences of contiguous
frames from a single training example (i.e., frames belonging to the same linguistic
context) is small compared to averaging across frames drawn from differing contexts
(as occurs following decision tree regression in HMM synthesis). To test this, we con-
structed an idealised “pseudo-HMM” in which only averaging across frames within the
same linguistic context is present. For comparison, we also used a complete, speaker-
dependent HMM system similar to that described in Zen and Gales (2011), which of
course does involve both averaging across frames within matching linguistic contexts
and averaging across frames drawn from different contexts.
The pseudo-HMM is created by using a natural example of the sentence to be
‘synthesised’, to ensure that the contexts are an exact match. For each such individual
utterance, an association between states and frames was obtained by forced alignment
using a speaker-dependent HMM. The mean value of each state was computed as the
median2 of the frames associated with that state. The variance values from the standard
HMM system were used alongside this ‘ideal’ model mean value.
During the synthesis with either HMM or pseudo-HMM, the phone and state du-
rations of the corresponding natural utterance were used. For the excitation signal,
the original f0 was first made continuous by interpolating through unvoiced regions,
then combined with the aperiodicity values to generate mixed-excitation (Latorre et al.,
2011). In the case of the HMM, the aperiodicity values were those generated by the
model, to ensure consistency with the generated spectral envelope. The consistency
between aperiodicity and spectrum is important as they are strongly related. Even with
continuous f0, if a voiced spectrum is mixed with an unvoiced aperiodicity the result is
a harsh noise. To avoid such mismatch affecting the judgements, synthetic aperiodicity
was used with synthetic spectrum.
2Median was used instead of mean because it is more robust when the number of frames is small,
which is the case here.
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4.4 Implementation
4.4.1 Solving stabilisation issues with LSF coefficients
Following the implementation of the conditions to be included in this investigation it is
possible for the LSF coefficients to acquire problematic values. For example the condi-
tions to be tested can lead to coefficient trajectories which are too close together, cross
each other, or exceed the Nyquist frequency. SPTK’s ‘lspcheck’ function attempts to
fix these issues by swapping values at crossing boundaries (Imai et al., 2012). How-
ever following the use of this function there were still a significant number of artefacts
present. These caused there to be no speech produced at these crossing points or the
lspcheck function to fail as it was unable to cope with these values. In order to remove
these artefacts, Mel-LSF values were limited to be in the range between 0 and π rad,
whilst maintaining a reasonable spacing. Between coefficients and within the limits of
the interval an arbitrary small ‘spacing’ value of 0.01 rad was used. Wherever two co-
efficients crossed (i.e., were not in ascending order), the lower coefficient was reduced
so that it was at least 0.01 rad lower than the higher-order coefficient. Following this,
SPTK’s lspcheck function was applied to fix any remaining issues.
4.4.1.1 MUSHRA testing
In order to test that these corrections successfully remove all audible artefacts while
not introducing further artefacts, formal listening tests were performed. These tests
were performed within the MUSHRA paradigm, where all conditions under a single
sentence are presented side-by-side thus allowing the listener to make use of the full
range of conditions when performing their judgements. The conditions included in
this listening test are shown in Table 4.2. These conditions were selected to represent
a reasonable range of the conditions which are required for the final listening test to
be conducted in the investigation in this chapter. These conditions range from natural
vocoded speech (V*) through to full HMM synthesis (H*), in order to verify that the
proposed corrections don’t have adverse effects. As described in Chapter 1, a natural
recording (condition N) of each of the utterances tested is provided as a hidden refer-
ence for the listener and is present among the 11 conditions to be rated. Listeners are
informed that this natural recording should be rated as 100. 20 native English speaking
participants with no known hearing impairments were used for testing. Each partici-
pant was asked to rate the same 30 screens of sentences read by the mgt speaker. Each
of these screens features the full range of conditions included in the listening test for a
single sentence.
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Table 4.2: The 11 conditions included in the MUSHRA test
Index Condition index Correction method
in Table 4.3
N Original N/A
VC Vocoded SPTK lspcheck
VP Vocoded proposed correction & SPTK lspcheck
PC pseudo-HMM SPTK lspcheck
PP pseudo-HMM proposed correction & SPTK lspcheck
HC HMM-synth SPTK lspcheck
HP HMM-synth proposed correction & SPTK lspcheck
SC hann-1-stddev-120 SPTK lspcheck
SP hann-1-stddev-120 proposed correction & SPTK lspcheck
MC hann-21-stddev-match SPTK lspcheck
MP hann-21-stddev-match proposed correction & SPTK lspcheck
4.4.1.2 Findings from Mel-LSF correction method regression testing
Figure 4.1 shows the absolute values given by listeners to each of the 11 conditions
tested. Figure 4.2 shows these scores in direct comparison between the proposed so-
lution for fixing discrepancies in Mel-LSF values and the use of the SPTK lspcheck
function alone. All tests for significant differences used Holm-Bonferroni correction
due to the large number of condition pairs to compare. All like-for-like condition pairs
under the two LSF-correction methods being tested (same condition but applying a
different LSF-correction method) are significantly different from each other in terms
of absolute value, except between VC and VP. Significant differences are in agreement
using a t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value of 0.01. The t-test is a stan-
dard method of testing for significant differences between two conditions; the paired
t-test is used in the thesis for identifying significant differences. The t-test assumes
the data is normally distributed. Since it is the paired t-test being used, this data is the
difference between pairwise listener responses. The paired t-test measures the likeli-
hood that the differences between the two conditions fits the t-distribution (normally
distributed) and therefore the likelihood that there is no significant difference between
them. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test uses information about the magnitude between
pairs of data as well as the sign (which item in the pair is scored higher). This sig-
nificance testing does not make the assumption that the data fits a normal distribution
(as is the case with the t-test) and instead records the pairwise distances between the
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Figure 4.1: Boxplot of absolute values given in MUSHRA test for LSF correction. The
notation of the plot is as follows: the horizontal red lines show the median response
values, the horizontal dashed green lines show the mean response values, the blue
boxes show the 25th and 75th percentiles of the data, the whiskers show the range of
responses excluding outliers, red crosses show outlier responses.
responses from the conditions being compared. As the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a
pair-wise test of rank difference, this makes this test useful for testing for significant
differences in not only absolute values, as tested here, but also for rank-order results,
which will be used later in the thesis. As the t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test
are both pairwise tests, they are particularly well-suited to processing responses from
MUSHRA testing, given that the two samples which form the data pair, were in fact
judged at the same time on the same utterance. The agreement between these tests are
illustrated in Figure 4.3. Given that the only difference between the conditions shown
in Figure 4.2 is the method of fixing discrepancies in the Mel-LSF values it seems that
the proposed method fixes dramatic artefacts in the speech produced under the simu-
lation conditions. Following this finding, the proposed method will be used to fix all
























Figure 4.2: Boxplot of the difference in absolute values given in MUSHRA test for LSF
correction between conditions. The notation of the plot is as follows: the horizontal
red lines show the median response values, the blue boxes show the 25th and 75th
percentiles of the data, the whiskers show the range of responses excluding outliers,
red crosses show outlier responses.
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Figure 4.3: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.01). Dark blue indicates




The strengths of the temporal smoothing and variance adjustment modifications to be
included in the listening test were chosen by informal listening, so that they created a
similar range of imperfections to those found in the speech from the HMM-synth con-
dition. The values chosen to scale the utterance-level variance were 80%, 100% (i.e.,
no modification), 120% and 140%. In addition, a variance adjustment condition using
a scaling value chosen such that the final utterance-level standard deviation matched
that measured before the application of temporal smoothing (stddev-match) was also
included. The Hanning window sizes selected to represent various levels of temporal
smoothing were (in terms of the width in frames); no smoothing, 5, 11 and 21. The full
range of conditions presented to listeners for pairwise comparison is shown in Table
4.3.
In the listening test, listeners were asked to make forced-choice ‘same or different
quality’ judgements about pairs of stimuli. 30 sentences taken from the same speaker
used to train the models (see Section 4.3) were used for testing3, to which each of the
22 selected conditions in Table 4.3 were applied. The two items in each comparison
pair were differing sentences (randomly selected from the 30) under differing condi-
tions (all possible pairs of conditions were covered, with the exception of comparing
matching conditions). Every pair of stimuli was presented a total of 15 times. This
resulted in a grand total of 6930 pairwise comparisons. Each of the 45 listeners in the
test was asked to make 154 ‘same or different quality’ judgements, selected randomly
without replacement from the 6930 pairs. This number of judgements is within the
limit which an individual listener can tolerate (Mayo et al., 2011).
The entire listening test was run twice: once using stimuli constructed using Mel-
cepstra parameters, then again using Mel-LSF. In both listening tests, the Original
speech waveform was also included. The outcome of each test is a matrix in which
each cell contains the number of ‘different’ judgements, summed across listeners: i.e.,
a matrix of perceptual distances. Multidimensional scaling (MDS) (Borg and Groenen,
2005) is then used to visualise this matrix of distances, where each condition is a
point in multi-dimensional space and distances between points reflect the perceptual
distances from the data.
3In Merritt et al. (2015a) these were incorrectly reported to be 30 held-out sentences, however 15
were present in the training set while the remaining 15 were held-out. This is not expected to have much
of an impact on the findings.
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Table 4.3: The 22 conditions presented to listeners
Condition Speech signal Hanning smoothing Standard deviation
origin window duration scaling (%)
(frames)
hann-1-stddev-080 vocoded none 80
hann-5-stddev-080 vocoded 5 80
hann-11-stddev-080 vocoded 11 80
hann-21-stddev-080 vocoded 21 80
Vocoded vocoded none 100
hann-5-stddev-100 vocoded 5 100
hann-11-stddev-100 vocoded 11 100
hann-21-stddev-100 vocoded 21 100
hann-1-stddev-120 vocoded none 120
hann-5-stddev-120 vocoded 5 120
hann-11-stddev-120 vocoded 11 120
hann-21-stddev-120 vocoded 21 120
hann-1-stddev-140 vocoded none 140
hann-5-stddev-140 vocoded 5 140
hann-11-stddev-140 vocoded 11 140
hann-21-stddev-140 vocoded 21 140
hann-5-stddev-match vocoded 5 match original
hann-11-stddev-match vocoded 11 match original
hann-21-stddev-match vocoded 21 match original
HMM-synth HMM none 100
(with GV)
Original natural N/A N/A
pseudo-HMM pseudo-HMM none 100
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Figure 4.4: Stress levels returned by MDS when attempting to fit the responses in the
mcep listening test to different numbers of dimensions.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Mel-cepstral parametrisation
The stress levels for MDS at differing numbers of dimensions are shown in Figure
4.4. Based on the principles for selecting an appropriate number of dimensions to
visualise listener responses, described in Chapter 1, three dimensions were selected as
a reasonable operating point. Here we examine this space, two dimensions at a time.
Figure 4.5 plots the 2-dimensional X-Y projection of the 3-dimensional MDS
space. Scaling the standard deviation of the speech parameters appears to correspond
to a lower-right to upper-left movement in this MDS space. As variance is scaled from
80% to 140%, the speech becomes first closer to natural speech (at 100% and 120%)
and then eventually moves further away, as we would expect. The hann-5-stddev-
match condition, which is the same as vocoding (which we could also denote hann-1-
stddev-match) but with very light smoothing applied, comes approximately as close to
natural speech as vocoded speech does. This suggests that removing the fine temporal
detail in speech parameter trajectories is not detrimental: it is probably noise arising

























Figure 4.5: X-Y projection of the Mel-Cepstral MDS space. Lines have been added,
connecting points with the same amount of variance modification but differing amounts
of smoothing. The point for natural speech is in the lower left corner. We can infer that
points closer to this correspond to more natural-sounding speech. Figure appeared in
Merritt et al. (2015a).
from parameter estimation, not speech information. Excessive smoothing (hann-21-...)
pushes the speech quality far away from natural.
Figure 4.6 shows the X-Z projection of the MDS space, with the reduced and in-
creased variance conditions plotted separately, for clarity. In Figure 4.6a, the points
move towards HMM speech as a small amount of smoothing is applied and then move
away again. Figure 4.6b reveals that applying increasing amounts of smoothing to
the increased variance conditions initially gets us closer to natural speech before then
moving away.
The pseudo-HMM condition is fairly close to conditions with variance unscaled
(100%) or variance restored to the vocoded speech following light or moderate tem-
poral smoothing. It is also considerably closer to vocoded speech (which is an upper
bound for the pseudo-HMM) than the true HMM condition (hmm-synth). Together,
these suggest that averaging across differing linguistic contexts is indeed more harm-
ful to naturalness than averaging across frames with matching linguistic context. A
side-effect of the pseudo-HMM condition introduced here is that the frames which are

































(b) Increased variance data points, plus references.
Figure 4.6: X-Z projection of the Mel-cepstral MDS space. Figure appeared in Merritt
et al. (2015a).
of the matching linguistic context. Further investigation into whether optimal perfor-
mance is observed as a result of averaging together frames whose linguistic context
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exactly match or whether a further increase in quality is observed as result of these
frames only coming from a single occurrence of a matching linguistic context (as oc-
curs in the pseudo-HMM condition in this chapter) is of interest. However, given the
low likelihood of an exact linguistic context match occurring in a training corpus of
speech, it is not an unlikely scenario that such a model would predominantly be trained
on only one example of a linguistic context.
4.6.1.1 Mel-cepstral conclusions
Matching the variance of natural speech is important. Whilst too much or too little
variance both sound less natural, it would appear to be better to have slightly too much
variance than too little. Light smoothing appears not to be detrimental, presumably
because it merely removes minor artefacts created during parameter extraction (vocod-
ing) from the original speech signal. Apart from getting the variance in the right range
(equal to or slightly greater than that of vocoded speech), averaging across differing
linguistic contexts is the single biggest cause of reduced naturalness of HMM synthetic
speech.
4.6.2 Mel-LSF parameterisation
The stress levels for MDS at differing numbers of dimensions are shown in Figure
4.7. Based on the principles for selecting an appropriate number of dimensions to
visualise listener responses, described in Chapter 1, two dimensions were selected as
a reasonable operating point. The MDS projection using two dimensions is shown in
Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8 shows that conditions with slightly increased variance (standard devia-
tion scaled to 120%), conditions with variance matching that of vocoded speech, and
vocoded speech itself, are all perceptually about the same distance from natural speech.
However, excessive variance (standard deviation scaled to 140%) is highly detrimen-
tal. As with the Mel-cepstral case, light smoothing does no harm, but heavy smoothing
causes large reductions in naturalness.
Reducing the variance of the Mel-LSF parameters (standard deviation scaled to
80%) quickly moves the speech a large perceptual distance away from natural and
vocoded speech. The HMM speech (hmm-synth) lies very close to some of the condi-
tions with reduced variance (standard deviation scaled to 80%) and light to moderate
smoothing, suggesting that the HMMs (despite the use of GV) fail to generate speech
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Figure 4.7: Stress levels returned by MDS when attempting to fit the responses in the
Mel-LSF listening test to different numbers of dimensions.
parameters with adequate variance. The pseudo-HMM condition is considerably closer
to vocoded speech than the true HMM condition (hmm-synth), which suggests again
that averaging across differing linguistic contexts is indeed harmful to naturalness.
4.6.2.1 Mel-LSF conclusions
In the case of Mel-LSF parameterisation, too little variance is highly damaging and
it is clearly better to err on the side of slightly more variance (than vocoded speech),
than too little variance. Light smoothing is found to not be problematic. As with the
Mel-cepstral parameterisation, averaging the contiguous sequence of frames aligned
with a single HMM state (pseudo-hmm) degrades the speech a little, but not as much
as averaging across different contexts (hmm-synth).























Figure 4.8: The Mel-LSF MDS space. Lines have been added to aid readability, as in
Figure 4.5. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2015a).
4.7 Summary
The simulation framework introduced in Chapter 3 has been extended to compare a
much wider range of conditions. The experimental results lead us to draw the following
conclusions.
Generating speech parameters with the correct variance is preferred, as was found
to be the case in Chapter 3. However this investigation is also able to extend these
findings with the knowledge that erring on the side of slightly too much variance is
much better than too little.
Small amounts of temporal smoothing are not harmful, as was found to be the
case in Chapter 3. This finding is further strengthened by the perceptual responses for
conditions where the utterance-level variance lost as a result of temporal smoothing is
reinstated.
Averaging across examples with matching linguistic contexts (in this investiga-
tion this was calculated across short contiguous sequences of frames) was found to
be mildly harmful, in a perceptually similar way to light temporal smoothing. Con-
versely averaging across differing linguistic contexts (as is performed in models in
standard HMM synthesis systems following decision tree regression) was found to be
very harmful.
The parametrisation which is used for the voice filter (Mel-cepstra or Mel-LSF)
was found to not have much baring on the effect of modelling. Similar effects were
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observed across both of the popular parametrisations tested.
The methodology for investigating hypothesised causes of reduced quality in HMM
speech synthesis, introduced in Chapter 3, will be further extended in Chapter 5 to in-
vestigate the effects of modelling on source and filter components of speech. Chapter 5
will also investigate the effectiveness of current post-generation enhancement methods
for SPSS, at ‘un-doing’ the effects of modelling.

Chapter 5
Investigating source and filter
contributions, and their interaction, to
statistical parametric speech
synthesis
This chapter is an expanded version of the work in Merritt et al. (2014) and therefore
the text is closely related to that.
The work in this chapter was done as part of a collaboration with Tuomo Raitio
with the following division of work. The variance scaling and temporal smoothing
simulation effects were implemented by myself, these were sent to Tuomo Raitio who
recoded them in order to be compatible with the GlottHMM synthesis system. De-
cisions on the systems to be included in this investigation were made by myself and
Tuomo Raitio. The code to synthesise the speech in GlottHMM was run by Tuomo
Raitio. The code for running the listening tests was my own, as was the analysis of the
responses.
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 introduced a methodology for piecing apart various hypothesised causes of
the ceiling effect in quality observed within HMM speech synthesis. This methodol-
ogy separates out different hypothesised causes of reduced quality by viewing these
as separate elements within a ‘continuum of speech’, ranging from natural speech at
one end through to full HMM synthesised speech at the other. This methodology al-
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lows for individual formal testing of hypothesised causes of reduced synthesis quality
from SPSS systems. Such an approach is more effective than speculating as to the
contributing factors of different hypothesised causes following the use of a full HMM
synthesis system, where their effects are co-occurring. Chapter 3 used this method-
ology to test the effect of temporally over-smooth trajectories, as output following
the use of MLPG, and the effect of incorrect variance estimation of generated speech
parameters. Chapter 4 extended the methodology to explore the effect on synthesis
quality of averaging across differing linguistic contexts, a common occurrence within
decision tree regression-based HMM synthesis. Chapter 4 also looked at the effect
of the various elements tested within the ‘continuum of speech’ when using different
parametrisations of speech (Mel-cepstra and Mel-LSF).
The methodology used in Chapters 3 & 4 will be further extended in this chapter to
add a number of novel contributions. The first of these is to investigate the effect of in-
dependent modelling of speech parameter streams on the naturalness of the subsequent
speech produced. This is a common occurrence in HMM synthesis, where typically
each speech parameter stream is modelled by a separate decision tree. By using the
GlottHMM vocoder we are able to perceptually test the effect of modelling on source
parameters and filter parameters individually. The second contribution of this chap-
ter is the use of a different vocoder; GlottHMM. Comparison with the findings using
the STRAIGHT vocoder in Chapter 3 and Toshiba’s pitch-synchronous Fourier trans-
form (PSFT) vocoder in Chapter 4 allows for potential vocoder-specific findings to be
identified. The third novel contribution of this chapter is investigating the effect of
frequency loss within the modulation spectrum domain between natural vocoded tra-
jectories and trajectories generated following MLPG. This is an interesting operating
point as modulation spectrum scaling has recently gained popularity as a postfiltering
method for ‘undoing’ effects of modelling speech (reinstating the modulation spectrum
to the level in natural vocoded speech). The fourth contribution of this chapter is to in-
clude current enhancement methods into the ‘continuum of speech’ in order to test their
effectiveness. Enhancement methods are created with the aim ‘undoing’ the effects of
modelling on speech parameters generated from modelling. Therefore enhancement
methods, within the conceptual ‘continuum of speech’, aim to move modelled speech
back across the continuum towards natural speech. By placing these conditions into
the continuum methodology, the extent to which enhancement methods successfully
reverse effects of modelling can be investigated. By conducting this investigation at
the same time as evaluating different contributing factors of hypothesised causes of
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reduced quality in SPSS, perceptual comparisons as to the extent the enhancement
methods are successful can be compared with respect to these causes of reduced qual-
ity.
5.2 Chapter overview
SPSS relies on the ability of the vocoder to decompose speech into a set of speech pa-
rameters that characterise the (perceptually) relevant aspects of speech. Most vocoders
start from the source-filter representation (Fant, 1960), where a speech waveform is
represented as a linear combination of an excitation signal and a resonant filter. In
speech production, the corresponding components are the voice source and the vo-
cal tract filter. In natural speech, the contributions of these components cannot be
completely separated since they interact (Titze, 2008). The existence of this interac-
tion between source and filter is well known, yet rarely taken into account in speech
technology. It is possible that the failure to model this interaction between the two
components might be one cause of poor quality in SPSS.
The aim of this chapter is to study the relative contributions of excitation and filter
to the quality of synthetic speech. This includes an assessment of the degrading effect
of vocoding and statistical modelling with regard to these two components. A focus of
this investigation is the consequences of assuming that source and filter parameters are
independent. Additionally, the effectiveness of three filter enhancement techniques is
evaluated. In order to do this, the GlottHMM vocoder (Raitio et al., 2011b) is used in
our experiments due to its ability to decompose speech into components corresponding
closely to natural speech production: the glottal source signal and the vocal tract filter.
A cross-synthesis scheme is adopted where speech is synthesised using the source
and filter in all possible combinations of i) natural, ii) vocoded, and iii) modelled.
The particular contributions of utterance-level variance of generated filter parameter
trajectories and changes in modulation characteristics are assessed by applying both
enhancing and degrading effects to the vocal filter parameters. All these combinations
were assessed in two large subjective evaluations; one where listeners rated the speech
samples according to similarity to each other, and another on a mean opinion score
(MOS) scale. Note that, as in the investigations in Chapters 3 & 4, prosodic aspects
were omitted from the investigations in this chapter in order to reduce the otherwise
very large amount of testing required. Prosody is a large research field in its own right
and as such is removed from testing in this thesis to allow better focus.
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5.3 Vocoder
As noted above, the GlottHMM vocoder (Raitio et al., 2011b) is used in the exper-
iments, primarily because GlottHMM aims to accurately model the two speech pro-
duction components: the voice source signal and the vocal tract filter. Parameters are
extracted at a fixed frame rate with a frame shift of 5ms. This vocoder is closer to nat-
ural speech production than conventional vocoders (e.g. STRAIGHT (Kawahara et al.,
1999, 2001)). Such a vocoder may therefore prove beneficial in testing hypotheses
concerning source and filter contributions and their interactions, with respect to SPSS
quality. Another reason for choosing the GlottHMM vocoder is that it can be easily
modified to accommodate the needs of this experiment; for example, it is straightfor-
ward to use a voice source signal derived from natural speech during synthesis. Finally
since the STRAIGHT and PSFT vocoders have been investigated in Chapters 3 & 4,
it will be interesting to perform a comparable investigation with a different type of
vocoder.
GlottHMM is based on the conventional source-filter model, but the decomposition
of speech into two components is based on the physiology of human speech produc-
tion: the voice source signal and vocal tract filter. GlottHMM uses iterative adaptive
inverse filtering (IAIF) (Alku, 1992), a glottal inverse filtering method based on all-
pole modelling for that purpose. After the decomposition, the voice source signal is
parameterised in detail, in order to enable accurate reconstruction of the signal in syn-
thesis. The speech features used by the GlottHMM vocoder are shown in Table 5.1.
Moreover, GlottHMM uses a natural glottal flow waveform as a base for creating the
synthetic excitation in order to preserve the phase characteristics of the natural glottal
flow. GlottHMM has been shown to produce synthetic speech which is both of high
quality and very intelligible (Raitio et al., 2011b, Suni et al., 2010, 2011, 2012), and it
has already been used in various experiments investigating voice source modelling in
statistical speech synthesis (e.g. Raitio et al. (2011a, 2014, 2013)).
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Table 5.1: Speech features extracted by the GlottHMM vocoder.
Feature Order Source Filter
Frame energy (dB) 1 ×
Log-fundamental frequency 1 ×
Harmonic-to-noise ratio (dB) 5 ×
Voice source spectrum LSF 10 ×
Vocal tract spectrum LSF 30 ×
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 Speech material and voice building
A speech database of a British male speaker was used in the study in this chapter
(Cooke et al., 2013a). The database consists of 2,022 read-aloud sentences selected
for the purpose of speech synthesis, leading to approximately 2 hours of speech data
(sampled at 16 kHz). The speech was parameterised using the GlottHMM vocoder, and
an HMM-based voice was built following the standard HTS method (Zen et al., 2007a).
Note that generation is without GV as variance restoration is kept as an enhancement
method within the investigation. Delta and delta-delta features were appended to the
speech features, and hidden semi Markov models (HSMMs) were used as acoustic
models. All speech features, shown in Table 5.1, were modelled in individual streams
except for the vocal tract spectrum LSFs and frame energy which were in the same
stream.
5.4.2 Cross-synthesis methodology
In order to study the relative effect of the source and filter components at each process-
ing stage of speech synthesis, a cross-synthesis scheme is used. In the cross-synthesis
scheme three versions (natural, vocoded, modelled), of each of the two components are
created, from which all possible permutations are used to synthesise speech. That is,
stimuli were created which combined the properties of natural, vocoded and synthetic
speech.
It is common in SPSS to apply some enhancement to some speech parameters
following generation. The most common of these enhancement methods is global
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variance (GV) (Toda and Tokuda, 2007). We applied four different enhancement or
degradation methods to the filter parameter trajectories:
1. Global variance (GV) scaling. This method aims to replicate the performance of
the GV enhancement described in Toda and Tokuda (2007) and is implemented
in the same way as in Chapters 3 & 4. This method is implemented by subtract-
ing the utterance-level mean for each coefficient from its respective coefficient
trajectory. The resulting trajectory is then multiplied by a scalar value to increase
or decrease the signal variance. The average coefficient-level variance values are
calculated across the natural vocoded and HMM-generated trajectories for the
training utterances. The scalar values used for the variance scaling conditions
in this investigation are calculated so as to scale the coefficient-level variances
towards the stored variance values for natural vocoded or HMM-generated tra-
jectories, depending on whether it was being applied as an enhancement or sim-
ulation method. In practice this method is very similar to that described by Silén
and Helander (2012), which was found to enhance the speech as much as GV.
2. Scaling of modulation spectrum (MS) (Takamichi et al., 2014b). The average
utterance-level MS values were calculated across natural vocoded and HMM-
generated LSFs for the training data sentences. This method then scaled the MS
of LSF parameters towards the average MS values of natural or HMM-generated
trajectories, depending on whether it was being applied as an enhancement or
simulation method. This allows this MS scaling method to be applied to HMM-
generated LSF parameters as a postfiltering method to restore the MS to that of
natural vocoded speech (as it is usually used), or alternatively to natural vocoded
LSF parameters as a simulation of the MS conditions in HMM-generated speech.
3. Temporal smoothing. This method is implemented as described in Chapters 3
& 4. A weighted moving average is calculated across the natural vocoded LSF
signal in order to simulate temporally over-smooth trajectories following MLPG
in SPSS.
4. Formant enhancement in the power spectrum domain, as described by Raitio
et al. (2010). This method attempts to over-exaggerate the parameter trajectory
before modelling by reducing energy of the spectrum in the low-energy regions.
The aim is to account for the inevitable loss in temporal detail which will occur
when modelling the parameter trajectory.
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In this investigation one group of the stimuli starts from the natural vocoded filter
and imposes certain properties of modelled speech by degrading the filter. The effect
of statistical modelling is simulated by scaling the GV and MS of the LSF parameter
trajectories to match the values seen in modelled speech, and by temporal smooth-
ing. Another group starts from a modelled filter and applies enhancement procedures
aiming at improving the quality (and thus moving the generated speech back across
the ‘continuum’ towards natural speech). This is implemented by scaling the GV up
to 50% of the way from modelled towards natural, scaling the MS up to 85% of the
way towards natural (Takamichi et al., 2014b), and by applying formant enhancement
to the LSFs in the power spectrum domain (Raitio et al., 2010). All the resulting 25
conditions resulting from the various possible combinations are shown in Table 5.2
and the filter processing techniques are shown in Table 5.3. The strengths of the filter
processing techniques included in the listening test were selected following informal
listening.
In order to have a reference ‘perfect’ source, the GlottHMM vocoder was used to
extract the voice source signal for the natural source conditions, given the filter for
each condition. In order to combine the source and filter parts of each combination,
the statistically modelled features were generated using time-aligned labels. To make
sure the alignment between natural source/filter and synthetic source/filter was as good
as possible, the voiced and unvoiced regions of vocoded and modelled fundamental
frequency parameters were compared, and only the best matching sentences were used
in the experiments. Of the conditions included for testing, only 2-nat-voc and 1-natural
have a perfect match between source and filter. In condition 4-voc-voc the source is
parametrised, at synthesis-time the source that will be used to excite the filter will
not be the exact source that created the natural speech, instead it will be constructed
from the parametrisation. Whereas for condition 2-nat-voc the source is the exact
residual once the estimated filter is removed from the speech signal. This means that
in condition 2-nat-voc the source and filter components match exactly.
5.4.3 Listening Tests
The perceptual testing for this investigation was in two phases, each employing a dif-
ferent paradigm: pairwise judgements analysed via multi-dimensional scaling (MDS),
and mean opinion score (MOS) testing. The first of these involved listeners making
“same or different quality” judgements about pairs of utterances generated under the
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differing conditions in Table 5.2. From these responses a perceptual distance matrix
can be constructed, from which MDS generates a visualisation which plots the listener
responses in a fixed number of dimensions. The second paradigm, MOS testing, re-
quired listeners to rate single stimuli (the same set of utterances as in the previous test)
Table 5.2: The 25 conditions investigated in the study, consisting of source and filter
components from natural (nat), vocoded (voc), and modelled (hmm) speech. The filter
processing methods are indicated in the last column (see definitions in Table 5.3).
Condition name Source Filter Filter processing
1-natural nat nat
2-nat-voc nat voc
2-nat-voc-ms− nat voc MS–
2-nat-voc-smth nat voc Smoothing
2-nat-voc-gv− nat voc GV–
3-nat-hmm nat hmm
3-nat-hmm-enh nat hmm LSF-enh
3-nat-hmm-gv+ nat hmm GV+
3-nat-hmm-ms+ nat hmm MS+
4-voc-voc voc voc
4-voc-voc-ms− voc voc MS–
4-voc-voc-smth voc voc Smoothing
4-voc-voc-gv− voc voc GV–
5-voc-hmm voc hmm
5-voc-hmm-enh voc hmm LSF-enh
5-voc-hmm-gv+ voc hmm GV+
5-voc-hmm-ms+ voc hmm MS+
6-hmm-voc hmm voc
6-hmm-voc-ms− hmm voc MS–
6-hmm-voc-smth hmm voc Smoothing
6-hmm-voc-gv− hmm voc GV–
7-hmm-hmm hmm hmm
7-hmm-hmm-enh hmm hmm LSF-enh
7-hmm-hmm-gv+ hmm hmm GV+
7-hmm-hmm-ms+ hmm hmm MS+
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on a 5 point scale between ‘bad’ and ‘excellent’ in terms of the quality of the speech.
Whilst MDS is potentially quite powerful, it can sometimes be difficult to draw precise
conclusions from the complex plots it produces; the MOS test was included to provide
a basis for the interpretation of the MDS analysis.
5.4.3.1 Pairwise listening test
In the first listening test, listeners were presented with pairs of stimuli in which every
condition was paired with every other condition (but not itself). Each possible pair
of 25 conditions was repeated 12 times resulting in 7200 pairs. The pairs were pre-
sented in a randomised order to minimise bias. The sentence (i.e., text) was different
for each utterance within a pair, with the sentences being drawn otherwise at random
from a set of 40 sentences. The presentation order of the pairs was such that no se-
quence of two pairs contained the same sentence more than once, but was otherwise
random. 45 native English-speaking participants with no known hearing impairments
were recruited for this test. The 7200 pairwise comparisons were divided amongst
the participants, with each participant making 160 pairwise quality judgements. This
number of judgements has previously been demonstrated to be reasonable for subjects
Mayo et al. (2011).
Table 5.3: The symbols and explanations for the processing methods applied to the
filter parameter trajectories.
Symbol Explanation
GV– Global variance (Toda and Tokuda, 2007) scaled down to
(for vocoded) the level of synthetic speech
GV+ Global variance (Toda and Tokuda, 2007) scaled up by
(for hmm) 0.5 towards the level of natural speech
MS– Modulation spectrum (Takamichi et al., 2014b) scaled down to
(for vocoded) the level of synthetic speech
MS+ Modulation spectrum (Takamichi et al., 2014b) scaled up by
(for hmm) 0.85 towards the level of natural speech
Smoothing Smoothing the trajectory with a Hann
(for vocoded) window of length 21
LSF-enh Formant enhancement applied to LSFs
(for hmm) in the power spectral domain (Raitio et al., 2010)
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Figure 5.1: Stress levels returned by MDS at different dimensions
5.4.3.2 Single stimulus listening test
In the MOS test, each of the testing conditions was presented to each listener 4 times,
for randomly selected utterances. Thus, each listener evaluated 100 samples. The
presentation order was such that no sequence of two utterances involved either the
same sentence or the same condition more than once, but was otherwise random. The
same 40 test sentences from Section 5.4.3.1 were used in this test. 20 native English-
speaking participants with no known hearing impairments were recruited for this test.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 MDS plot
As described in Chapter 1, the listener responses from the “same or different quality”
task provides a perceptual distance matrix between the conditions tested, which is then
projected into a fixed number of dimensions using MDS. The stress values across the
listener responses at various dimensions is shown in Figure 5.1. Based on the princi-
ples for selecting an appropriate number of dimensions to visualise listener responses,






2−nat−voc 2−nat−voc−ms− 2−nat−voc−smth 2−nat−voc−gv−
3−nat−hmm 3−nat−hmm−enh 3−nat−hmm−gv+ 3−nat−hmm−ms+
4−voc−voc 4−voc−voc−ms− 4−voc−voc−smth 4−voc−voc−gv−
5−voc−hmm 5−voc−hmm−enh 5−voc−hmm−gv+ 5−voc−hmm−ms+
6−hmm−voc 6−hmm−voc−ms− 6−hmm−voc−smth 6−hmm−voc−gv−
7−hmm−hmm 7−hmm−hmm−enh 7−hmm−hmm−gv+ 7−hmm−hmm−ms+
Figure 5.2: MDS plot for 2 dimensions. The dashed ellipsis show the clustering of
the conditions in the MDS space, as reached in 80% of cases by performing k-means
clustering. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2014).
In the visualisation plot, there is one point for each condition. Those conditions which
listeners judged to be more perceptually similar will be closer together in the plot.
Figure 5.2 shows the MDS plot at 2 dimensions. These findings will now be discussed.
5.5.1.1 Voice source
The points (i.e., conditions in Table 5.2) cluster into 3 groups:
A) Natural speech (1-natural), all systems with natural source and perfectly matched
filter (2-nat-voc-x), and pure vocoded speech (4-voc-voc).
B) All systems with natural source and modelled filter (3-nat-hmm-x), vocoded source
and modelled filter with formant enhancement (5-voc-hmm-enh), modelled source
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and vocoded filter (6-hmm-voc), and vocoded source and filter with decreased mod-
ulation spectrum (4-voc-voc-ms−).
C) All other conditions.
The clustering was first performed by eye, and then confirmed by k-means clustering,
with the depicted clustering being the most common outcome (on 80% of occasions).
The clustering shows that using the natural source is the biggest single factor, indicat-
ing that a better source signal has the potential to substantially improve the quality of
the resulting speech. However, the clustering also tells us that any mismatch between
source and filter has damaging perceptual consequences.
Vocoded and modelled voice sources (5-voc-hmm and 7-hmm-hmm) are very close
to one another when using a modelled filter, indicating that the modelling of the source
is not a restricting factor in this situation. However, the filter enhancements are slightly
more effective in the case of vocoded source than when combined with the modelled
source.
5.5.1.2 Vocal tract filter
Using a vocoded source in combination with a vocoder filter (4-voc-voc) or modelled
filter (5-voc-hmm) are perceptually very similar in the cases when the vocoder filter is
degraded, and the modelled filter is enhanced. This suggests that these enhancements
are working when applied to modelled filters, although they do not quite restore the
speech to the quality of vocoded speech: listeners can still easily distinguish them.
The perceptual closeness of conditions with vocoded source and modelled filter (5-
voc-hmm) and HMM synthesis (7-hmm-hmm) would strongly suggest that the current
quality of SPSS systems (that make a source/filter independence assumption), is lim-
ited mainly by the modelling of the filter. The 6-hmm-voc condition is closer to natural
speech than either of these two conditions, further supporting this conclusion.
5.5.1.3 Source and filter interaction
The perceptual distance between the conditions with HMM source and vocoded filter
(6-hmm-voc) and the HMM-synthesis (7-hmm-hmm) are generally small, once degra-
dation and enhancement effects are applied respectively. This is interesting: applying
the enhancement to HMM-synthesis appears not to make the speech quality noticeably
different, in contrast to vocoded source and modelled filter (5-voc-hmm). This could
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indicate either: 1) there is something natural about the vocoded source that modelling
fails to capture; or 2) once the source and filter have been independently modelled,
very little can be done to recover from that.
The large perceptual distance between systems with natural source and vocoded
filter (2-nat-voc) and natural source and modelled filter (3-nat-hmm) (among the largest
between system configurations) can be interpreted in two ways: 1) it could be caused
by artefacts introduced by mismatches between source and filter in 3-nat-hmm; or 2) it
could be due to the differences between vocoded and modelled filter coefficients when
excited by the ‘perfect’ natural source, resulting in a match between source and filter
in one condition and not in the other.
Natural source with vocoded filter conditions using MS degradation (2-nat-voc-
ms−) and smoothing (2-nat-voc-smth) both lie perceptually close to vocoded speech
(4-voc-voc). This may indicate that MS down-scaling and smoothing both introduce
mismatch between the source and filter, similar to the effect introduced by vocoding
using the current source-filter representation of speech production.
5.5.2 MOS scores
The results of the MOS test are shown in Fig. 5.3. These largely back up the main
conclusions from the MDS analysis: that increase in distance from the natural speech
point in the MDS plot corresponds closely to decrease in speech quality, and that the
filter enhancements applied to the HMM filter produce noticeable improvements in the
quality of speech. The results of significance testing of the listener responses from the
MOS test is shown in Figure 5.4, using the t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p
value of 0.05. These significance tests are described in Chapter 4. Holm-Bonferroni
correction was applied due to the large number of condition pairs to compare.
An interesting contradiction between the results from the MDS and MOS tests is
the scores for the natural source with modelled filter configuration (3-nat-hmm). In
the MDS plot, the conditions closest to natural speech were GV and MS up-scaling
(GV+ and MS+). However the results from the opinion score test showed that listeners
prefer the speech with formant enhancement (LSF-enh) and GV up-scaling (GV+).
This shows that listeners in the MDS test were not simply making one-dimensional
preference comparisons and were instead making their judgements along more than
one dimension of difference. Other points of interest from these results will now be
discussed.
















































































































































































Figure 5.3: Box plot of listener opinion scores. Plot uses the same notation as in Figure
4.2. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2014).
5.5.2.1 Voice source
Conditions 2-nat-voc-ms− and 4-voc-voc receive similar quality scores, which coin-
cides with the findings of the MDS test that these are perceptually similar. However
2-nat-voc-smth is not rated as highly and instead there is a preference for 2-nat-voc-
gv−, which was the furthest point in the 2-nat-voc system configuration in the MDS
plot, highlighting that speech produced under this set of conditions is high in quality.
5.5.2.2 Vocal tract filter
The MOS results for vocoded speech (4-voc-voc) and for vocoded source and modelled
filter (5-voc-hmm) support the findings of the MDS test, in that speech under these
conditions, following degradations and enhancements respectively, have very similar
quality. This supports the observation that the effects caused by statistical modelling
are being perceptually repaired to some extent, but the speech is still of noticeably
worse quality than vocoded speech.
The modelling of the filter parameters in 5-voc-hmm may be a key factor limiting
the quality output when source and filter are determined independently, as the quality
score of 5-voc-hmm and 7-hmm-hmm remain similar whereas 6-hmm-voc is rated better
in quality by listeners. However this test found little difference between 6-hmm-voc













































































































































































































Figure 5.4: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). Dark blue indicates
agreement in significant difference. Yellow indicates agreement in no significant dif-
ference. Red indicates significant difference found using t-test but not with Wilcoxon
signed-rank test.
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5.5.2.3 Source and filter interaction
The results for natural source and vocoded filter show the largest quality drop when
using smoothing (2-nat-voc-smth). Smoothing of speech trajectories may create the
largest decrease in the interaction, or degree of consistency, between the source and
filter, by averaging content across consecutive frames and removing all fine variations
from the trajectories. MS and GV degradation have less effect than smoothing, pre-
sumably because they are preserving more of the source-filter interaction, in other
words, that the frame-by-frame variations in the filter parameters are consistent with
the frame-by-frame variations in the source.
Applying enhancements to HMM-based speech (7-hmm-hmm) does not help as
much as when they are applied to the condition using a vocoded source and HMM filter
(5-voc-hmm). Possible explanations were already offered for this in Section 5.5.1.
5.6 Conclusion
The methodology introduced in Chapter 3 has been further extended to investigate the
effects introduced by the modelling of source and filter coefficients, along with investi-
gating the effectiveness of three filter enhancement techniques. By creating appropriate
stimuli, performing two listening tests, and analysing the results, it has been possible to
see clear differences in quality as source and/or filter are varied from natural, through
vocoded to HMM-generated.
Current filter enhancement techniques are able to recover some of the quality loss
caused by modelling the filter, yet the final quality seems to be more affected by the in-
teraction of source and filter than by the individual quality of either one alone. Whilst
it is impossible to ‘prove’ anything beyond reasonable doubt using perceptual tests,
our results provide supporting evidence that the assumption of independence between
source and filter, which is inherent in standard statistical parametric speech synthesis-
ers, is one of the most significant limiting factors on the quality of synthetic speech.
The effect of this independence assumption will be further tested in Chapter 6.
Retrospectively it is apparent that the MOS test conducted in this chapter is not per-
fect. Utterances and conditions were selected at random, independent of each other.
Whilst each condition was rated 80 times in total, there was no balancing of condition
with respect to utterance. This means that not all utterances were presented under all
conditions, although in practice each condition was presented under at least 32 dif-
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ferent utterances. This test design also results in an imbalance between the number
of times the different utterances, under each condition, were presented, potentially
resulting in a slight skew of responses towards specific utterances. Additionally con-
ditions were not balanced by listener, meaning that each listener was not guaranteed
to hear each condition exactly twice. Although this test design is not ideal, it is still
believed that the responses from this test are representative of the quality of the var-
ious conditions tested. This is because there are a large number of judgements made
for each condition (80), over a large number of different utterances (between 32 and
38) and presented in the constrained manner described in Section 5.4.3.2. Also, these
responses are in line with those from the ‘same or different’ task.
Chapter 3 introduced a methodology for investigating hypothesised causes of re-
duced quality in HMM speech synthesis which has been used in Chapters 3 & 4, as
well as in this chapter, to further our understanding. Chapter 6 will introduce an al-
ternative methodology for investigating the effects of modelling assumptions applied




Measuring the perceptual effects of
modelling assumptions in speech
synthesis using stimuli constructed
from repeated natural speech
The investigation in this chapter was conducted by a group of researchers, including
myself, and was previously published in Henter et al. (2014a). The sentences were
selected for the REHASP 0.5 corpus by myself from the Harvard sentences in order
to select those most suitable for a British English speaker. The algorithm used to cre-
ate the constrained random ordering of sentences to be read by the speaker for the
REHASP 0.5 corpus was created by myself. The recording of the speaker was per-
formed by myself and Gustav Eje Henter. The discussions over the configurations
to be included in this investigation was done by myself, Gustav Eje Henter and Matt
Shannon. The configurations used for this investigation were coded by Matt Shan-
non. The multi-dimensional testing was designed and results interpreted by myself.
The MUSHRA test was designed and results interpreted by Gustav Eje Henter. The
published version of the paper was predominantly written by Gustav Eje Henter; this
chapter has been rewritten in my own words.
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, a methodology for investigating hypothesised causes of reduced qual-
ity of speech synthesis from SPSS systems was introduced. This methodology uses a
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conceptual ‘continuum of speech’, ranging from natural speech at one end of the con-
tinuum to full HMM-generated speech at the other. Each of the hypothesised causes
of reduced quality within SPSS are elements within this continuum. This allows for
independent perceptual testing of each hypothesised cause rather than attempting to
piece apart contributing factors from HMM-generated speech, where the contributing
causes of reduced quality are co-occurring. Chapters 4 & 5 extended this methodology
to investigate a variety of hypothesised causes of reduced quality in SPSS.
The investigations in Chapters 3, 4 & 5 tested hypothesised causes by apply-
ing simulations to natural vocoded speech parameters, applying constraints to HMM-
generated speech or by applying enhancement methods to parameters generated from a
HMM synthesis system. This chapter will investigate further causes of reduced quality
of SPSS systems within the conceptual ‘continuum of speech’. It focuses on the quality
achievable when common modelling assumptions in SPSS systems are enforced. This
is investigated through the use of a specially crafted speech corpus of speech which
is composed of repeated examples of utterances (Henter et al., 2014b). This corpus is
used to estimate the upper-bound performance of statistical parametric speech synthe-
sis (SPSS) when various commonly applied modelling assumptions are in place, if we
were able to perfectly generate speech from the models.
6.2 Assumptions in SPSS
There are a wide range of modelling assumptions made in SPSS systems. This chapter
will focus on a few of these.
• The first of the assumptions to be investigated is that the process of vocoding
has no detrimental effect on quality. By this, it is meant that the process of
parametrising speech into a representation suitable for modelling, before then
transforming this parametrisation back into the time-domain waveform, is a fully
reversible process (i.e., doesn’t have adverse effects on the quality of speech).
Chapters 4 & 5 have already indicated that this assumption appears to not be the
case.
• An additional assumption present in standard SPSS systems is that duration is
independent of the HMM model, given that HSMMs are typically used to de-
termine state-wise durations. This results in a Gaussian distribution being used
to determine the duration rather than the exponential distribution given by the
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HMM transition probability. Duration is usually calculated prior to generation
of features from the SPSS system and in HMM synthesis the predicted duration
usually has no effect on the model selected.
• The independence of source and filter aspects of speech production is another
assumption present in many aspects of SPSS. Chapter 5 discussed that many
vocoders are based on a source-filter representation of speech, assuming that
the contribution of these two elements of speech production are independent;
however, they are known to interact. The assumption of independence between
source and filter parameters is realised in SPSS by these features usually be-
ing modelled using separate decision trees. This results in potentially different
clustering of source and filter parameters, meaning different linguistic contexts
(and therefore different frame-wise parameters) are clustered together to pro-
duce models for the source and filter components. This potentially introduces
a large mismatch between generated source and filter parameters. An exten-
sion of the source-filter independence assumption is the assumption of speech
parameter stream independence. There is typically more than one stream repre-
senting the source component in SPSS systems (e.g., f0 & BAP). It is standard
practice in HMM synthesis to cluster each of these parameter streams with a
separate decision tree, potentially further increasing the mismatch between pa-
rameter streams.
• HMM synthesis models typically use diagonal covariance, meaning that there is
an assumption of independence across the coefficient trajectories within the fil-
ter parametrisation (this is usually Mel-cepstra parameters). This independence
assumption has been investigated previously in the literature, with the introduc-
tion of semi-tied covariance matrices (Gales, 1999), however these are still not
commonplace in SPSS systems.
• Finally, speech parameter models are constructed assuming a Gaussian distribu-
tion of speech data. It is then assumed that meaningful model parameters will
be produced by performing averaging of the samples present in the leaf node
following decision tree clustering. This means that, by averaging these samples
together, the mean value provides a parameter value which represents the tar-
get linguistic context well. It is entirely possible that the mean value instead is
situated between values that were realised in the data and was never actually a
realised value itself.
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In SPSS, once the parametric models have been learnt there is still the issue of
how to generate parameters from these (as mentioned in Chapter 1). The common
approach is to use the mean value of the Gaussian distribution fitted during training.
Maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) then combines the Gaussian mean
value, which is constant across the state, with dynamic features and variances to pro-
duce parameter trajectories. However this form of generation favours the mean value
of the distribution, which as stated above may not be a good data point. This results in
generating trajectories with reduced global variance (GV) and is why GV postfiltering
is required in SPSS. An alternative is to perform sampling from the model (Shannon
et al., 2011). When sampling from the model each of the different independence as-
sumptions has a cumulative effect on the generated speech parameters. This means that
parameters generated under a model which assumes duration independence produces
different parameters than a model which assumes independence between source and
filter and independence between Mel-cepstra coefficients. However when the mean of
the distribution is used instead of performing sampling (as is more standard in SPSS
parameter generation) to generate vocal tract filter parameters, the generated parame-
ters are the same for each of these different models of speech.
This investigation aims to measure the effect that these different modelling as-
sumptions have on the naturalness of synthesised speech produced, under upper-bound
conditions, assuming perfect generation from the models is possible. There are many
slight variations in how a single utterance can be read, even when read within the same
style (e.g., neutral). Each repetition of the same utterance under the same reading style
represents a completely natural realisation of the utterance by a speaker. As such, if
we had a hypothetical ‘perfect’ model combined with ‘perfect’ parameter generation
(both sampling and mean-based generation methods are investigated in this chapter),
each of the different realisations of an utterance represents perfectly natural ‘gener-
ated’ speech. By substituting different realisations of the same utterance into different
parameter streams in the output speech, we are able to simulate upper-bound perfor-
mance under different independence assumptions. This chapter aims to investigate the
implications on synthesis performance, of our hypothetical ‘perfect’ system, as a con-
sequence of the discussed assumptions currently in place in SPSS systems. To do this,
multiple repetitions of natural realisations of the same utterance will be combined to
demonstrate the effect of each of these assumptions. With each of these repetitions
representing a completely natural realisation of the utterance, if these assumptions are
harmless then there should be no consequence for naturalness.
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6.3 The REHASP 0.5 corpus
In order to implement our idealised ‘perfect’ modelling and generation of speech pa-
rameters, under the modelling assumptions to be tested, a specially-crafted corpus is
required. This corpus comprises repeated readings of utterances by a single speaker.
Each recording is referred to as a repetition of an utterance. The utterances were from
the Harvard sentences. The Harvard sentences are widely used within the speech tech-
nology field and are roughly phonetically balanced within each set of ten utterances.
Three sets of these utterances (30 sentences) were selected for inclusion with each of
the sentences being repeated 40 times. The selection of sentences to be included in
the corpus was made such that these utterances should be suitable for a British English
speaker.
A female British English speaker, “Lucy”, was recorded in a hemi-anechoic cham-
ber. The speaker was instructed to speak in a neutral style and to not intentionally
vary the repetitions of each utterance. In order to avoid list effects, utterances were
presented in a randomised order, with the exception that the same utterance was not
allowed to appear twice in a row within the recording script.
The corpus therefore consists of 1200 recordings, originally being recorded at 96
kHz, 16 bit. Recordings were end-pointed to keep (at most) 100 ms of silence before
first voice activity and 300 ms of silence after last voice activity, removing excessive
silence from the speech data. A high-pass filter was applied to the audio files to remove
minor low frequency electrical interference. The recordings were then downsampled
to 16 kHz and amplitude was normalised to -24 dBov (ITU Recommendation ITU-
T P.56, 2011). Both the original unprocessed recordings and the downsampled and
processed recordings are freely available as the REHASP 0.5 corpus (Henter et al.,
2014b). The downsampled and processed versions of the recordings are used in the
remainder of this chapter.
6.4 Methodology
The STRAIGHT vocoder was used to extract speech features in this investigation. The
speech features which make up the ‘vocoded’ speech used in this investigation are:
40 order Mel-cepstra coefficients, log- f0 and 5 BAPs. These features were calculated
with a frame shift of 5 ms. Temporal smoothing (by passing a sliding Gaussian window
across the trajectories independently, where σ = 0.8 frames) was applied to the natural
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vocoded parameters as informal listening suggested this removed artefacts from the
speech. The remainder of the conditions included in this investigation operate from
the condition which performs duration adjustment of utterances (condition D), repre-
senting the duration independence assumption within this investigation, as discussed
in Section 6.2. This condition is implemented via dynamic time warping (DTW) in
order to align different spoken realisations of the same text. The duration normalisa-
tion via DTW involves repetitions and deletions of frames from a recorded repetition
of an utterance, in order to time-align the repetition to a reference duration, taken from
a seperate repetition of the same utterance. DTW computes the alignment between the
frames in the source and reference repetitions by minimising the Mel cepstral distortion
(MCD), excluding the 0th cepstral coefficient. Once aligned, the utterance repetitions
can be used to represent the idealised modelling and generation of speech parameters
under different modelling assumptions.
To represent the upper-bound performance in a system using a source-filter inde-
pendence assumption, where these two elements of speech production are modelled
separately, the parameterisation of the source element of speech (log- f0 and BAPs)
is taken from one repetition of the utterance whereas the filter representation (Mel-
cepstra) is taken from a separate repetition. As mentioned above, these repetitions
are time-aligned to a ‘reference’ duration from a separate repetition of the same utter-
ance. The subsequent speech represents upper-bound modelling performance using an
idealised generation approach which samples from this model. This approach can be
further extended to investigate where all speech parameter streams (log- f0, BAPs and
Mel-cepstra) are modelled independently, with each stream coming from a separate,
time-aligned, repetition. Diagonal covariance can be investigated by taking different
Mel-cepstra coefficients from separate time-aligned repetitions of the utterance. In
this investigation the effect of diagonal covariance is investigated at differing levels,
observing its effect on different coefficient blocks (lower coefficient values and higher
coefficient values). Finally the effect of averaging vocal tract filter parameters is inves-
tigated by time-aligning all repetitions of the test utterance, and taking the frame-wise
mean value across the repetitions to represent the vocal filter parameter to synthesise.
Table 6.1 shows the full range of conditions tested.
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Table 6.1: Conditions included in listening test. Table shows model configuration,
generation method and the construction of the condition using examples from the
REHASP corpus. The letters a,b,c and d indicate separate repetitions of an utterance.
An asterisk indicates all coefficients come from separate repetitions. x indicates that
an average over all repetitions was used.
Condition Parameter trajectory sources
Dur- Source Filter (MCEPs)
ID Description Generation ation log- f0 BAP 0-5 6-12 13-39
N Natural speech - - - - - - -
VU
Vocoded (unsmoothed
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independent
M MCEPs averaged Mean b a a x x x
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6.5 Experiments
The effects of the different modelling assumptions included in this investigation were
tested under two different subjective tasks: a MUSHRA test, measuring naturalness
ratings, and a ‘same or different naturalness’ comparison test, similar to the tests run
in Chapters 3, 4 & 5. As described earlier, these conditions represent the upper-bound
synthesis performance possible under different modelling assumptions. This upper-
bound performance relates to otherwise ‘idealised’ modelling and generation of speech
parameters while the modelling assumptions are enforced. The different conditions are
created using our novel investigation paradigm, as described in Section 6.4, using the
REHASP 0.5 corpus.
6.5.1 MUSHRA test
The full range of conditions, as shown in Table 6.1, were presented in a MUSHRA
listening test (described in Chapter 1). Natural speech is provided as a hidden (lis-
teners are not informed as to which of the condition sliders represents this condition)
upper-anchor for listeners’ judgements. Listeners are informed that this natural speech
condition should be scored as 100 (completely natural). Lower-anchoring was not used
in this test for synthesis evaluation for the reasons already mentioned in Chapter 1.
All 30 sentences in the REHASP 0.5 corpus were used for testing. The sentences
were divided into the 3 sets of 10 phonetically balanced sets of Harvard sentences. 30
native English participants with no known hearing impairments were recruited. Each
listener rated 20 screens (2 of the 3 sets of sentences), where each screen presents all
12 conditions. This resulted in each of the 3 sets of Harvard sentences being rated by
20 listeners. One subject didn’t fully complete the MUSHRA test (they completed 15
out of their allotted 20 screens), resulting in a total of 595 sets of MUSHRA results.
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6.5.2 Pairwise discrimination test
For the pairwise discrimination task, listeners were presented with pairs of conditions
and asked whether the conditions are the ‘same or different’ in terms of naturalness.
From these responses we are able to build up a matrix of perceptual ‘difference’ be-
tween each of the conditions. No comparisons were made between matching condi-
tions in order to reduce the number of required comparisons to be made. Given the
12 conditions included in the listening test, this results in 132 unique condition com-
parisons. Each comparison is made 20 times, resulting in a total of 2640 comparisons
being made across all listeners. The pairings of conditions to be compared, from Table
6.1, were presented in a randomised order. The utterances under which these condi-
tions were compared, was also selected randomly. The 6 stimuli within any 3 consec-
utive comparison pairs were constrained to consist of 6 unique sentences. 20 native
English speakers with no known hearing impairments were recruited to participate in
the listening test. Each listener performed 132 comparisons. The matrix of perceptual
‘differences’ compiled across all listeners is then transformed into a fixed dimensional
representation using multidimensional scaling (MDS).
6.6 Results
6.6.1 MUSHRA test
The responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of the absolute values of the scores
awarded are shown in Figure 6.1. All tests for significant differences between condi-
tions applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs to
compare. All conditions are significantly different from all others in terms of absolute
rating, except for between: SF and SI, SI and M, H1 and L1, H2 and L2. Significant
differences are in agreement using a t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value
of 0.01. These significance tests are described in Chapter 4. The agreement between
the t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, in terms of significant differences found, is
illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of the rank order given to the con-
ditions are shown in Figure 6.3. All tests for significant differences between conditions
applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs to com-
pare. All conditions are found to be significantly different from all others in terms of
the rank order, except for between: SF and SI, H1 and L1. Significant differences are
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Figure 6.1: Boxplot of absolute values from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same notation
as Figure 4.1.
in agreement using the Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p
value of 0.01. The Mann-Whitney U test (also known as the Wilcoxon rank sum test)
was selected to identify significant differences as this test handles data in terms of rank
order rather than absolute differences, suiting the data being tested. This test is applied
to cumulated results rather than matching samples, as with the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. The Mann-Whitney U test identifies significant differences between the distribu-
tions of the two classes being tested, however does not assume the two classes are nor-
mally distributed. The agreement between the Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, in terms of significant differences found, is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
The responses from the MUSHRA test appear to indicate four groups of conditions,
based on the fundamental assumptions applied: natural speech (N), vocoded speech
(VU, V and D), stream independence (SF and SI) and diagonal covariance across Mel-
cepstra coefficients (L1, L2, H1, H2 and I). An interpretation of these results is that
a large drop of naturalness occurs as a result of vocoding alone, as was found to be
the case in Chapters 4 & 5. Next, the assumption that source and filter parameters are
suitable for independent modelling results in a further drop in naturalness from con-
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Figure 6.2: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.01). Dark blue indicates
agreement in significant difference. Yellow indicates agreement in no significant dif-
ference.
dition D (which is used to align the different repetitions of the utterance) to condition
SF. Finally, assuming diagonal covariance across Mel-cepstra coefficients results in a
large drop in naturalness, from condition SF to conditions L1, L2, H1, H2 and I. This
is found to be the case across higher order coefficients as well as lower order coef-
ficients. These findings indicate that the source-filter independence assumption and
the diagonal covariance assumption are both inadequate for generating natural speech
when sampling from the model. Also of interest from these findings is that where the
mean value of the vocoded parameters is used (condition M) the naturalness falls into
the ‘category’ of stream independence. Note that condition M is the same regardless
of the underlying model assumptions in place (conditions D, SF, L1, L2, H1, H2 or
I). This would appear to indicate that using the mean, rather than sampling, from the
‘ideal’ model of speech has different effects under different modelling assumptions
made. Firstly, using the mean rather than sampling from the model provides gains in
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Figure 6.3: Boxplot of rank order from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same notation as
Figure 4.1.
naturalness when the diagonal covariance assumption is in force. Secondly when using
the mean rather than sampling from the model there is a small drop in naturalness under
the source-filter independence assumption. Finally there is a drop in naturalness from
using the mean instead of sampling from a model which does not make source-filter
independence or diagonal covariance assumptions (condition D).
Within these groupings of conditions, further observations can be drawn. Within
the ‘vocoded’ group of conditions (VU, V and D), the temporal smoothing applied
to condition V introduced a slight drop in perceived naturalness. Temporal smooth-
ing was introduced in order to reduce artefacts from vocoded parameters, particularly
when different repetitions are substituted to create stimuli under different assumptions
(conditions SF, SI, L1, L2, H1, H2, I and M). Although this temporal smoothing has re-
sulted in a drop in ratings when comparing conditions VU and V, it is unclear whether
the temporal smoothing has increased the naturalness of subsequent conditions. A fur-
ther drop in naturalness is observed between conditions V and D, indicating that the
DTW alignment, used to time-align the different repetitions of an utterance, introduces
slight artefacts. However this slight drop in naturalness is required in order to test
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Figure 6.4: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of rank
order using Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.01). Dark
blue indicates agreement in significant differences. Yellow indicates agreement in no
significant difference.
the different modelling assumptions subsequent to this condition in the investigation
(conditions SF, SI, L1, L2, H1, H2, I and M). The difference in reported naturalness
between conditions SF and SI is found to be not significant, this indicates that although
a large drop in naturalness is experienced when source and filter parameters are mod-
elled independently (moving from condition D to condition SF), when BAP and f0
parameters are modelled independently of each other this has no further detrimental
effect. A large drop in reported naturalness is observed moving from condition SF
to all of the conditions which applied independence assumptions across Mel-cepstra
coefficients (i.e., diagonal covariance). Conditions L1, L2, H1, H2 and I, all resulted
in a very large drop in naturalness from condition SF when sampling from the model.
Within the diagonal covariance group of conditions, it appears that independence as-
sumptions among the lower coefficients (conditions L1 and L2) is more detrimental
than independence assumptions among higher coefficients (conditions H1 and H2).
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Figure 6.5: Stress levels return by MDS at different dimensions.
This is highlighted when comparing conditions L1 and H1. Even though fewer coef-
ficients are assumed to be independent in L1 compared to H1, this reported level of
naturalness is very similar (however there is a large detrimental effect observed across
all the conditions in this group).
6.6.2 Pairwise listening test
Figure 6.5 shows the stress value when attempting to fit the MDS representation to dif-
fering number of dimensions. The stress values across differing number of dimensions
do not possess the attributes described in Chapter 1, to warrant the two-dimensional
MDS plot to be used for analysis. However, following a comparison of the subsequent
plots at two and three dimensions there wasn’t a great deal of difference between the
points in the plot which is interpretable. Therefore it was decided for simplicity to use
the two-dimensional plot. The subsequent MDS plot is shown in Figure 6.6. The re-
sponses from this listening test are consistent with the findings of the MUSHRA test.
As such the hierarchy of assumptions is reflected in the MDS plot. This hierarchy
has been overlaid on top of the MDS plot with arrows, where each arrow represents
a further step, in terms of assumptions, away from natural speech. The groupings of
conditions seen in the responses from the MUSHRA listening test also appear to be













Figure 6.6: The MDS visualisation of listeners responses at 2 dimensions. Figure
appeared in Henter et al. (2014a).
6.7 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a novel method of investigating the upper-bound performance
of SPSS, whilst different common modelling assumptions are in place. Of the assump-
tions tested, amongst the largest causes of degradations was found to be introduced
simply by vocoding the speech signal, indicating that before any modelling has even
been performed there is a large drop in naturalness (as was also found to be the case
in Chapters 4 & 5). Additional degradations were experienced when ‘ideal’ sampling
from the models is performed; under the assumption that source and filter parameters
are independent (as was found to be the case in Chapter 5), and a dramatic drop in re-
ported naturalness was observed when assuming diagonal covariance across any of the
filter (Mel-cepstra) coefficients. Additionally when the mean value, rather than sam-
pling, is used from our ‘ideal’ models (which perform only averaging within matching
linguistic contexts at the frame level) we approach the same condition regardless of
the independence assumptions put in place in the system (condition M). This condi-
tion was found to introduce degradations, but only to a level similar to the source-filter
independence assumption; the performance was an improvement on sampling from a
model making a diagonal covariance assumption.
The use of a corpus of repeated utterance recordings, such as the REHASP 0.5 cor-
pus presented in this chapter, may be of interest elsewhere in speech synthesis systems.
For example, currently SPSS systems are trained in such a way that the one recorded
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example of each utterance in the corpus is the example from which objective distance
measures of system performance are calculated. The REHASP corpus highlights the
many slightly different ways the same text may be read, even though it is in the same
neutral speaking style. Therefore it would seem more appropriate for a synthesis sys-
tem to be deemed a success if it generates speech trajectories which are close to one
of the many possible realisations of the given utterance, rather than using the distance
to a single realisation. This gives a corpus of repeated utterance recordings potential
applications in objective scores at training-time and synthesis-time in statistical para-
metric speech synthesis. The REHASP corpus may also be of interest to increase the
understanding of the findings in Chapter 4 on the effect of averaging across exam-
ples of matching linguistic contexts. The REHASP corpus allows us to test whether
the large perceptual improvement found in Chapter 4 hold when averaging together
multiple examples of matching linguistic context or if the large perceptual gain ob-
served came from only averaging together frames from a single example of a unique
linguistic context (as was a side-effect of the investigation approach taken in Chapter
4). This investigation is left as future work, however within a standard training corpus
of speech the occurrence of multiple examples whose linguistic contexts exactly match
is expected to be extremely low.
Chapter 7
Summary of investigations in Part I of
the thesis
7.1 Discussion
In Part I of the thesis, a variety of perceptual investigations into possible causes of
the reduced quality experienced within statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS)
systems were conducted. These investigations have provided us with a firmer un-
derstanding of what the differing causes of reduced quality within SPSS are, along
with the magnitude of each of these contributing factors. Given the findings of the
investigations performed in Part I of the thesis, we are better able to apply informed
improvements to SPSS, to overcome these issues. This chapter will now summarise
these findings and identify which causes will provide the focus of the improvements to
be investigated in Part II of the thesis.
7.1.1 Small amounts of temporal smoothing is not harmful
Before work on this thesis began, terms such as ‘over-smoothed trajectories’ were
used in the literature as being a major cause of degraded synthesis quality from SPSS
systems. However it was unclear what was meant by this term or whether there is even
agreement between different authors. One possible interpretation of what is meant by
‘over-smoothed trajectories’ is that speech parameter trajectories output from SPSS
appear temporally very smooth. To the eye, comparing SPSS-generated trajectories to
those of natural vocoded parameters, it is clear which is synthetic and which is natural,
due to the synthetic trajectories being much smoother.
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These temporally-smooth trajectories are a result of the maximum likelihood pa-
rameter generation (MLPG) algorithm, a generation algorithm used in SPSS to link
together the different HMM models selected to synthesise the utterance. MLPG looks
to optimise the generated trajectory by incorporating delta and delta-delta information
about parameter trajectories. The subsequent generated parameter trajectory varies
smoothly with time, across the utterance. MLPG reduces the effect of shifts in the
generated speech parameters which would otherwise occur at state boundaries, if sim-
ply generating from the model mean value.
As many of the claims in the literature pointed towards temporal-smoothness as
a contributing factor to reduced quality in SPSS (Zen et al., 2009, Takamichi et al.,
2014b), this was an important element to include in the ‘continuum of speech’ concep-
tual investigations performed in Part I of the thesis. The trajectories of natural vocoded
speech parameters were smoothed using a sliding Hanning window of fixed size, as
described in Chapter 3. The effect of temporal smoothing was tested in Chapters 3, 4
& 5. Contrary to claims in the literature, temporal smoothing of the vocal filter speech
parameters was found to consistently have little to no effect on the perceived quality of
speech. Therefore this hypothesised cause can be removed from further work in this
thesis.
The temporal smoothing finding from Part I of the thesis is particularly interesting
as the modulation spectrum postfiltering work in literature states that it aims to re-
instate temporal detail into temporally over-smoothed trajectories (Takamichi et al.,
2014b). Given the findings from Part I of the thesis, it would appear that this method
may also be re-instating variance into the generated trajectories, represented by lower
frequencies in the modulation spectrum domain. Modulation postfiltering may in fact
be making its gains in quality by effectively re-instating the signal variance and not
from repairing temporal smoothness. The findings of Part I of the thesis may also tally
with the findings of Takamichi et al.. In Takamichi et al. (2015), it was found that,
above 50 Hz in modulation spectrum frequency, only noise was being introduced into
the generated speech. As a result of this Takamichi et al. placed an upper limit of 50
Hz on the modulation spectrum frequencies which are re-instated. This appears to be
consistent with the finding in Part I of the thesis: a large amount of the temporal detail
in the vocoded parameters may be noise from the parameter extraction process rather
than important detail. By placing this threshold of modulation spectrum restoration,
Takamichi et al. may actually be primarily reinstating important elements of variance
back into the trajectories rather than temporal detail. Future work of interest with
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regards to modulation spectrum research, although outside of the scope of this thesis,
may be to explore which modulation spectrum frequencies are important, using the
perceptual framework introduced in this thesis.
One issue raised by the finding that temporal smoothing has little to no effect on
synthesis quality, is with objective scoring measures. This is because the differences
between a natural vocoded trajectory and one which has had temporal smoothing ap-
plied to it, appear to be large. However, perceptually, there was found to be little
difference. This therefore means objective scores which take a frame-level error mea-
sure may give a temporally smoothed trajectory a large error rating whereas listeners
rate this speech as being natural.
7.1.2 Generating parameters with correct variance is important
It has been long observed that parameters output from HMM speech synthesis systems
have a reduced level of variance than observed in natural vocoded speech. This is due
to averaging across many examples (frames) within clusters in the decision tree of the
standard HMM synthesis system. This averaging results in convergence towards the
mean of generated speech parameters, removing occurrences of large deviations from
this average value which are present within natural speech. Hence, improvements in
naturalness are observed from the use of global variance (GV) as a post-modelling tool
such that the use of GV within HMM speech synthesis systems has become standard
(Zen et al., 2007a, 2009, King, 2011).
However attempting to match a variance level, which is predicted to be the correct
amount across the utterance to be generated, provides no guarantees as to how close
the subsequent parameter trajectories would match a natural example of the utterance.
Therefore the investigations undertaken in Part I observed the effect of incorrect vari-
ance of speech parameters as a result of overestimated or underestimated GV. This
simulation effect was implemented using variance scaling of utterance-level speech
parameter trajectories, as described in Chapter 3. The effect of utterance-level param-
eter variance was investigated in Chapters 3, 4 & 5. As expected, given reported gains
in the literature (Toda and Tokuda, 2007, Zen et al., 2009), generating speech param-
eters with the correct variance level was found to have a large effect on the quality of
synthesised speech. The investigations in this thesis extended this knowledge by also
observing that erring on the side of too much variance appears to be preferred to under-
estimated parameter variance. This added knowledge may mean that when performing
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GV, we can afford to slightly over-compensate the variance to restore in the speech
signal; however further investigation as to whether this helps in SPSS is needed.
7.1.3 Vocoding alone introduces a noticeable drop in quality
Vocoding is typically used to extract parameters of speech. These are then converted
into parameters which are more suitable for modelling within SPSS systems. Therefore
the accuracy of parameter extraction, along with how invertible the vocoding step is,
places a large constraint on the quality of speech achievable. Given that these speech
parameters are then used to train the models used for synthesis, it appears logical to
surmise that the quality of the vocoder acts as an upper-bound to the quality achiev-
able from SPSS. As a result of this, natural speech along with natural vocoded speech
(copy-synthesis) were included as conditions within a number of the perceptual tests
conducted in Chapters 4, 5 & 6 of Part I of the thesis. These different tests observed
the effect of vocoding across a range of vocoders widely used for SPSS: STRAIGHT
(Kawahara, 2006), GlottHMM (Raitio et al., 2011b) and the PSFT vocoder. All of
these vocoders were found to introduce a perceptually noticeable drop in quality be-
fore any modelling has even taken place. The use of this range of different vocoders
is partly a consequence of collaborations with different researchers, however findings
across these different vocoders are consistent. The following effects were tested using
multiple vocoders:
• Temporal smoothing and global variance were tested in Chapters 3, 4 & 5 using
STRAIGHT, PSFT & GlottHMM vocoders.
• The effect of independently modelling of parameter streams was tested in Chap-
ters 5 & 6 using GlottHMM & STRAIGHT vocoders.
• The effect of vocoding was tested in Chapters 4, 5 & 6 using the PSFT, Glot-
tHMM & STRAIGHT vocoders.
This adds confidence to the conclusions drawn in Part I of the thesis, removing con-
cerns about vocoder-specific findings.
One interpretation of the finding that vocoding introduces a perceptually notice-
able drop in quality is that it seems reasonable to assume that future improvements
in vocoders will in turn lead to better quality of SPSS. This is provided that they al-
low for extraction of speech parameters suitable for modelling. This observation is
made given that SPSS performance appears to be tethered to that of the vocoder used.
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An alternative consequence of these findings would be to explore synthesis methods
which aim to overcome the issue of reduced quality following vocoding, by removing
the current model-friendly vocoders. These include investigating the use of sinusoidal
vocoders within SPSS, as in Stylianou (1996), Erro et al. (2007) and Hu et al. (2014b),
or investigating the domain of unit selection where no vocoding takes place.
7.1.4 Findings consistent across different parametrisations tested
As mentioned in Section 7.1.3, vocoding is performed in order to extract components
of speech. However the parameters, representing the components of speech, returned
by the vocoder are unsuitable for modelling directly. Therefore the parameters output
by the vocoder are then transformed into speech parametrisations which are more suit-
able for modelling (i.e. the data is reduced in dimensionality and decorrelated such that
a statistical model is able to model the parameters with a higher degree of accuracy).
It was of interest to identify how parameter-specific the perceptual findings from the
investigations in Part I of the thesis are, as well as seeing if one parametrisation per-
forms better than another. As such, the experiments in Chapter 4 were run on the two
different popular parametrisations predominantly used in speech synthesis literature:
Mel-cepstra and Mel-LSP. The findings of these listening tests indicated that similar
perceptual effects occur with both parametrisations of speech, across the range con-
ditions tested. This indicates that the perceptual findings are not as a direct result of
the parametrisation in use but of more fundamental elements of the speech synthesis
system, namely the vocoder and the modelling of the speech parameters.
7.1.5 Independent modelling of parameter streams introduces large
drop in quality
In a standard HMM synthesis system, the different speech parameter streams, output
by the vocoder and converted to a parametrisation suitable for modelling, are usually
clustered using separate state-dependant decision trees. This results in independent
clustering of linguistic contexts for each of these different streams, which may result
in different linguistic contexts being clustered together. In order to test the effect of this
design approach, perceptual testing was performed in Chapters 5 & 6. Chapter 5 inves-
tigated the contribution to the quality of overall synthesis quality from modelling the
source and filter parameters. Using the GlottHMM vocoder, this investigation was able
to alter source and filter independently and monitor where losses in quality were expe-
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rienced. Chapter 6 investigated the upper-bound performance of SPSS when making
the source-filter independence assumption, using a corpus of repeated natural speech
(REHASP 0.5). In the perceptual testing conducted in Chapter 6, listener responses
showed a drop in naturalness rating where the assumption of independent parameter
stream modelling was present. One interpretation of these findings are that independent
parameter stream modelling results in a lack of consistency (i.e., covariance) between
different speech parameter streams at synthesis time, resulting in a drop in naturalness.
The lack of covariance modelling is not only present as a result of modelling speech
parameters with separate decision trees, it is also present in the SPSS parameter gen-
eration. MLPG does not use covariance between different parameter streams when
generating parameter trajectories, resulting in further reduced dependency between
generated parameter streams.
7.1.6 Diagonal covariance modelling introduces large perceptual
drop in quality
In a standard HMM synthesis system, the different coefficients within a parameter
stream (e.g. Mel-cepstral features) are often modelled using diagonal covariance. This
means that the relationship between coefficients is not modelled, instead each coeffi-
cient is modelled independently. To test what effect this had on SPSS performance,
perceptual testing was performed in Chapter 6. This investigation observed the upper-
bound naturalness achievable when making the diagonal covariance assumption, using
a corpus of repeated natural speech (REHASP 0.5). Perceptual testing indicated that
this lack of covariance modelling between parameter coefficients does indeed lower
the naturalness of synthesised speech when sampling from the model, however this
is not the case when using the mean. Following this observation, it would be of fu-
ture interest to investigate how well full covariance modelling within SPSS is able to
model these dependencies relative to the upper-bound investigated in Chapter 6 when
sampling from the model (the distance between conditions SF and I).
7.1.7 Averaging within matching linguistic contexts is much less
harmful than across differing linguistic contexts
In standard HMM synthesis, decision tree regression is used to cluster the linguistic
contexts from the training data in order to account for inevitable unseen linguistic con-
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texts at synthesis-time. At training-time a criterion (typically maximum likelihood) is
used to determine which questions about the linguistic context should be used to split
the speech data within the decision tree. There is a stopping condition (typically based
on minimum description length) associated with the decision tree to stop the clusters
of linguistic contexts from being excessively split. Excessive splitting of linguistic
contexts within the decision tree would result in over-fitting to the training data. Fol-
lowing this stopping condition being met, a HMM state is created at each leaf node in
the decision tree. The stopping condition ensures that the models are able to account
for unseen linguistic contexts by generalising across the seen linguistic contexts.
As a result of the decision tree regression, differing linguistic contexts are modelled
together. These linguistic contexts are deemed by the stopping condition to be close
to each other such that modelling them together will generalise effectively for unseen
contexts. However as these linguistic contexts are in fact slightly different from each
other, in terms of not having exactly matching linguistic context strings, this can result
in distorted models of speech being created. In order to measure the effect of this a
‘pseudo-HMM’ condition was introduced in the investigation in Chapter 4 of the thesis.
The ‘pseudo-HMM’ condition used standard HMMs for synthesis with the exception
of using an ‘ideal’ model mean value which was calculated from frames whose lin-
guistic contexts exactly matched. Comparing the perceptual responses from listeners
between the ‘pseudo-HMM’ system and standard HMM synthesis, it is apparent that
averaging across frames with matching linguistic contexts results in synthesised speech
which is very natural (perceptually very close to natural vocoded speech). Whereas
in standard HMM synthesis where differing linguistic contexts are averaged together,
synthesis performance appears to suffer from distortions in the models created due
to the presence of slightly differing linguistic contexts. Following these findings it
appears that, by performing better averaging in the statistical models to be used for
synthesis, large gains can be made.
7.2 Concluding remarks
Part I of the thesis has focused on the contributing factors to reduced synthesis quality
within HMM speech synthesis. This investigation has deliberately aimed to exclude
prosodic elements, as prosody is a large field of research in its own right. To in-
clude investigations in this field of research would require a huge additional amount
of perceptual testing in order to reach firm conclusions. However it is possible that
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researchers in the field of prosody may wish to re-run the methodology presented in
Part I of this thesis in the future, focusing instead on prosodic effects.
Given the findings from Part I of the thesis, there appears to be clear indication
that addressing two of the found causes should be able to mitigate some of the main
shortcomings of SPSS:
1. Remove averaging across differing linguistic contexts and instead only perform
averaging across matching linguistic contexts. This will be investigated in Chap-
ter 9.
2. Remove the effect of vocoding. This will be investigated in Chapter 10.
Addressing these issues will therefore be the main aim in Part II of the thesis.
Part II






8.1 Advances in speech synthesis
At this point of the thesis, the use of neural networks for speech synthesis had re-
emerged. Deep neural network (DNN) regression of speech parameters was widely
reported in the literature to lead to increased naturalness within the statistical para-
metric speech synthesis (SPSS) paradigm (Zen et al., 2013, Zen, 2015). This lead to
DNN regression-based synthesis systems becoming more prevalent than the decision
tree regression-based HMM synthesis systems tested in Part I of the thesis. This chap-
ter will provide an overview of DNN methods. Feed-forward DNNs are used in Part II
of the thesis, so only these will be discussed in depth here.
8.1.1 Feed-forward deep neural network (DNN)
The feed-forward DNN configuration discussed in this chapter is the system described
in Wu et al. (2015). This is the DNN configuration which will be used in Chapters
9 & 10. As with the standard HMM synthesis architecture discussed in Chapter 1,
the outputs of the DNN are speech parameters (Mel-cepstra, log- f0 and BAPs) with
the addition of a binary feature denoting whether the current frame is voiced or un-
voiced. All speech parameters are predicted at the same time in this feed-forward
DNN architecture. The inputs to the DNN are 601 linguistic context features. 592
of which are binary, derived from a subset of the questions about linguistic contexts
used for decision tree clustering in the HMM synthesis system described in Chapter
1. There are also 9 numerical features, as described in Watts et al. (2016a), these are:
the frame position within the current state (as a fraction counting from the beginning
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of feed-forward deep neural network. “*” denotes that static,
delta and delta-delta attributes are output.
and from the end of the state) and within the current phoneme (as a fraction counting
from the beginning and from the end of the phoneme), state position within the current
phoneme (counting from the beginning of the phoneme and counting backwards from
the phoneme), state duration, phoneme duration and fraction of the current phoneme
made up by the current state.
Figure 8.1 shows an overview of the feed-forward DNN architecture. At each
layer of the DNN there are several neurons (determined by how ‘wide’ the current
layer is) which each compute an activation function. The hyperbolic tangent activation
function is the non-linear activation function used in the DNN in subsequent chapters
in this thesis, however other activation functions are available. Each of the neurons
in the previous layer is fully connected to each of the neurons in the current layer.
Given a connection weight for the value output from the activation function from each
of the neurons in the previous layer to the current neuron, the multiplications of the
activations from the neurons in the previous layer with their associated weights are
summed and a neuron bias term is added to form the input to the current neuron’s
activation function. The activation function of each of the neurons is a non-linear
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compressive, differentiable transform of the pre-activation value. The combination
of these various non-linear transforms in a DNN results in the construction of a very
complex function. It is this potential which makes DNNs very attractive in order to
provide a complex mapping between the input (linguistic context) and output (speech
parameters). The layer before the output of the DNN is a linear layer. This layer
provides our speech parameters at the output of our DNN. The output of the DNN is
therefore the result of several layers of many neurons performing non-linear transforms
from the input.
The problem remains as how to best train the DNN in order for it to learn the
relationship between linguistic contexts and speech parameters. The initialisation of
the DNN is very important as to how the system will perform. In this thesis the weights
at each node were initialised to random values from a normal distribution with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation which is conversely related to the number of nodes
which feed into the current node. The biases are initialised at zero. The input features
were normalised to the range between 0.01 and 0.99, while the output features were
normalised to have zero mean and unit variance (σ2 = 1) (Wu et al., 2015). For training
a number of frames from the training set are passed through the DNN. These frames
are random frames from the training data. The output from the DNN is compared with
the real examples from the training data. The error between these is computed as a
mean squared error function (Ling et al., 2015). The error is back-propagated through
the DNN, using stochastic gradient descent (Duda et al., 2001). This is done in order
for the weights and biases across the DNN to be updated. Stochastic gradient descent,
updates the DNN on part of the training data. This is because it is computationally
cheaper as updates to the DNN are performed many times per single pass through the
entire training set (epoch). By updating the DNN many times per epoch, less epochs
are required to train the DNN. For stochastic gradient descent, the gradients of the
error with respect to the weights and biases are computed. Following the calculation
of the gradients, the weights and biases are updated according to the learning rate.
A validation set of utterances, unseen in the training and testing utterances, is used
to measure how well the DNN is generalising for unseen utterances during training.
The error across the utterances in the validation set is calculated. The calculated error
across the validation set is not used to update the weights or bias values in DNN, but
instead to judge when training can be stopped.
For the DNN used in the remaining chapters in this thesis, the parameter estima-
tions are made at the frame-level, rather than the state-level predictions used in the
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standard HMM synthesis system discussed in Chapter 1. The potential influence of
such differences in standard system configurations for DNN and HMM synthesis sys-
tems will be discussed further in Chapter 11. The frame-wise parameter predictions
from the DNN include static, delta and delta-delta attributes. Generation of the pa-
rameter trajectories is done using MLPG, as described in Chapter 1, by considering
the output of the DNN to be the mean vector of a frame-level Gaussian model. The
covariance matrix used for MLPG is calculated using all training data. The generated
parameter trajectories are passed back through the vocoder to provide the time-domain
waveform.
8.1.2 Other DNN architectures
There are many alternative DNN architectures which can be used for speech synthe-
sis: for example, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are becoming more common (Zen,
2015). In an RNN, in addition to each of the neurons at each layer being fully con-
nected to the neurons at the previous layer, like in the feed-forward DNN, there are also
connections to activations from neurons at the previous frame. This introduces depen-
dencies from previous frames meaning that the DNN is no longer generating parameter
values at each frame independent of the values of surrounding frames. The long short-
term memory (LSTM) architecture is the most commonly used RNN architecture (Zen
and Sak, 2015). Bi-directional LSTMs extend this frame-level dependency further by
having connections in neurons between following frames as well as previous frames
(Fan et al., 2014), however bi-directional LSTMs are much more computationally ex-
pensive.
8.2 Summary
Although DNNs have been found to improve the performance of SPSS, many of the
assumptions investigated in Part I of the thesis are still in place. Part II of the thesis
will now look at using the findings of the investigation in Part I of the thesis to make
improvements to the quality of synthesis, for the case of HMMs, but it is believed that
some of the findings also apply to DNNs.
Chapter 9
Avoid performing averaging across
differing linguistic contexts -
rich-context synthesis
This chapter is an expanded version of the work in Merritt et al. (2015b) and therefore
the text is closely related to that.
This work was completed in collaboration with others. Discussion of ideas was
done between myself, Junichi Yamagishi, Zhizheng Wu, Oliver Watts and Simon King.
The code for the feed-forward DNN system used was provided by Zhizheng Wu. The
code for running and analysing the MUSHRA test was provided by Gustav Eje Henter.
Adaptations of the HTS (Zen et al., 2007a) scripts to produce the rich-context synthesis
was done by myself. The methods for selecting rich-context models was implemented
by myself.
9.1 Motivation
Following the perceptual tests performed in Part I of the thesis, the following were
found to be significantly contributing to the reduced quality of HMM speech synthesis:
• Generating parameter trajectories with incorrect variance.
• Parametrisation of speech (vocoding).
• Independent modelling of parameter streams.
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• Diagonal covariance (i.e., no covariance modelling) between spectral parameter
coefficients.
• Averaging across differing linguistic contexts was found to be perceptually much
more harmful than only averaging within matching linguistic contexts.
Of these findings, the gains in quality observed in Chapter 4 are of particular inter-
est. Chapter 4 investigated the effects of within matching linguistic context averaging
with an idealised ‘pseudo-HMM’ condition. Standard HMM speech synthesis systems
perform averaging across differing contexts as part of the decision tree regression per-
formed. The decision tree regression within HMM synthesis is designed to generalise
across seen linguistic contexts in order to account for the inevitable linguistic contexts
which are unseen in the training data. However by comparing listener responses of the
pseudo-HMM condition to those of the standard HMM speech synthesis system, it is
clear that averaging across differing linguistic contexts degrades speech quality. The
perceptual findings in Chapter 4 indicate that by implementing a system which per-
forms averaging only across matching linguistic contexts, the speech synthesis quality
produced is greatly improved. It is this finding which primarily motivates the investi-
gation undertaken in this chapter, that of attempting to improve the quality of HMM
synthesis by removing averaging across differing linguistic contexts.
In Chapter 4, a large perceptual degradation was reported when moving from the
idealised pseudo-HMM condition to a standard decision tree-clustered HMM synthe-
sis system (built as per the HTS demo recipe). In the pseudo-HMM condition, the
mean parameter values were calculated only across examples which had exactly the
same linguistic context, whereas the standard HMM synthesis system averaged across
the examples within each of the leaf nodes in the decision tree. The pseudo-HMM
system calculated the Gaussian mean values (for static, delta and delta-delta acoustic
features) from the acoustic features (i.e., vocoder parameters) of a recording of the test
sentence. The synthetic speech was then created by using MLPG on this sequence of
Gaussian means, with variance values coming from the conventional HMMs. Such
a system results in a parametric system which performs all the standard steps of the
HMM synthesis system with the exception of the use of this ‘ideal’ model mean value.
Of course, this oracle system is of no use for actual text-to-speech because it is im-
possible to have examples in the training data that exactly match all required contexts
for every test sentence. However, the findings motivate the system presented in this
chapter that (like existing so-called “rich-context” systems (Yan et al., 2009)) avoids
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averaging across differing linguistic contexts to train the Gaussian means.
9.2 Previous work
There are two notable examples of systems that also aim to remove the effects of aver-
aging across differing linguistic contexts. The first is simply unit selection synthesis,
where individual tokens are used, without averaging. Unit selection synthesis systems
also avoid vocoding, another limitation on the quality of parametric speech synthesis
as identified in Part I of the thesis; this will be investigated in Chapter 10. The other
example is rich-context statistical parametric speech synthesis (Yan et al., 2009, 2010,
Takamichi et al., 2012, 2014c).
The term ‘rich-context’ refers to models which are trained only on samples where
the linguistic contexts match exactly and therefore avoids averaging across differing
contexts. The primary example is Yan et al. (2009), in which Gaussian mean values are
calculated within each unique context found in the training data, with variance values
being tied in the usual way. Rich-context synthesis systems would therefore appear
to be very close to the previously investigated pseudo-HMM condition in Chapter 4.
In practice, such a system is easy to derive from a conventional tied system, simply
by untying all parameters, then performing further training in which only the means
are updated. The problem with rich-context models is how to select suitable models
to use at synthesis time, given that exact matches to the required contexts within a
test sentence are extremely unlikely to be available. Rich-context models are sparsely
trained, meaning they no longer generalise over seen linguistic contexts in the training
data to predict features for unseen linguistic contexts, as in standard HMM synthesis.
Instead, the task now for generating unseen linguistic contexts is to identify the closest
linguistic context which was present in the training data and use the corresponding
rich-context model for synthesis.
9.3 Conventional rich-context system
The system introduced in Yan et al. (2009) uses the distribution (i.e., Gaussian) se-
lected by the standard tied decision tree as a reference. It then finds the closest untied
rich-context model (from a pre-selected subset of all possible models) to this reference,
using the upper-bound of inequation 9.2 to compute divergence between the reference
distribution and each of the rich context models. This equation, as described in Liang
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et al. (2008), is an adapted version of Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) for calcu-
lating divergence between multi-space probability distribution HMMs (MSD-HMMs)
and can therefore be applied to both spectrum (S) and pitch ( f 0) parameters indepen-
dently.
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q |, (9.2)
p and q are the reference and pre-selected HMM states respectively, w0 and w1 are
the prior probabilities of unvoiced and voiced respectively (for spectrum w0 ≡ 0 and
w1 ≡ 1), µ and Σ are the mean and covariance of the Gaussian distributions respec-
tively and | · | indicates the determinant of a matrix. The divergences for spectrum
(DSKL(p||q)) and pitch parameters (D
f 0
KL(p||q)) are then summed together using equa-
tion 9.1 to provide the final divergence score DS+ f 0KL (p||q). These equations are applied
in a state-wise fashion. All divergence values across the test phoneme (5 states) are
added together to arrive at a single value per phoneme. The rich-context model (i.e.,
all 5 states in that model come from the same context) with lowest total divergence is
then selected.
9.3.1 Implementation issues
One issue encountered when using this formula with rich context models, but unre-
ported in Yan et al. (2009), is that rich context models are generally either completely
voiced or unvoiced, making either w0 or w1 equal to zero. In our replication of Yan
et al. (2009), where this occurs, a small number (0.001) was added to or subtracted
from w0 and w1 to ensure a division by zero never takes place. The problem of zero






was set to 0.
Also, the adaptation to enable KLD to be used for MSD-HMMs means that the
divergence measure is no longer symmetric; so in our work, DKL(p||q) and DKL(q||p)
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were averaged together to give the final divergence score. This was not mentioned in
Yan et al. (2009), so it can only be assumed that this was how the original implemen-
tation was done.
9.3.2 Critique
The reference distribution used in Yan et al. (2009) is a standard tied model. That is,
the system chooses the rich-context model that is most similar to the model that would
be used in a conventional system. This is counter-intuitive. As we know from the per-
ceptual investigations undertaken in Part I of the thesis, this tied model is known to be
of poor quality as a result of averaging across differing linguistic contexts. Therefore
the tied model would seem to be a poor reference for rich-context model selection.
The whole point of using rich-context models is to get away from the tied model, not
to find a model that is as close as possible to it.
As mentioned above, the system in Yan et al. (2009) selected only from a subset
of all possible rich-context models: only contexts matching the triphone of the target
linguistic context, and if no matches are available this is expanded to biphone match.
The need for pre-selection was given as leading to a ‘reasonable size of the search
space’ (Yan et al., 2009, page 1757).
9.4 Proposed bottleneck-driven system
The proposed system is inspired by that in Yan et al. (2009), however it does not use
the tied model as a reference for rich-context model selection. Instead, it performs
selection using an acoustically-supervised embedding of the linguistic context, which
we derive from the bottleneck layer of a Deep Neural Network (DNN) speech synthesis
model (Wu et al., 2015)1.
The activations at the bottleneck layer of this network comprise a very compact
(e.g., 32-dimensional) feature vector that has been learnt over the training data; such a
feature vector is often termed an ‘embedding’ (Bengio and Heigold, 2014). As such,
from this point onwards the activations at the bottleneck layer will be referred to as
context embeddings.
Each unique input to the DNN (i.e., each unique linguistic context) leads to a par-
ticular context embedding. That is, we can derive a compact context embedding rep-
1The code for implementing this system was kindly provided by Zhizheng Wu.
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resentation of any linguistic context, including those not seen in the training data. We
use distance in this context embedding space as the way to select rich-context models
at synthesis time. The DNN-derived context embedding is essentially a compression
of the linguistic features, but importantly one that has been learned in conjunction with
predicting the acoustics. So, for example, acoustically-irrelevant linguistic features
will be ignored, and other features will be ‘de-noised’ and de-correlated. Because part
of the linguistic feature set provided as input to the DNN includes a frame count within
the current state, the context embeddings have frame-varying values. This allows for
the rich-context model search to account for distributions of context embedding values.
Using the speech parameter space to calculate perceptual distance can be referred to
as acoustic space formulation (ASF) (Taylor, 2009). This is effectively what the system
in Yan et al. (2009) does. Taylor has previously discussed this, however mentioned that
they were ‘uneasy about the use of cepstral space to represent the perceptual space’
(Taylor, 2006a, page 2041). In the proposed system, an embedding of the linguistic
space, as learnt by a DNN, is used instead.
The proposed context embedding-guided rich-context system has the added benefit
that we are no longer constrained by needing to use speech parameters at the output
layer of the DNN, since it is to be used only for deriving the bottleneck features. For
example, we could use perceptually-motivated features instead of vocoder parameters;
this is future work.
Various measures could be used, at synthesis time, to find the closest rich-context
model (in context embedding space) for an unseen context, this can be done in a num-
ber of ways. Here I present two possibilities: Euclidean distance and KLD. For both
of the linguistic context distance measures used, the selection is of a single model (i.e.,
each of the state-wise models for the different speech parameter streams comes from
the same rich-context). This decision was by design as it is believed that this consis-
tency between the different parameter streams, in terms of the matching frames from
the training data used to train the rich-context models, results in improved synthesis
quality. Selection of rich-context models is also possible at the state-level of course,
however it was not included in this investigation as it was believed that stability across
the phone was most likely to yield improved naturalness. The investigation of state-
wise rich-context model selection is left as future work. First, I give more details of
how the bottleneck features (context embeddings) are derived.
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9.4.1 Bottleneck features
To generate bottleneck features, we used a feed-forward neural network with six hidden
layers. Each layer had 1024 hidden units except that the second hidden layer (the
second layer being closer to the linguistic features at the input of the network, rather
than the speech parameters at the output) was set as a bottleneck layer which had
only 32 hidden units. This was because in preliminary experiments by Wu et al. it was
found that using the second layer as the bottleneck layer achieved the best performance
for DNN-based speech synthesis in terms of acoustic feature distortions. More details
about the input and output features and implementations of the DNN can be found
in Wu et al. (2015). The input to the DNN includes HMM state-position (i.e., sub-
phoneme) and frame-within-current-state counter-based features. Bottleneck features
were pre-computed for all frames in the training data using a forward pass, and the
mean and variance of the features was computed per rich-context HMM state; these
distributions were then stored with the rich-context HMM.
9.4.2 Visualising and interpreting context embeddings
Before using the context embeddings for selecting rich-context models, an initial anal-
ysis of the properties of the context embeddings was made. For this, the average value
of the 32-dimensional embedding features was calculated for each of the centre-phone
identity examples across the training data. The Euclidean distances between each of
these average points were then mapped into a visual space using multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS). The stress levels when applying MDS at differing numbers of dimensions
are shown in Figure 9.1. Based on the principles for selecting an appropriate number
of dimensions for visualising data, as described in Chapter 1, three dimensional MDS
was selected for visualisation; these mappings are shown in Figures 9.2 & 9.3. It must
be stressed that these visualisations are only for inspection out of interest and sanity
checking their suitability for the task of selecting rich-context models.
These MDS mappings show that the context embedding features appear to be learn-
ing reasonable characteristics of where these phonemes sit relative to each other. As
such, phonemes which are similar in place or manner of articulation are reflected sen-
sibly in their placement in this MDS space. For example the embedding space seems
to make clear distinctions between vowels and consonants and between voiced and un-
voiced sounds. The context embedding features therefore appear suitable for perform-
ing the task of searching for closest seen linguistic contexts from the training data. This
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Figure 9.1: Stress levels returned by MDS when attempting to fit the Euclidean dis-
tances between the average embedding value of each of the centre-phone identities to
different numbers of dimensions.
search in the context embedding space will lead to the use of the rich-context model
associated with the selected linguistic context.
The visualisations in this section have shown us that the context embedding fea-
tures appear to distinguish the distance between different linguistic contexts sensi-
bly. These average phoneme values and the resulting MDS space will not be used
further. From this point on the frame-level 32-dimensional features as output by the
feed-forward DNN will be used.


















































Figure 9.2: MDS of the distance between average embedding representation per centre


















































Figure 9.3: MDS of the distance between average embedding representation per centre
phone identity is performed at 3 dimensions. Here the z,y projection is shown.
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9.4.3 Euclidean distance selection
The Euclidean distance between the context embeddings computed for a given state in






|| bn−µg ||2, (9.3)
where b is the frame-level sequence of context embeddings for the current state in the
test sentence, g is the Gaussian distribution (with mean µg) of context embeddings for
a candidate rich-context model and N is the duration (in frames) of the current test
sentence HMM state. The distance for each state in the current phoneme is summed
and the phone-sized rich-context model with the smallest Euclidean distance is selected
(i.e., all 5 states are taken from the same rich-context model).
9.4.4 Kullback-Leibler divergence selection
The KLD (Hershey and Olsen, 2007) between distribution b of the context embeddings
computed over the frames corresponding to a given state in the test sentence, and the








+(µb−µg)T Σ−1g (µb−µg)], (9.4)
where µ and Σ are mean and covariance and d is the dimensionality (32 in this case)
of the context embeddings. As with the Euclidean distance, the KLD for each sub-
phonetic state is summed over the phoneme and the closest model chosen. Variance
values were floored to 1% of the global variance. A symmetric version of KLD was
used in practice: the average of DKL(b||g) and DKL(g||b).
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Table 9.1: Frequency count of the 60262 unique contexts in the training data
Frequency 1 2 3
# of rich-contexts 60166 94 2
9.4.5 Rich-context occupancy
The number of occurrences of each of the 60262 unique contexts present in the training
data are shown in Table 9.1. These give an idea as to the occupancies of the rich-context
models used for this investigation2. The counts in Table 9.1 show that the rich-context
models use very few instances to compute model mean values from.
9.5 Experiments
9.5.1 Implementation
A variety of system configurations were built, shown in Table 9.2, and compared in a
listening test. We created a best-effort replication of the system described in Yan et al.
(2009), one with tri-phone (backing off to bi-phone where necessary) pre-selection as
per the original system and another with more relaxed bi-phone (backing off to mono-
phone where necessary) pre-selection. The latter system has a wider set of rich-context
models to select from, per test sentence phoneme, and so should be able to choose a
model that is closer to the tied model reference. For that reason, we hypothesise that
this will actually sound worse than the more constrained system (even though the rea-
sons for pre-selection given in Yan et al. (2009) were only in regard of computational
cost). The average pre-selection candidate list size over the test sentences is shown in
Table 9.3. The general system configurations across all systems are shown in Table
9.4. For rich-context model selection, where an exact match exists between the target
linguistic context and the rich-context models from the training data, this rich-context
model was selected. Otherwise the rich-context model selection methods described
in this chapter were used to select the closest rich-context model that was seen in the
training data. Note that due to the large number of elements within the linguistic con-
text, an exact match is extremely unlikely.
No pre-selection constraints were used in any of the proposed systems (E, KL,
ETS, KLTS). This was to fully test the ability of the DNN to ‘embed’ the required
2The linguistic contexts which appeared three times in the training data were from occurrences of
sentences beginning with “we aren’t”.
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Table 9.2: Conditions included in listening test
ID Description Postfilter
N Natural speech n/a
V Vocoded speech n/a
D Stacked bottleneck DNN system (Wu et al., 2015) PF
H Standard tied HMM system (HTS demo) GV
F HMM system w/ fully untied tree (MDL = 0) PF
– variance parameters from system H
CT Rich context system (Yan et al., 2009) – tri-phone pre-selection PF
CB Rich context system (Yan et al., 2009) – bi-phone pre-selection PF
E Proposed system w/ Euclidean distance (Section 9.4.3) PF
KL Proposed system w/ KLD (Section 9.4.4) PF
ETS Proposed system w/ Euclidean distance (Section 9.4.3) PF
– source parameters from system H
KLTS Proposed system w/ KLD (Section 9.4.4) PF
– source parameters from system H
Table 9.3: Average candidates per state over a test set
CT CB
overall average 35 196
tri-phone search 29 n/a
bi-phone search 54 193
centre phone search 982 982
Table 9.4: General setup information on systems
Training data 2400 sentences (2004 Herald sentences &
396 Harvard sentences) from ‘Nick’ corpus
(Cooke et al., 2013a)
Test data 60 Harvard sentences from ‘Nick’ corpus
(Cooke et al., 2013a)
Duration model Natural aligned durations
Number of listeners 30 (each listens to 20 screens)
Testing method MUSHRA (ITU Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003)
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linguistic information into the bottleneck features (context embeddings).
For comparison, a rich-context system guided by a decision tree (rather than the
method in Yan et al. (2009) or the proposed method) was created (system F) by growing
the decision tree with the MDL factor set to 0. This tree has one leaf per unique context
seen in the training data. Variances were borrowed from the standard tied system (H).
2400 sentences from a male speaker of British English were used for training all
systems (Cooke et al., 2013a). 60 unseen Harvard sentences were used for testing.
STRAIGHT (Kawahara, 2006) was used for speech analysis and the postfilter scaling
factor was fixed to 1.2 for all systems (where applied). For all systems, natural du-
rations derived by forced alignment were used. Before presentation to listeners, all
utterances were volume normalised (ITU Recommendation ITU-T P.56, 2011). The
decision of whether to use a postfilter or GV was made case-by-case for each system,
choosing whichever sounded best in informal listening.
9.5.2 Experimental setup
The listening test was conducted using the MUSHRA methodology (ITU Recommen-
dation ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003), with the same set up as in Chapter 63. As described in
Chapter 1, in MUSHRA testing the same sentence is presented to the listener under all
conditions, on a single screen. Natural speech is provided as the hidden (i.e., listeners
are not told which condition this is) reference and acts as the upper anchor.
30 native English speaking participants with no known hearing impairments were
recruited to perform the listening test, with each of the listeners performing judgements
on 20 screens (where each screen has the full range of systems synthesising one sen-
tence). Stimuli played to listeners along with listener responses can be found at Merritt
et al. (2015c).
3The code for conducting the MUSHRA test and analysis of responses was kindly provided by
Gustav Eje Henter.
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Condition















Figure 9.4: Boxplot of absolute values given from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same
notation as in Figure 4.1. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2015b).
9.6 Results
Listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of absolute values awarded to
the conditions can be seen in Figure 9.4. All tests for significant differences between
conditions applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition
pairs to compare. All conditions are significantly different from all others in absolute
rating, except between: H and F, KL and E, KL and ETS, KL and KLTS, ETS and
KLTS. Significant differences are in agreement using a t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank
test at a p value of 0.05. These significance tests are described in Chapter 4. The
agreement between the t-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test is illustrated in Figure 9.6.
There is a disagreement in statistical significance between conditions F and E: the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test finds the difference in judgements to be statistically signif-
icant whereas the t-test doesn’t. In cases of disagreement between the two statistical
significance tests used I interpret this to indicate a small, but significant, difference
between the conditions.
Listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of rank order awarded to the
conditions can be seen in Figure 9.5. All tests for significant differences between con-
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Figure 9.5: Boxplot of rank order of conditions from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same
notation as in Figure 4.1. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2015b).
ditions applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs
to compare. All conditions are significantly different in rank order except between:
H and F, KL and E, ETS and KLTS. These significant differences are in agreement
using the Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value of
0.05. The Mann-Whitney U test is described in Chapter 6. The agreement between
the Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test are illustrated in Figure
9.7. There is a disagreement in statistical significance between conditions H and E: the
Mann-Whitney U test finds the difference in judgements to be statistically significant
whereas the Wilcoxon signed-rank test doesn’t.
One point of surprise is the ratings given to the CT condition. In informal listening,
this was judged to be of higher quality than the H and F conditions. It is possible that
the expert listener judgement is out of line with the paid listeners’ non-expert opinions
on naturalness, a phenomena discussed in Wester et al. (2015). It is suspected that the
CT system removes much of the buzzy quality present in system H, but in doing so
has made other imperfections audible which are otherwise masked by this buzziness,
therefore reducing the perceptual scores from naı̈ve listeners.
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Figure 9.6: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). Dark blue indicates
agreement in significant difference. Yellow indicates agreement in no significant dif-
ference. Light blue indicates significant difference found using Wilcoxon signed-rank
test but not with t-test.
No significant improvement in absolute score is observed when source parameters
(log fundamental frequency and band aperiodicity) from the standard tied models are
used in systems ETS and KLTS compared with KL. This indicates that by perform-
ing a KLD search for suitable rich context models we are already incorporating some
prosodic information (similar to the level of tied models). The wide range of scores
shown on the boxplot for systems V to KLTS shows that this task of scoring these
systems is difficult. This is presumably because they are all of quite high naturalness
and these variances are caused by different systems being better or worse at differing
sentences presented.
The difference in naturalness between systems CT and CB indicate that the pre-
selection implemented in Yan et al. (2009) also steers the system towards selecting
better models. This highlights the shortcomings of the reference tied model (system
H) used in this system. Conversely, the proposed methods (conditions E, ETS, KL
& KLTS), which perform a global search over the training corpus using context em-
beddings (which embed linguistic context information), allow these systems to select
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Figure 9.7: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of rank
order using Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). Dark
blue indicates agreement in significant differences. Yellow indicates agreement in no
significant difference. Red indicates significant difference found using Mann-Whitney
U test but not with Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
better rich-context models. This confirms the hypothesis that use of the tied model
within HMM synthesis has a large degrading effect on speech quality. Such a find-
ing demonstrates how perceptual testing of hypothesised causes of limited quality in
speech synthesis, conducted in Part I of this thesis, is able to reliably inform updates.
Table 9.5 shows how the rich-context models selected in condition KL conformed
to various pre-selection criterion. These statistics indicate that the context embed-
ding features used in this investigation are able to steer selection of rich-context mod-
els towards similar linguistic contexts, whilst performing a global search of linguistic
contexts. This indicates that the search in ‘context embedding space’ is much more
effective than the previous search performed in Yan et al. (2009). Also these statistics
give an insight into potential future pre-selection criterion which may be useful for re-
ducing the search space of rich-context models. The search space for conditions E, KL,
ETS & KLTS in this investigation is extremely large, with no pre-selection being used
in order to not steer the selection of rich-context models. By performing pre-selection
which doesn’t influence rich-context model selection, the required time to synthesis
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Table 9.5: Conformity of selected rich-context models for condition KL to differing
pre-selection criterion.




from rich-context synthesis systems can be greatly improved.
Through informal listening, the rich-context systems (systems CT, CB, E, KL, ETS
& KLTS) seem to be prone to artefacts at phoneme boundaries, where models from
different linguistic contexts meet. The rich-context models are sparsely-trained, high
quality models. One hypothesis of the cause of artefacts at phoneme boundaries is
that the search thus far of rich-context models has been similar to a greedy target cost
function in the unit selection paradigm. This means the search looks for the closest
available rich-context model without considering how these models may fit together
following MLPG. The introduction of such considerations is something which should
be pursued in future work. By considering how rich-context models interact with each
other, the potential of the rich-context speech synthesis paradigm, where sparse models
are used rather than generalised models, can be fully explored.
The stacked DNN bottleneck synthesis system presented in Wu et al. (2015) out-
performs all statistical parametric systems tested in this investigation. This indicates
that, while great improvements in quality have been made to HMM synthetic speech,
more work is required. It is worth noting that there are many changes in the standard
architectures for HMM and DNN synthesis systems, rather than simply a change in the
regression method used. This is discussed in Section 11.2. Finally, as already found
in the investigations conducted in Part I of the thesis, Figure 9.4 shows that vocoded
speech is already significantly less natural than the original waveform.
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9.7 Conclusions
The proposed system provides clear improvements over both standard tied HMM mod-
els and the previously proposed rich-context model system (Yan et al., 2009). This
confirms the hypothesised gains in naturalness from the findings in Part I of the thesis:
by moving away from using models calculated by averaging differing linguistic con-
texts, large gains can be found. This meets the primary goal of the thesis investigation
and verifies the proposed simulation framework’s effectiveness in identifying real un-
derlying causes of reduced naturalness in speech produced by HMM speech synthesis
systems. The findings of the investigation in this chapter also suggest that the previ-
ous work on rich-context synthesis did not achieve its full potential. The findings in
this chapter indicate that further research into the rich-context synthesis paradigm is
required, in order to investigate its full potential. For example, investigation into poten-
tial benefits of a measure of suitability for joining rich-context models at synthesis-time
would be of interest.
Across the different test sentences used in this investigation the typical state dura-
tion was between 2 and 5 frames. When compared with the temporal smoothing effects
conducted in Part I of the thesis, the temporal resolution of the state-level generated
parameters would appear to be fine for human ears.
Although a state-of-the-art DNN setup is better than all HMM systems here, there
is further room for improvement in the HMM systems. This includes the use of an
embedding that is specifically designed for the task, not just derived from a DNN that
was optimised for synthesis. For example, embeddings could be derived from a DNN
that no longer needs to output speech parameters, but perhaps uses more perceptually
relevant output features.
The HMM paradigm is much more transparent that the DNN paradigm. Rich-
context model parameters can be related directly back to frames in the training data,
allowing diagnosis and fault-finding to be carried out. By using the DNN to generate
context embedding features which are then used to select rich-context models, we are
able to use the unconstrained DNN system to select models for synthesis which have
been carefully trained to ensure unsatisfactory characteristics are not present. This link
to the training data also suggest simple and obvious ways to build hybrid systems (i.e.,
statistical model-guided concatenation), which will be investigated in Chapter 10.
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9.8 Summary
The rich-context synthesis system introduced in this chapter addresses the following
previously highlighted causes of reduced synthesis quality:
• Averaging across differing linguistic contexts has been removed. Instead, only
averaging across matching linguistic contexts is performed to produce the mean
values of the rich-context models.
• The parameters generated by the rich-context synthesis system contain a much
more correct global variance estimation. As a result of this, GV was not used on
the trajectories generated by MLPG; only postfiltering is performed.
• While independent modelling of parameter streams is still conducted in terms of
the MLPG generation, the context embedding features are however calculated
across all parameter streams at the same time. Therefore the embedding features
contain information important to all streams. Also, the rich-context models are
typically trained only on one instance of a linguistic context and the same group
of frames are always present in the rich-context models for each of the different
streams. Finally where a selection of rich-context model to be used at synthesis-
time is made, this same context model is used for all streams in systems E and
KL.
• Given the high level of purity in rich-context models, it is reasonable to pre-
dict that trajectories generated from these systems can provide speech which is
prosodically much more diverse. Further research in the field of prosody may
look to exploit the potential for gains in this area.
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9.9 Retrospective review
Whilst the investigation in this chapter was being conducted, inevitably there was fur-
ther research being conducted within the speech synthesis community. In this section
I will comment on work conducted during this time and how it relates to the work in
this chapter.
As discussed in Chapter 8, DNNs are now being used to overcome some of the
effects of HMM synthesis (Zen and Senior, 2014, Zen, 2015). These systems are found
to perform well (Fan et al., 2014, Zen and Sak, 2015, Zen et al., 2013). However it is
difficult to investigate the inner workings of the DNN to know whether it is converging
upon an undesirable mapping of linguistic contexts. As discussed in the conclusions
of this chapter, it is of interest to investigate whether using a DNN to provide selection
of models with strict constraints in place (such as rich-context models) is definitively
better or worse than relying on Deep Learning.
An alternative approach in the literature for reducing the effects of modelling, is to
create a separate model which learns to re-instate the spectral detail lost during mod-
elling. The approach uses a DNN postfilter which restores detail to the spectral domain
(rather than the ‘model-able’ parameters) following parameter generation (Chen et al.,
2014). This method was found to be able to outperform GV. However as was discussed
in Part I of the thesis, it is expected that applying improvements to the fundamental syn-
thesis approach, as is the case with the rich-context system presented in this chapter,
will lead to more substantial improvements to synthesis performance than by apply-
ing postfilter fixes to the parameter trajectories produced. However such a postfilter
approach would be expected to be complementary to improved modelling.
There has been work reported in the literature using a neural network to gener-
ate parameter trajectories, instead of the standard MLPG algorithm (Hashimoto et al.,
2015). This initial investigation found that using a neural network to generate the
parameter trajectories did not perform as well as MLPG, however this investigation
indicates that similar methods may in future be investigated to replace MLPG with a
machine learning-based approach.
The investigations in Hu and Ling (2016) and Takaki et al. (2015), look at using
neural networks to replace the parametrisation derived from the output from a vocoder.
By modelling such an alternative parametrisation of speech it is possible that the is-
sue of clustering differing linguistic contexts, as in decision tree regression, may be
reduced. In Chapter 4, alternative parametrisations of speech were investigated and
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there was found to be little difference in the effects of modelling between the dif-
ferent parametrisations, although it must be pointed out that the parametrisations in-
vestigated in Chapter 4 were derived from the same vocoded spectrum. If a neural
network-derived parametrisation of speech was found to lead to improved modelling
performance, it is predicted that the improvements in synthesis quality from perform-
ing rich-context modelling in this chapter would track those improvements.
As discussed in Section 9.6 of this chapter, there are some inconsistencies as a
result of neighbouring rich-context models being poorly matched. One approach dis-
cussed in Section 9.6 to overcome this was to consider a form of join cost for rich-
context model selection. Another possible reason for the inconsistencies between
neighbouring rich-context models may be due to sudden changes in prosody. If this is
the case then the use of methods to control the prosody across differing rich-context
models would be required. There are a number of investigations in the literature which
have looked at using wavelet decomposition to model different levels of prosody within
the utterance (Suni et al., 2013, Ribeiro and Clark, 2015, Ribeiro et al., 2015, 2016).
Such a decomposition of the parameters output by rich-context synthesis may allow
for some of the effects of sudden changes in the prosody between consecutive models
to be reduced. For example wavelet decomposition could be used as a postfiltering
method to adjust prosodic effects from rich-context synthesis.
Chapter 10
Avoid generation using parametrised
speech - hybrid synthesis
This chapter is an expanded version of the work in Merritt et al. (2016a) and therefore
the text is closely related to that.
This work was completed in collaboration with others. Discussion of ideas was
done between myself, Robert Clark, Junichi Yamagishi, Zhizheng Wu and Simon
King. The code for the feed-forward DNN system used was provided by Zhizheng
Wu. The code for running and analysing the MUSHRA test was provided by Gus-
tav Eje Henter. The Festival Multisyn hybrid class, used to implement the range of
different systems tested, was designed by myself and Robert Clark. This was then
implemented into the Festival Multisyn code by Robert Clark. The methods to pro-
cess the output from the different SPSS systems tested was implemented by myself.
Fine-tuning of the systems was then done by myself with the help of Oliver Watts and
Zhizheng Wu.
10.1 Motivation
Part I of the thesis investigated a wide range of hypothesised causes of the reduced
quality experienced of HMM synthesis. By better understanding what is holding back
current synthesis approaches, research effort into improving synthesis systems can be
more effective. The investigations found that averaging across differing contexts, as
typically occurs while constructing models at the leaf nodes within decision trees, is
detrimental to the quality of synthesised speech. Chapter 9 implemented a system
which performed better averaging by removing averaging across differing linguistic
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contexts and instead only averaging across examples of matching linguistic contexts.
Part I of the thesis, however, also found that the parametrisation of speech (i.e., vocod-
ing) introduces a large drop in the quality of speech output, before any modelling has
even taken place. Therefore in order to make further gains in synthesis naturalness,
systems which remove the effect of vocoding (a standard part of the synthesis pipeline
for statistical parametric speech synthesis) should be investigated.
Unit selection synthesis is an obvious example of a system unaffected by vocoding.
These systems perform very little processing of the original speech waveforms from
the training data and instead aim to join natural sections of speech to produce very
natural-sounding speech. In this chapter the use of statistical parametric systems to
inform unit selection (hybrid synthesis) will be investigated. Hybrid systems aim to
make use of the benefits of both flexible statistical parametric synthesis systems and
highly natural unit selection synthesis systems. The starting point of this investigation
is a prototypical unit selection system (Festival’s Multisyn engine). From the standard




Unit selection synthesis is usually described as an optimisation problem: to find the
sequence of units (diphones, in Multisyn) that minimises the sum of target costs and
join costs (Hunt and Black, 1996). This involves trading off how well a candidate
unit meets a required specification against how well it concatenates with neighbouring
units. By defining the join cost to be zero for units that are contiguous in the database,
unit selection effectively uses relatively large units of variable size.
Standard unit selection systems typically use mismatches between the linguistic
specifications of the target and candidate units to compute a target cost. Distances
between acoustic features are used to compute the join cost (Black and Taylor, 1997,
Taylor et al., 1998, Taylor, 2006a).
Whilst speech within contiguous regions found in the database is effectively ‘per-
fectly natural’, unit selection speech generally suffers from concatenation artefacts.
A variety of hybrid synthesis systems have been proposed to solve this problem by
employing statistical models to predict the acoustic properties of speech, and then se-
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lecting units from the database that best match (Qian et al., 2013, Ling et al., 2008,
Yan et al., 2010).
10.2.2 Hybrid synthesis
Hybrid synthesis systems use statistical models (usually by generating speech param-
eter trajectories) as the basis of the target cost function (Ling et al., 2008, Yan et al.,
2010, Qian et al., 2013). An extension of this approach is ‘multiform’ synthesis in
which some types of units are generated via vocoding, whilst others are retrieved from
the speech database (Pollet and Breen, 2008, Sorin et al., 2011, 2012, 2014, Fernandez
et al., 2015) although this is outside of the scope of the current investigation. Hybrid
systems have performed very well in Blizzard Challenges (King and Karaiskos, 2011,
2012, 2013, King, 2014) and are said to make use of the benefits of both the underlying
statistical parametric system used and the unit selection system which this drives.
In standard unit selection systems the target cost is typically based on binary dis-
tinctions of matching or not matching features between the target and the candidate.
Each of the feature-based distinctions, in turn, requires manual tuning of their rela-
tive weight to optimise performance. Instead, in hybrid synthesis this target repre-
sentation is usually within a domain suitable for providing a direct measure of how
the candidate matches the target (e.g., speech parameters). Hybrid systems allow for
fewer manually-defined rules and weightings, with selection of units being learned
from data. Therefore by moving from the standard unit selection target cost function
to using SPSS-informed target cost functions (in the hybrid paradigm) may provide
a more effective measure of the suitability of a candidate with respect to the target
linguistic context.
HMMs are the preferred statistical models in hybrid systems’ target cost function,
despite recent but compelling evidence that DNNs are superior to the decision tree-
based regression employed in standard HMM systems (Wu et al., 2015, Ling et al.,
2015, Zen, 2015). An exception to this is the investigation in Fernandez et al. (2015),
where a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN) provides a prosodic target. How-
ever Fernandez et al. did not use this system to synthesise exclusively from the speech
database and instead used this in a multiform setup combined with modelled prosody.
Previous investigations were also made into the use of RNNs for generating prosodic
information for Mandarin (Chen et al., 1998), with diphone synthesis being one of the
use-cases discussed for this system. However the details of how this is used to inform
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the synthesis system is not made clear and was not formally tested. Since hybrid sys-
tems are said to combine the benefits of both systems involved (statistical parametric
and unit selection), investigation into the effect of a hybrid system driven by a statisti-
cal parametric system with increased naturalness (in generating vocoded speech) is of
real interest. The hypothesis is that the increase in statistical parametric speech syn-
thesis naturalness obtained by moving from the standard decision tree-clustered HMM
system to the feed-forward DNN system, is also reflected in the naturalness of the
resulting hybrid system.
In Chapter 9, context embeddings (which can also be called ‘bottleneck features’
when they are derived using a hidden layer of a feed-forward neural network (Wu et al.,
2015)) were used to select rich-context HMM models (models whose means are trained
only on samples where the linguistic contexts exactly match). This involved a search to
select models for synthesis in the inevitable event that linguistic contexts encountered
at synthesis-time were not observed in the training data (Yan et al., 2009). Models
in standard decision tree-based HMM systems are trained by averaging across mul-
tiple seen linguistic contexts to account for unseen linguistic contexts in the training
data. As rich-context models only perform averaging across examples with matching
linguistic contexts, these models are sparsely trained and no longer able to generalise
for unseen contexts. Instead, a search for the closest linguistic context present in the
training data is required and the corresponding rich-context model is then used for
synthesis. The search, when performed in this context embedding space, was found
to outperform both conventional HMM synthesis and the previously proposed rich-
context model search method, which used the conventional tied-context distribution as
a target for the search. This provides a clear motivation to use these context embed-
dings to select units in a hybrid system, given that the search for closest seen linguistic
context is very similar between these two synthesis paradigms. In this investigation,
distance in context embedding space (or distance in speech parameter space in some
cases) is used to measure the mismatch between the target and a candidate unit.
10.3 Multisyn
Multisyn is a general purpose unit selection framework enabling simple implementa-
tion of unit selection synthesis within the Festival toolkit (Clark et al., 2004, 2007,
Taylor et al., 1998). Festival’s Multisyn is a recognised standard unit selection system
and is used as one of the baselines for the Blizzard Challenge. Therefore Multisyn
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forms the basis of the hybrid unit selection systems tested in this investigation. The
unit size used in all systems reported here is the diphone. Although gains have been
demonstrated using other sized units (Qian et al., 2013, for example), this is outside
the scope of the current investigation.
The Multisyn target cost function is a simple weighted sum of mismatches in se-
lected linguistic features. The default weights were left unchanged for the baseline
system used in this investigation, but the relative weight of the target cost compared to
the join cost was manually tuned, for consistency with the hybrid systems to which it
was compared. The components of the target cost function are as follows1:
• Matching position in phrase.
• Matching stress.
• Matching part of speech tag.
• Matching position in syllable.
• Matching position in word.
• Left phonetic context matches
• Right phonetic context matches
• Bad f0 (candidate is detected as having incorrect pitch markings)
• Bad duration (candidate duration is unusual - outside 2 standard deviations of
the mean duration)
The join cost for Multisyn is a sum of distances between 12 MFCCs, f0 and energy
from the frames either side of the join (Clark et al., 2004, 2007). This default join cost
was used in all systems in order to test the effect of the different target costs.
Before performing the search it is necessary to pre-select a shortlist of candidates
for each target position. This is to minimise the number of join and target costs required
to be computed. The default pre-selection method in Multisyn returns candidates with
matching diphone identity. In the event that this list is empty, a back-off scheme is
invoked which uses manually-written phone substitution rules. Again, this default
scheme was left in place, although it may be possible in future to use distance in context
embedding or speech parameter spaces in the pre-selection or backoff procedure.
1The bad f0 and bad duration components of the target cost function are unreported in Clark et al.
(2007) however are present in the Multisyn code, presumably being added to the system since the
publication.
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10.4 Proposed hybrid target cost
The context embeddings derived from a neural network, or alternatively the actual
speech parameters predicted at the output of the network, can be thought of as a non-
linear projection of the input linguistic features. The projection is learned in a super-
vised manner, according to whatever optimisation criterion is used to train the network.
It is this supervision from acoustic information that makes these DNN-derived features
more powerful than the purely linguistic feature-based function used as standard in
Multisyn. For example, linguistic features that are not predictive of acoustic properties
will be discarded.
The motivation for using a DNN – that, crucially, has been trained to perform
parametric speech synthesis – to provide the context embeddings (rather than some
other method), comes from the universally positive reports of DNN synthesis in recent
literature. The improvements in synthesis quality from moving from standard HMM
synthesis to DNN synthesis was shown in Chapter 9.
Multisyn operates on diphone units, but the synthesis DNN we used operates on
phone units. To map between these, each phone was divided into 4 uniform sections.
The features being used for the target cost (either context embeddings from a DNN
(Wu et al., 2015), or output speech parameters from the neural network or a HMM)
are gathered together across all frames within each of these 4 regions, from which
we compute the mean and variance per section. The variance is floored at 1% of the
global variance per feature (the floor value was chosen instead of an arbitrary small
value, following informal listening). This is done in the same way for both candidate
and target.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) (Hershey and Olsen, 2007) is computed
for each of the 4 sub-phone regions individually2. The use of KLD in context embed-
ding space follows on from the previous work on ‘rich-context’ modelling in Chapter
9.
The KLD between distribution f of the features computed for the frames corre-
sponding to a given section in the test sentence, and the stored feature distribution g
2The Multisyn class for incorporating the distributions of features output from the different statistical
parametric systems tested was designed by myself and Robert Clark and implemented into the Multisyn
framework by Robert Clark. The processing of features output from the statistical parametric systems
into the uniform sections of feature distributions, which are accepted by this Multisyn class, was done
by me.
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relating to a section of a unit in the unit database, is:





| Σ f |
+Tr[Σ−1g Σ f ]−d
+(µ f −µg)T Σ−1g (µ f −µg)], (10.1)
where µ and Σ are mean and covariance and d is the dimensionality of the feature
vector. The KLD for each of the 4 sections comprising a diphone is summed together
to give the final divergence score. The average of DKL( f ||g) and DKL(g|| f ) was used
in order to make the measure symmetrical.
The SPSS-derived target cost function used in this investigation is designed to be
independent of phoneme duration, relying on the target cost to select candidates with
suitable durations. However, work on explicit control of duration may be fruitful in the
future.
10.5 Experiments
10.5.1 Setting target cost weight
For each unit selection configuration to be tested, the target cost needs to be weighted
against the join cost in order to optimise synthesis performance. This was done by
synthesising a collection of 20 Herald newspaper news sentences which were unseen
in the training data. First, all of the target costs calculated in the lattice for these 20
sentences were stored (these all match the pre-selection criterion, therefore represent
a spread of reasonable target cost values). The target cost weight was then set so
that the distribution of target costs from the lattice search is scaled to be in the range
between 0 and 1. Finally weight values surrounding this value were used to generate
the development sentences. These were informally tested across listeners who are
speech experts. The selected target cost weight value was then used to generate the
test sentences used for formal testing.
10.5.2 Implementation
The systems shown in Table 10.1 were constructed in order to test the effectiveness
of speech parameter trajectories (from HMMs or DNNs) and context embedding tra-
jectories (from DNNs) for computing the target cost. As previously stated, the only
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LE Multisyn with target cost derived from context embedding
from 2nd layer of 6 layer DNN (as in Chapter 9)
HE Multisyn with target cost derived from context embedding
from 5th layer of 6 layer DNN
NP Multisyn with target cost derived from output from
Stacked bottleneck DNN system (Wu et al., 2015)
HP Multisyn with target cost derived from output from
HTS demo with GV (Zen et al., 2007a)
Table 10.2: General setup information on systems
Training data 2400 Herald (2004) & Harvard (396) sentences
from ‘Nick’ corpus (Cooke et al., 2013a)
Test data 90 Herald sentences
Duration model Predicted by HTS (Zen et al., 2007a)
Number of listeners 30 (each listens to 30 screens)
Testing method MUSHRA (ITU Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003)
Join cost Pitch, energy & spectral mismatch
between either side of join (Clark et al., 2007)
Pre-selection criteria Matching diphone (Clark et al., 2007)
Back-off rules Manually-defined diphone
substitution rules (Clark et al., 2007)
component that differs between systems is the target cost, and the relative weight be-
tween target and join costs (tuned as described in Section 10.5.1). The general system
configurations across all systems are shown in Table 10.2.
Systems LE and HE use 32-dimensional context embedding features generated
by a DNN similar to that described in Wu et al. (2015) and Wu and King (2015).
These come from the 2nd (lower layer of the DNN, closer to the linguistic input)
or 5th (higher layer of the DNN, closer to the speech parameters output) layer of a
6 hidden layer feed forward DNN, respectively. Different layers of the DNN were
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used to create context embeddings to test whether embeddings generated closer to the
linguistic input or to the speech parameters output from the DNN affect unit selection
performance. These systems are successors to the rich context system described in
Chapter 9 but instead of generating the speech using a vocoder, they perform unit
selection and concatenation.
System NP uses the speech parameters output from the final layer of the stacked
bottleneck DNN system presented in Wu et al. (2015) and Wu and King (2015). The
speech parameters form an 86-dimension vector (60th order Mel-generalised cepstrum,
25 band-aperiodicities, f0), following MLPG.
System HP was included to represent a conventional HMM-guided hybrid system.
This system uses the parameters generated by HMMs trained using the HTS demo
recipe (Zen et al., 2007a), including GV, to compute the target cost in much the same
way as system NP makes use of the generated speech parameters from the stacked
bottleneck DNN system. The dimensionality of the speech parameters generated from
the HMM system matches that generated by the stacked bottleneck DNN system (60th
order Mel-generalised cepstrum, 25 band-aperiodicities, f0). The comparison between
these systems HP and NP will tell us whether the gains offered by DNNs in SPSS carry
over to the hybrid scenario.
Informal listening to the speech generated via vocoding from the speech param-
eters of systems NP and HP was conducted, in order to confirm that these systems
generate speech of the quality expected. This vocoder-generated speech was not eval-
uated formally in the listening test reported below. The relative target cost vs join cost
weight for all systems (M, LE, HE, NP and HP) was tuned by informal listening, as
discussed in Section 10.5.1.
2400 sentences from a male speaker of British English (Cooke et al., 2013a) were
used as the training set for the HMMs and DNNs, and as the unit database in all sys-
tems. The text of 20 unseen Herald newspaper news sentences was used as a devel-
opment set for tuning the target cost weight of each system. An additional 90 unseen
Herald news sentences were then used for the listening test.
A larger number of sentences were used for testing in this investigation than in
Chapter 9 as unit selection systems are more prone to sentence-specific judgements
due to the nature of using unmodified units of speech. These result in less stable
speech than is produced by statistical parametric synthesis systems. By testing over a
larger number of sentences the effects of these sentence-specific judgements are mit-
igated. Unseen Herald sentences were used rather than the Harvard test sentences
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from the ‘Nick’ corpus (Cooke et al., 2013a), as the Harvard sentences were found to
have more rare diphones present which may result in an unreasonably degraded per-
formance. There is also a larger number of Herald sentences present in the training set
than Harvard sentences which is why these were selected for the test sentences. There
were no instances of missing diphones for the test sentences used, resulting in no use
of the manually-defined back-off rules. Additional recordings of the same speaker for
these sentences were used for system N in the listening test.
For DNN synthesis (required to produce the embeddings or speech parameters of
systems LE, HE and NP), durations predicted by the HMM system were used; note that
the durations of the final hybrid synthetic speech are determined by the unmodified
natural durations of the candidate diphone units selected from the database. Before
conducting the listening test, all utterances were volume normalised according to ITU
Recommendation ITU-T P.56 (2011).
10.5.3 Experimental setup
The listening test followed the MUSHRA paradigm (ITU Recommendation ITU-R
BS.1534-1, 2003), comprising the systems shown in Table 10.1. System N acts as
the hidden (i.e., not labelled in the test) upper anchor. This test was conducted with
30 native English speaking participants with no known hearing impairments. Each
listener rates 30 screens. Each screen presented 6 stimuli at once: a single sentence
under all 6 conditions. The 30 listeners were split into 3 groups of 10 listeners. Each
group of listeners was presented with a disjoint set of 30 sentences; thus 90 different
sentences were used. The stimuli played to listeners along with listener responses can
be found at Merritt et al. (2016b).
10.6 Results
Listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of the absolute values of their
scores are shown in Figure 10.1. All tests for significant differences used Holm-
Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs to compare. All
conditions are significantly different from each other in terms of absolute value, except
between: M and HP, LE and HE, LE and NP, HE and NP. Significant differences are
in agreement using a t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value of 0.01. These
significance tests are described in Chapter 4. The agreement between these tests is
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Figure 10.1: Boxplot of absolute scores from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same nota-
tion as in Figure 4.1. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2016a).
illustrated in Figure 10.3.
Listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of the rank ordering of systems
derived from their scores are shown in Figure 10.2. All tests for significant differences
used Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs to com-
pare. All conditions are significantly different from each other in terms of rank order,
except between; M and HP, LE and HE. These significant differences are in agreement
using a Mann-Whitney U test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value of 0.01. The
Mann-Whitney U test is described in Chapter 6. The agreement between these tests is
illustrated in Figure 10.4. There is a disagreement in statistical significance between
conditions LE and NP with the Mann-Whitney U test finding this difference in ranking
to be statistically significant whereas the Wilcoxon signed-rank test does not.
10.6.1 Comparison to baseline system M
We can see that the ‘trajectory tiling’ approach to unit selection described in Qian et al.
(2013), and implemented in our systems LE, HE, HP, NP is generally effective, with
all systems performing at least as well as the baseline, and significantly better in all
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Figure 10.2: Boxplot of the rank order from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same notation
as in Figure 4.1. Figure appeared in Merritt et al. (2016a).
cases where a DNN was used as the parametric model. We were not able to obtain
significant improvements over the baseline with HMM-generated speech parameter
trajectories (system HP).
10.6.2 DNNs vs HMMs
The use of deep neural networks in systems LE, HE and NP provides significant im-
provements over both the baseline (M) and the HMM-driven hybrid system (HP). This
demonstrates that the gains found in SPSS systems, when moving from decision tree-
clustered HMMs to DNNs, transfers over to the hybrid unit selection paradigm.
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Figure 10.3: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.01). Dark blue indicates
agreement in significant difference. Yellow indicates agreement in no significant dif-
ference.
10.7 Conclusions
In this chapter the use of deep neural networks to guide unit selection systems has
been proposed. An experimental comparison of several different configurations of
hybrid unit selection has also been presented. These were all implemented within
Festival’s Multisyn framework. The use of a DNN to generate features for use in the
target cost was found to be more effective than using a HMM, be that using the speech
parameters generated at the output of the DNN or using context embeddings from a
bottleneck layer.
In this investigation, only the target cost function was modified. However, further
increases might be obtained in future work by improving the join cost function. This
might be done by introducing a search for the optimal join position (Conkie and Isard,
1997), or calculating the join cost using an alternative representation (Richmond and
King, 2016, Vepa and King, 2006).
Although no significant differences were found between the use of speech param-
eters from a DNN compared to context embeddings, there is perhaps more consis-
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Figure 10.4: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of rank
order using Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.01). Dark
blue indicates agreement in significant differences. Yellow indicates agreement in no
significant difference. Red indicates significant difference found using Mann-Whitney
U test but not with Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
tency in listener judgements for the embedding-based systems (LE, HE) than the DNN
speech parameter-based system (NP). This can be observed in Figure 10.2.
The context embedding features discussed here could be used elsewhere in the unit
selection system. For example these features may be incorporated into the back-off
function, replacing manual phone substitution rules, or used to perform the initial pre-
selection of units, instead of the current pre-selection of units by matching diphone
identity.
Investigating different types of neural network for use in this hybrid framework is
left as future work. But it is expected that any improvement in parametric synthesis
would carry over to the hybrid method for waveform generation, given the performance
increase that was noted in this investigation from moving from the standard HMM
system to a DNN system for driving the target cost function. For example, mixture
density networks (MDNs) might be used to directly produce a likelihood-based target
cost instead of the KLD-based approach used here. RNNs, which are more powerful
sequence models, might also be used to generate the target trajectories.
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The systems investigated here made use of uniform subsections of diphones (the
unit size) in conjunction with phoneme-level acoustic models. However investiga-
tions into using diphone-level acoustic models is of future interest as this would allow
state-sized representations of speech to be used instead and may further improve per-
formance.
Investigation into the use of different speech coding methods, such as Stylianou
(2001), may be of future interest in order to improve joins between units.
Direct comparisons between SPSS and exemplar-based systems is very challeng-
ing, as the performance of an exemplar-based synthesis system is extremely dependent
on the size of the speech corpus available. The corpus used in this investigation is
a substantial corpus for performing SPSS, however for the unit selection and hybrid
systems investigated in this chapter the number of utterances in the corpus is quite low.
Therefore it was not deemed that the inclusion of SPSS systems in the tests conducted
in this investigation would be very enlightening. An extended version of the hybrid
system introduced here was entered into the Blizzard Challenge (Merritt et al., 2016c),
which made use of much larger amounts of training data than was the case for the in-
vestigation in this chapter. The perceptual testing of the challenge involved SPSS and
unit selection systems from other participating teams. The hybrid system entered into
the challenge was found to perform very well against such systems. As hybrid syn-
thesis appears to inherit some of the problems of unit selection synthesis, in terms of
data sparsity, investigation of differing unit sizes and signal modification at unit joins,
which were both out of the scope of the current investigation, are of interest in order to
improve performance where a reduced amount of training data is available.
Hybrid synthesis makes use of both unit selection and SPSS systems. In Part I
of the thesis the limitations of SPSS were investigated in order to gain knowledge of
what causes reduced synthesis quality. The same style of perceptual testing in order
to provide informed improvements could be applied to the unit selection aspect of
hybrid synthesis. Although such an investigation is outside the scope of the thesis, it
is believed that this would lead to further improvements in the quality of synthesised
speech.
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10.8 Summary
The hybrid speech synthesis system introduced in this chapter addresses a number of
causes of reduced synthesis quality highlighted in Part I of the thesis. The solution to
these issues are as follows:
• Vocoding is no longer present in the synthesised speech, resulting in much higher
quality being possible.
• Speech is no longer generated from models, instead real examples (units) of
speech are used. Statistical parametric models are used to guide the selection of
these units. As a result of this, causes of degraded speech discovered in Part I
of the thesis are no longer present in the speech output. These include: correct
variance of speech parameters, independent modelling of parameter streams, di-
agonal covariance between spectral parameters and averaging across differing
linguistic contexts. However it must be noted that some of these different effects
may play some part in the SPSS system used to guide the selection of units. Fu-
ture research into whether there are any implications to the naturalness of hybrid
synthesis as a result of the limitations of the underlying SPSS system, may be of
interest.
10.9 Retrospective review
Whilst the investigation in this chapter was being conducted, there was further research
being conducted within the speech synthesis community. In this section I will comment
on work conducted during this time and how it relates to the work in this chapter.
An alternative approach to avoiding the use of vocoding, proposed in the literature,
is to directly model the speech waveform (Tokuda and Zen, 2015, 2016). As discussed
in Chapter 1, the waveform contains many combined components of speech and as
such direct modelling is a very complex task. Research in direct modelling of the
speech waveform is still in its infancy.
Another alternative to using a vocoder to extract speech parameters for modelling,
investigated in the literature, is to use a neural network to perform the parameter ex-
traction (Hu and Ling, 2016, Takaki et al., 2015). The parameters output by the neural
network are then modelled. For generation, the predicted parameters are passed back
through the neural network to produce the speech waveform. As is the case with speech
waveform modelling, this synthesis approach is still in its infancy.
Chapter 11
Conclusions & future work
11.1 Contribution to future speech synthesis systems
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) commonly falls short of the quality of
natural speech or unit selection under ‘best case’ conditions. SPSS however is consid-
erably more flexible than unit selection synthesis and the speech produced has more
consistent performance, making research into improvements in this synthesis domain
very desirable. Before work on this thesis began, there were a number of hypothesised
causes within the literature as to the reduced quality of synthesised speech from SPSS
systems. However these hypothesised causes were rarely formally tested, resulting in
uncertainty as to what was causing the perceived drop in synthesis performance and as
to which causes were causing the largest degradation in synthesised speech.
Investigative methodology
Part I of this thesis therefore presented a methodical approach for confirming or re-
jecting hypothesised causes of the reduced quality in hidden Markov model (HMM)
speech synthesis. In addition to confirming hypothesised causes of reduced synthe-
sis quality, the contribution of found causes towards the overall synthesis quality was
quantified. The investigation in this thesis was conducted by placing these hypothe-
sised causes of reduced quality into a conceptual ‘continuum of speech’. This contin-
uum ranges from natural speech at one end, to full SPSS at the other end. Each element
within the continuum represents a different hypothesised cause of reduced quality. Per-
ceptual findings from this methodology allow for informed and targeted research in
speech synthesis. The approach taken in this thesis to confirm or reject hypothesised
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causes of degradations via perceptual testing, in order to apply solutions in an informed
way, is an approach which can and should be used to approach future problems. Such
an approach ensures that any improvements implemented are actually worthwhile and
are overcoming fundamental causes of reduced synthesis quality. Part I of the thesis
highlighted that averaging across differing lingusitic contexts, as is performed as
a result of decision tree regression in HMM synthesis, and the parametrisation of
speech, i.e., vocoding, both dramatically degrade the quality of synthesised speech.
Avoid performing averaging across differing linguistic contexts
Following the perceptual testing undertaken, a further contribution of this thesis was
the revisiting of the rich-context HMM synthesis paradigm in Part II of the thesis.
Given the findings in Part I of the thesis, it was correctly anticipated that this synthesis
paradigm had greater potential than was found using its original configuration in Yan
et al. (2009). In Yan et al. (2009), standard tied HMM models are used as the target
from which to search for the closest rich-context models. Chapter 9 looked to replace
the target for rich-context model selection because tied HMM models are created by
averaging across differing linguistic contexts. Instead, the use of a reduced dimen-
sionality space to perform the rich-context model search within, was investigated. A
search for rich-context models in a lingustic context embedding-space, created by us-
ing the activations at a bottleneck layer in a feed-forward DNN, was found to perform
significantly better. This improvement is as a result of the rich-context model search
no longer being affected by the distortions present in a model calculated by averaging
across differing linguistic contexts, as was the case previously with the rich-context
model search in Yan et al. (2009). This flaw in the previous rich-context model search
was identified as a direct result of the investigation performed in Part I of the the-
sis. The findings of the investigation in Chapter 9 highlight that further research into
the rich-context HMM synthesis paradigm is of interest. This is because rich-context
synthesis is still in its infancy, presumably due to the effects the previous target for
rich-context model search (tied HMMs) had on subsequent synthesis quality. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 9, there are still open questions in rich-context synthesis research.
For example, whether the use of a lattice search (like that used in unit selection) to
optimise not only how well a rich-context model matches the ‘target’, but also how
well neighbouring rich-context models will join.
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Avoid generation using parametrised speech
An additional contribution of this thesis is the investigation of hybrid synthesis in Part
II. This investigation was motivated by Part I of the thesis finding that vocoding has a
large degrading impact on synthesis performance. Unit selection is an obvious exam-
ple of a system unaffected by vocoding, however, as previously stated, this synthesis
paradigm is not as flexible as SPSS and synthesis quality is less stable. Hybrid synthe-
sis systems are said to incorporate the benefits of the extremely natural underlying unit
selection synthesis, with the benefits of the SPSS system used to drive the selection of
units. At this point in time it is widely accepted in the literature that gains in natural-
ness are to be found from moving from the standard HMM synthesis using tied models,
to using deep neural networks (DNNs). However at the time this work was conducted,
DNN systems were infrequently incorporated in hybrid synthesis systems. Hybrid syn-
thesis is expected to benefit from both the unit selection and SPSS systems being used.
Therefore, it was of clear interest to investigate whether changing the SPSS system,
used to select units, to an SPSS system which performs better when producing speech
in the SPSS domain, results in improved hybrid synthesis performance. The investi-
gation in Chapter 10 found that hybrid synthesis does indeed appear to benefit from
both the high quality of unit selection and the flexibility of the underlying statistical
parametric system used to guide the selection of units. As a result of this, by improv-
ing the SPSS system, used to drive unit selection, to a system which performs better
in the SPSS domain does indeed lead to improved hybrid synthesis performance. This
finding is significant because it indicates that improvements found in the field of SPSS
can also provide benefits to hybrid systems, suggesting that future improvements in
SPSS can be expected to also benefit hybrid synthesis. Linguistic context embeddings
were investigated in Chapter 10 and found to perform well as the target cost function.
However this finding also presents future research questions for the field of hybrid
synthesis: this compact representation may be applicable to more than just the target
cost function. For example, this reduced dimensionality context embedding space may
prove useful to replace the, currently manually-defined, pre-selection or back-off func-
tions within the underlying unit selection system. Such further integration of SPSS
within hybrid synthesis may result in further improvements, including the flexibility
and stability of synthesis performance.
The focus of the research undertaken within this thesis has been on the effect of
modelling on filter parameters. The effect of modelling with respect to prosody is left
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as future work, as prosody is a complete field of research in itself. This exemption of
prosody has been by design in order to avoid the large number of experimental varia-
tions which this extra element requires as well as avoiding the underlying semantics of
speech which this also entails. However it is possible that future researchers may be
interested in repeating the investigations conducted in this thesis, focusing instead on
the effects modelling has on the prosody of synthetic speech.
11.2 Where do the improvements come from when mov-
ing from HMMs to DNNs?
In this section the investigation reported in Watts et al. (2016a) is summarised and dis-
cussed. My contribution to this work was as part of the initial discussion, from which
this investigation took place. The systems included in testing were implemented by
Oliver Watts. The perceptual testing was created and analysed by Gustav Eje Henter.
The published version of the paper was predominantly written by Oliver Watts; this
section has been rewritten in my own words.
While it is widely claimed in the literature (Zen, 2015) that moving from HMM-
based systems to DNN-based systems for SPSS results in better synthesis quality, it
is often overlooked that the standard setups of these two systems are very different.
More than just the underlying regression model has changed. It is therefore unknown
exactly which elements of the standard DNN system design is outperforming that of
the standard HMM system.
A number of differences in the standard system setups for HMM and DNN systems
exist, these will now be described.
• The regression model; a decision tree is used as the regression model in HMM
synthesis from which the HMM models are produced, whereas in DNN synthesis
the regression model is the neural network. Decision tree regression was found
to degrade synthesis performance in Chapters 4 & 9, due to averaging across
differing linguistic contexts.
• The granularity of output in the standard system setup also differs: the output
from HMM synthesis systems is typically state-level whereas in DNN synthesis
this is typically frame-level. However in both HMM and DNN synthesis, MLPG
is still used as standard to produce the final smooth speech parameter trajectories.
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Table 11.1: Summary of systems evaluated; V denotes vocoded natural speech.
System Regression model Regression Stream Variance Duration-derived Enhancement
target unit modelling features method
V - - - - - -
D1 decision tree state separate context-dependent no GV
D2 decision tree state separate context-dependent no postfilter
N1 neural network state separate context-dependent no postfilter
N2 neural network state separate fixed no postfilter
N3 neural network state combined fixed no postfilter
N4 neural network frame separate fixed no postfilter
N5 neural network frame combined fixed no postfilter
N6 neural network frame combined fixed yes postfilter
• The dependence between streams included in modelling also differs between
standard setups: stream-independent modelling is the standard in HMM synthe-
sis whereas combined speech parameter estimation is standard in DNN synthe-
sis.
• The way variance for MLPG is calculated also differs between HMM and DNN
standard configurations: variance is typically calculated on a context-dependent
level in HMM synthesis whereas a fixed value is normally used in DNN synthe-
sis.
• The inclusion of duration-derived features (i.e., an input feature which acts as a
counter within the current state) is included in DNN systems whereas this isn’t
typically used in HMM synthesis.
• Finally GV has long been the standard enhancement method applied in HMM
synthesis whereas postfiltering is typically applied in DNN synthesis.
As there are a large number of configuration differences between the ‘established’
standard setups for HMM and DNN synthesis systems in literature it is of interest to
observe the contributing factors of these differences towards synthesis performance.
Therefore a number of intermediate configurations between these standard setups are
included in subjective evaluations. The range of system configurations tested is shown
in Table 11.1.
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11.2.1 Evaluation
The contributions of each of the various differences in configurations between standard
HMM and DNN system setups were tested using the MUSHRA testing paradigm (ITU
Recommendation ITU-R BS.1534-1, 2003). As discussed in Chapter 1, MUSHRA
testing usually uses natural speech as an hidden (listeners are not informed which slider
corresponds to this condition) upper-anchor for the range of conditions. However due
to the large number of conditions present in this investigation it was decided to use
natural vocoded speech (natural speech vocoded and parametrised to the speech pa-
rameters suitable for modelling) as the upper-anchor instead of natural speech in order
to reduce the number of conditions present in the MUSHRA test. Vocoded speech
still acts as the upper-bound for conditions in this listening test, however, as this is the
parametrisation of speech which is then modelled by the SPSS systems tested. Listen-
ers were instructed to rate the vocoded speech condition (condition V) at 100.
20 listeners were recruited to take part in the listening test with each listener rat-
ing two sets of ten Harvard sentences, with each of these sets being approximately
phonetically balanced. Seven sets were used in total across all listeners (70 different
sentences in total), with each set being presented to at least five listeners and at most
to six listeners. The testing stimuli and listener response data for this investigation can
be found at Watts et al. (2016b).
11.2.2 Results
The listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of absolute values of the scores
given are shown in Figure 11.1. All tests for significant differences between conditions
applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of condition pairs to com-
pare. All conditions were found to be significantly different from all others in terms of
absolute rating, except between: D1 and D2, N1 and N2, N1 and N3, N2 and N3, N4
and N5. Significant differences are in agreement using a t-test and Wilcoxon signed-
rank test at a p value of 0.05. These significance tests are described in Chapter 4. The
agreement between the t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test is illustrated in Figure
11.3.
The listener responses from the MUSHRA test in terms of the rank order awarded
to the conditions can be seen in Figure 11.2. All tests for significant differences be-
tween conditions applied Holm-Bonferroni correction due to the large number of con-
dition pairs to compare. All conditions were found to be significantly different from
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Figure 11.1: Boxplot of absolute scores from the MUSHRA test. Plot uses the same
notation as in Figure 4.1. Figure appeared in Watts et al. (2016a).
all others in terms of the rank ordering awarded, except between: N1 and N2, N1
and N3, N2 and N3, N4 and N5. Significant differences are in agreement using the
Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a p value of 0.05. The
Mann-Whitney U test is described in Chapter 6. The agreement between the Mann-
Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is illustrated in Figure 11.4. There is
a disagreement in statistical significance between conditions D1 and D2: the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test finds the difference in terms of rank order awarded to be significant
whereas the Mann-Whitney U test does not.
The listener responses from the MUSHRA test confirm the hypothesis that there are
many elements between the standard system configurations of HMM and DNN syn-
thesis systems which contribute to the reported improvements in quality, rather than
improvements simply being attributable to switching the regression model from deci-
sion trees to neural networks. This is evident by the groupings of system configurations
in terms of the naturalness scorings awarded by listeners. Listeners judged there to be
gains in naturalness introduced by: switching from decision tree regression-derived
models (which are calculated by averaging across differing linguistic contexts) to us-
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Figure 11.2: Boxplot of rank order of conditions from MUSHRA test. Plot uses the
same notation as in Figure 4.1.
ing neural network regression (moving from systems D1 and D2 to systems N1, N2
and N3); improved granularity of speech output by moving from state-level output to
frame-level output (moving from systems N1, N2 and N3 to systems N4 and N5); and
from using duration-derived linguistic features (moving from systems N4 and N5 to
system N6) although the magnitude of this increase in naturalness rating is less than
between the previous two groups of systems. Interestingly, listeners judged there to
be no difference between using context-dependent variance and using a fixed variance
in maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG), indicating that the simpler ap-
proach of using a single variance value to represent how speech parameters vary over
time is sufficient for MLPG to perform well. Another point of interest is that listen-
ers judged there to be no difference between combined stream modelling and seperate
stream modelling (systems N2 and N3).
One final comment on the findings of this investigation are that it is currently not
obvious how much duration-derived linguistic features, which were found to provide
gains in the naturalness of output speech, would help if the durations were predicted
rather than natural, as was the case in this investigation. The use of natural dura-
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Figure 11.3: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of abso-
lute value using t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). Dark blue indicates
agreement in significant difference. Yellow indicates agreement in no significant dif-
ference.
tions may unfairly increase the naturalness of the output speech in a way which may
be unachievable with the use of current duration models. In fact, it may be the case
that the use of current duration models to generate these duration-derived linguistic
features may have a detrimental effect on speech naturalness where durations are in-
correctly calculated. However the listener responses reported in this investigation do
act as an indication of the level of naturalness achievable given a ‘perfect’ duration
model. Future work to investigate the effect of predicted durations on the naturalness
of synthesised speech may be of interest.
Due to the large number of conditions present in the evaluation, it was not possi-
ble to include many other system configurations which would may have also been of
interest. For example inclusion of a HMM synthesis system which produces frame-
level output, such as that of Black (2006), would have been of interest in order to see
whether this leads to a similar level of improvements in synthesis naturalness as was
observed in the DNN synthesis systems. Also the inclusion of the rich-context HMM
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Figure 11.4: Visualisation of significant differences between systems in terms of rank
order using Mann-Whitney U test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p=0.05). Dark
blue indicates agreement in significant differences. Yellow indicates agreement in no
significant difference. Light blue indicates significant difference found using Wilcoxon
signed-rank test but not with Mann-Whitney U test.
synthesis system introduced in Chapter 9 would be of interest, as this combines HMM
and DNN systems. Inclusion of more HMM-based systems may have been of interest
in order to observe whether similar system configuration changes lead to similar in-
creases in synthesis performance as for DNN-based systems, or if the improvements
in performance are simply as a result of better regression. This investigation has raised
interesting observations as to the wholesale changes in system architecture between
HMM and DNN synthesis systems; further development of this line of investigation is
left as future work.
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11.3 Parametric vs time domain representation
As discussed in Section 11.2, the improvements in synthesis performance reported in
the literature from moving from HMM to DNN systems, is attributable to multiple
factors rather than simply being as a result of altering the regression model. For ex-
ample, the rich-context synthesis system investigated in Chapter 9 also overcomes the
effect of averaging across differing linguistic contexts, which causes decision tree re-
gression to introduce degraded quality. The rich-context synthesis paradigm was found
to produce highly natural and flexible speech and selects models which are trained in
a constrained way, i.e., models are never calculated by averaging differing linguistic
contexts. However, both rich-context synthesis and DNN synthesis systems are bound
by the naturalness of vocoding. Throughout the investigations in Part I of the thesis,
vocoding was found to dramatically reduce the quality of speech. However, it is as-
sumed that as future improvements are made to vocoders, with model-able parameters,
the performance of SPSS systems will track the improvements of the vocoder. Further
investigation into the potential performance of rich-context HMM speech synthesis is
of interest. This is of interest to gauge whether the use of neural network systems to
guide the selection of models which are trained in a controlled way (i.e., using rich-
context models) can outperform DNN-based systems which have less strict methods
of training but are less transparent. This lack of transparency makes detection of is-
sues with bad convergence of differing linguistic contexts within the neural network
difficult to detect and fix.
On the other hand, using recorded units of speech, such as the synthesis systems
investigated in Chapter 10, provides the ultimate synthesis naturalness. The investiga-
tion in Chapter 10 indicated that, within the hybrid synthesis paradigm, we are able to
make use of the benefits of both the highly natural unit selection synthesis system and
the SPSS system used to drive the selection of units. The investigation in Chapter 10
also found that subsequent improvements made to the underlying parametric system
used to drive the hybrid system were reflected in hybrid synthesis performance. As
such, future research in SPSS systems is of paramount importance, as these gains are
likely to boost hybrid synthesis system performance as well as the SPSS system itself.
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